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ABSTRACT
Laser heat engine concepts, proposed for satellite applications,
were analyzed to determine which engine concepts best meet the re-
quirements of high efficiency (50 percent or better) continuous
operation in space. The analysis of laser heat engines includes
the thermodynamic cycles, engine design, laser power sources, col-
lector/concentrator optics, receiving windows, absorbers, working
fluids, electricity t,-neration, and heat rejection. We have concen-
trated on internally mated laser engine concepts, including piston
engines, turbines assi::.ed by energy exchangers, and direct energy
converters, such as MHD generators. A comparison of thermal cycles
was carried out in the context of these three main classes of en-
g 4 nes to determine the most efficient concept within the bounds of
available, near-term technology, and to suggest which engine types
have the most promise with further engineering development. In ad-
dition, suitable absorber-working fluid combinations for use with
either CO or CO 2 lasers were studied to determine upper temperature
limits to heating, long-term chemical stability, reradiation losses,
and the kinetics of absorption and thermal deactivation.
The best laser heat engine for a near-term experimental demon-
stration, selected on the basis of high overall operating efficiency,
nigh power-to-weight characteristics, and availability of the re-
quired technology, is an Otto/Diesel cycle piston engine using a
diamond window to admit CO2 laser radiation. In closed cycle oper-
ation, the piston engine would use a helium working fluid doped
with D20 (heavy water) as an infrared absorber. Theoretical calcu-
lations indicate that as Otto cycle thermal efficiency of approxi-
mately 54 percent may be achieved with a compression ratio of 6.
If the laser pulse length can be extended appropriately, then a
Diesel cycle may be used with somewhat higher efficiency. The
largest piston engine power which can be supplied by existing
CO2
 lasers available for non-military research is approximately
one kilowatt. It appears possible to design and build this engine
entirely on the basis of existing technology.
An experimental program is proposed with the objective of
demonstrating laser heat engine operating efficiencies of 40 per-
cent or greater during the first eighteen months of the program,
and of reaching the 50 percent goal with further optimization.
The proposed demonstration program would include a detailed engi-
neering analysis of the engine design, engineering tests and de-
velopment of the absorber and window components, construction and
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assembly of the complete engine, motoring tests (no laser heating),
and performance tests (with laser heating).
The technology with the greatest promise of scaling to mega-
watt power levels 4 n the long term is the energy exchanger/gas tur-
bine combination. Appropriate turbine technology exists today, with
good component efficiencies down to kilowatt power levels; however,
these components cannot be used at the elevated temperatures re-
quired for a high efficiency laser heat engine. To circumvent these
temperature limitations, a compact work transmission device called
an energy exchanger can be used to transfer the work from the high
temperature laser heated gases to low temperature gases to drive the
turbine. Energy exchangers have been built in both small and large
sizes for high temperature operation, but have not been optimized
for high component efficiency. The development of a high efficiency
energy exchanger is currently under consideration by the Department
of Energy, and in the near future may provide a viable alternative
to the laser heated pistori engines proposed for the near term
demonstration.
i i i
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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1973 and 1975, NASA-sponsored conferences on Laser Energy
Conv.r,io- [1, 21 were held at the Ames Research Center encom-
passing t'' • e breadth of laser conversion concepts from pure inverse
absorption non-the mal engines to chemical processes, plasma thermi-
onic diodes, 4 nd heat engines. Of all these, only the heat engine
showed distinct promise of achieving an overall energy conversion
efficiency, from laser energy in to electric energy out, in excess
of 50 percent.
Based on this initial appraisal, v study comparing laser heat
engine concepts, their optimum configurations, and a design of the
best laser heat engine for a near-term experimental demonstration
was carried out by Mathematical Sciences Northwest, Inc. (MSNW) under
NASA-sponsorship. The results of that study are summarized in this
report.
Within the heat engine category, there are two distinct types
of converters: internally and externally heated engines. Externally
heated engines universally suffer from material temperature restric-
tions which limit the level of efficiencies achievable. That is,
heat must be conducted through the outer engine wall or heat exchanger
to heat the working fluid. In contrast, for internally heated engines,
laser radiation can be absorbed directly through a window, without the
severe temperature limits on thermal efficiency. Our studies have
therefore concentrated on internally heated laser engine concepts,
including piston engines, turbines assisted by energy exchangers,
and direct energy converters, such as MND generators.
The basic components common to all such engines are collector/
concentrates; for receiving the laser radiation; a high strength,
transparent laser radiation window; a radiation absorbing, high tem-
perature working fluid exposed by the window to the laser radiation
and contained by a high pressure cell; an expansion chamber for con-
verting thermal energy to work energy; and, a mechanical device for
transferring power from the expansion chamber to an electrical gen-
erator. A radiator is also required to reject waste heat from engine
operation. A sketch of a satell°te with a laser heat engine is shown
in Figure 1.
A variety of thermodynamic cycles can be employed, including
Diesel, Otto, Brayton, Stirlfna, and other cycles for the heat en-
gines mentioned above. An extensive comparison of thermal cycles
was carried out in the context of the three main classes of engines
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Figure 1.
	
	
Collector/Concentrator and Waste Heat Radiator for a
Laser Heat Engine Mounted on a Standardized Satellite
types (e. g., piston, turbine, and MHO) to determine the most effi-
cient concept for a near-term demonstration, and to suggest which
engine types have the most promise with further engineering develop-
ment. Suitable absorber-working fluid combinations for use with
either CO or CO 2
 lasers were studied to determine upper temperature
limits to hoating, long-term chemical stability, re-radiation los-
ses, and the kinetics of absorption and thermal deactivation.
The best laser heat engine for a near-term experimental
demonstration was selected on the basis of potential for high
overall operating efficiency, high power-to-weight characteris-
tics, and availability of the required technology. These selec-
tion criteria were supplemented by a preliininary consideration of
mission constraints deduced from literature on space vehicle ap-
plications anticipated for the next few decades. Ranges for the
.`'	 power output, engine size, orbit location, and competitive power
w
	
	 systems were taken from that literature. Information on the cur-
rent status of technology was obtained from a wide group of laser,
engine, and parts manufacturers.
	 In general, it was possible to
design the experimental demonstration engine entirely on the basis
of existing technology.
.	 s
3Both private and government sites for the proposed demon-
stration experiment were surveyed, with a particular emphasis on
identifying and characterizing appropriate laser facilities. Other
considerations included the availability of scientific staff, tech-
nicians, test equipment, and local contractors capable of construct-
ing and operating the facility. Availability of the laser appears to
be the pacing item in the recommendation of appropriate sites.
A longer-term program for laser heat engine development was
also considered to overcome some of the problems of scaling this
class of devices to larger sizes and to extend the limits on the
overall efficiency of the near-term demonstration.
.`^	 The near-term experimental demonstration engine selected is
w'	 an Otto/Diesel cycle piston engine using a diamond window to admit
.'
	
	 CO2 laser radiation. In closed cycle operation, the piston engine
rould use a helium working fluid doped with DzO (heavy water) as an
infrared absorber. To avoid fouling of the window and heat exchanger
components, the piston would be dry lubricated at the cylinder walls.
Theoretical calculations indicate that thermal efficiency of approx-
imately 60 percent may be achieved with a compression ratio of 5.
r
	
	 A Diesel cycle can be used with somewhat higher efficiency if the
laser pulse length can be extended appropriately.
An eighteen-month demonstration program is being proposed
to test the basic concepts of laser light absorption and heating
and to establish the practical limits of operating efficiency. Ab-
sorption cell experiments, motoring (no laser heat addition) exper-
iments, single pulse absorption, and open cycle experiments are
ou'-lined .
A development program for an engine based on a CO laser,
absorbing at five microns through window materials transparent to
CO laser radiation, is also proposed. This can be a relatively
low cost addition to the basic demonstration program with poten-
tially significant dividends in terms of device efficiency, and
is within the state-of-the-art of laser technology.
The technology with the greatest promise of scaling to
higher power levels in the longer-term is the energy exchanger/
gas turbine combination. Appropriate turbine technology exists
today, with good component efficiencies down to kilowatt power lev-
els; however, these components are limited to inlet temperatures on
the order of 1200 °K and cannot be used at the elevated temperatures
}.	 required for a high efficiency laser heat engine. To circumvent
this inlet temperature limitation, an energy exchanger [3]. a
compact tjork-transmission device based on an unsteady, gas piston
i
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compression-expansion cycle, can be used to transfer the work from
the high temperature laser-heated gases to a low temperature gas to
drive the turbine. Energy exchangers have been built in both small
and large sizes for high temperature operation, but have not been
optimized for high component efficiency. Development is necessary
to raise the component efficiency of this device to desired levels.
That development is currently under consideration by the Department
of Energy, and in the near future may provide a viable alternative
to the laser heated piston engines proposed for the near-term dellion-
stration which are best suited to, at most, the several hundred
kilowatt power levels. Such engines would be based on a CO laser
with CO as an absorber, and would require a laser whose spectral
output is tailored to the absorbing medium. Such lasers are cur-
rently within the state-of-the-art.
II. LASER HEAT ENGINE CONCEPTS
A variety of laser energy conversion concepts have been
w:
	
	 studied, but only a few have shown a potential for achievin high
energy conversion efficiencies, i.e., above 50 percent [4-91.
These high efficiency concepts are heat engines, such as piston
- •: engines and turbines, and direct energy converters, such as magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHO) generators.
Each of these engines can employ one of several different
types of thermodynamic cycles, depending upon its mode of operation.
For example, the piston engine has been used with the Otto cycle,
the Diesel cycle, and the Stirling cycle. The turbine engine has
been used primarily with the Brayton cycle and the Rankine cycle;
with multiple reheat and intercooling stages, the turbine Brayton
cycle approaches the Ericsson cycle. A summary of the main engine
types and thermodynamic cycles is shown in Table 1. The X's indi-
cate combinations of engine and cycle which have been designed and
operated.
Table 1
Existing Combinations of Engine Concepts
and Thermal Cycles
THERMAL CYCLES
ENGINE CONCEPTS
ENERGY EXCHANGER PISTON MHD
TURBINES ENGINE GENERATOR
Rankine X X
Brayton X X
Otto X
Diesel X x
Ericsson X X
Stirling X
Hybrid Cycles X
R
GThe mechanism of heat addition and heat rejection determine
the particular thermodynamic cycle used with a given type of engine.
For instance, in a spark ignition piston engine, the Otto cycle is
used because of the rapid, nearly constant volume heat addition re-
sulting from a spark-ignited combustion process. Similarly, by
opening the exhaust valve to ambient pressure, a constant volume ex-
pulsion of hot exhaust gases is achieved after most of the available
work has been extracted. Clearly, the manner in which laser energy
can be absorbed in the working fluid and the requirements of closed-
cycle operation with heat rejection to outer space will also affect
the particular cycle choice for each engine type.
The following sections deal with an investigation of thermo-
dynamic cycles appropriate to laser heat addition and space heat
rejection for each of the major engine types identified above. The
thermal and mechanical efficiencies for each cycle/engine combina-
tion are developed, and the variation of these efficiencies with
operating temperatures, pressures, and working fluid thermal proper-
ties are discussed. In order to understand the range of improve-
ment possible with increasing size, approximate scaling laws have
been prepared. These relationships, along with engineering con-
straints, mission objectives, and availability of technology,
have been used to help select the most promising laser heat engine
concept.
Because of the remote application (e.g., in a space satellite)
for laser heat engines, it is also desirable to determine the laser
energy receiver components, mechanical-to-electrical conversion com-
ponents, and heat rejection components appropriate to these heat
engine concepts. The following sections also include a discussion
of these topics.
2.1. Thermodynamic Cycle Analysis
We have investigated six conventional thermodynamic cycles
and several hybrid Carnot cycles for application to laser heat
engines. The pv and Ts diagrams are illustrated in Figures 2,
3, and 4.	 The ideal Carnot cycle is also shown for comparison
in Figure 3.	 Algebraic forms for the ideal thermal efficiency
and the work ratio, defined as
r^ = net work out
heat in
and
r = work out
w work in
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have been derived for each of these cycles and are summarized in
Table 2
	
(subscripts correspond to the points labeled in Figs.
2, 3, and 4).
The hybrid Carnot cycles are variants of the Brayton and
Stirling cycles, which allow an improvement over the simpler ver-
sions of these cycles. In the case of the Brayton cycle, inter-
cooling, reheating, and regeneration allow the theoretical cycle
efficiency to approach that of the Ericsson cycle, which has the
same efficiency as the Carnot cycle. The regenerated Otto /Stirling
cycle permits a peak gas temperature in excess of the highest ma-
terial temperature in the engine, and hence elevates the ideal
thermal efficiency above the bounds set by wall materials on the
Stirling cycle efficiency. This only appears to be feasible for
internal gas heating, such as the laser can provide. The GP cycle,
developed by Garbuny and Pechersky, resembles one-half of the
Stirling cycle, and takes advanta ge of constant volume heating
with isothermal heat rejection (5].
It is possible at the outset to eliminate one of these
cycles from consideration for laser heat engines. The Rankine cy-
cle has been studied for space heat engines and compared to Brayton
and Stirling engines [10, 11], down to powers on the order of
r
I
Table 2
Summary of Cycle Efficiency and Work Ratio
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several kilowatts. In this size range, the material corrosion prob-
lems associated with the working fluids (i.e., alkali metals or
mercury) and complex behavior of two-phase fluids in a zero-gravity
environment have consistently caused the Rankine cycle engines to
be rated below the other two engine types. Thus, we shall leave
Rankine cycles out of our comparisons.
Our theoretical comparison of thermodynamic cycles is limited
to the simple forms of these cycles, including the regenerated Bray-
ton and Stirling cycles. The Ericsson cycle will be considered
equivalent to the Stirling cycle, since the ideal thermal efficien-
cies are the same for these two cycles. The initial comparison will
be made purely on the basis of thermal efficiency. later on, when
scaling to a larger size is considered and where the optimum effi-
ciency must be determined, the work ratio information given in
Table 2 will be used.
We have identified four types of comparisons which have a
bearing on the space application of laser heat engines. Each of
these consists in holding an appropriate number of the cycle param-
eters fixed, and then comparing the efficiencies, net work out,
work per unit mass, and other figures of merit for each cycle.
These are:
1) Fix the maximum and minimum cycle temperatures, the
temperature at the end of the power stroke (or gas-
dynamic expansion process), and the maximum cycle
pressure.
2) Fix the maximum and minimum cycle temperatures, the
heat input per cycle, and the maximum cycle specific
volume.
3) Fix the thermal efficiency, the heat input per cycle,
the minimum cycle temperature, and the maximum cycle
specific volume.
4) Fix the maximum and minimum cycle temperatures, the
maximum gas volume, and the minimum gas pressure.
Each of these bases for comparison reflects the kind of constraints
which could be placed on engine operation by materials, engineering
design, and mission objectives. For example, cases 1, 2, and 4
d1
constrain the peak and minimum cycle temperatures. One would choose
	 f
these temperatures to be as far apart as possible so as to maximize
the Carnot efficiency limit on the heat engine. It is worthwhile
noting here that the real temperature cannot exceed that which can
be obtained by the laser heating technique employed (e.g., resonant
^^^ $; .Z;:i',.tid."";"{:. „f^^rrt` ^•,^3G:'^' ' 4^'^^,.:. ^-,a :. _..
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absorption heating). At the other extreme, the minimum cycle tem-
perature cannot be too low or the size of the heat radiator will be-
come too large. The other variables specified in cases 1, Z, and
4 have been chosen to illustrate the type of constraint that heat
rejection to a bottoming cycle would impose (i.e., the temperature
at the end of the power stroke), that the limits of laser energy
per pulse would impose (i.e., the heat input per cycle), or that
the system size, weight, and working fluid power density would im-
pose (i.e., maximum gas volume and minimum gas pressure). The type
3 comparison sets a premium on efficiency and allows the computa-
tion of peak cycle temperature as a figure of merit for each cycle.
Excessive cycle temperatures raise a design and materials problem,
as well as enhancing thermal losses in the cycle at temperatures
above the design waste heat rejection temperature.
The principal figures of merit for comparing different cy-
cles are suggested by the need to achieve reliable operation in a
space environment for long-time duration missions with greater than
50 percent overall efficiencies. Hence, high thermodynamic effi-
ciency is essential, preferably in excess of 75 percent, in order
to offset mechanical and electrical conversion losses in the system.
Power per unit mass and unit volume are also significant measures
of engine attractiveness, since both variables directly affect mis-
sion cost. Peak gas pressure is also important, since higher pres-
sures will require heavier containing walls and windows, adding to
the launch weight and inertia of the engine. An initial comparison
of thermodynamic cycles will be carried out which considers the
following measures:
r Ideal thermal efficiency
• Power-to-weight ratio
• Power-to-volume ratio
* Peak cycle pressure
We have chosen to use the fourth type of comparison, dis-
cussed previously in this section, because it offers an opportunity
to optimize the work output for several of the cycles for approxi-
mately the same engine size and weight. The efficiency is well-
defined for each of these cycles in terms of the work output optim-
ization, and each of the other three parameters (e.g., power-to-
weight ratio, etc.) can be defined, too, once the efficiency has
been determined.
Prescription of the maximum volume, minimum pressure, and
minimum cycle temperature precisely determines a single point for
12
the GP, Diesel, and Otto cycles, but over-determines the Brayton
cycle, since maximum cycle volume and minimum temperature are not
achieved together at any single point in the Brayton cycle. Since
the Brayton cycle is generally realized in a steady flow device,
we relax the maximum volume requirement and assume that it has the
same minimum cycle temperature as the other cycles. The peak cycle
temperature is also prescribed for all of the cycles. The optimi-
zation of net work output for each cycle follows:
Otto Cycle:
Net Wo = cv ( T3 - T2 ) - cv(T4 - T1)
J
= cvT3 (1 - x) - cvTl (X - 1)
(where x = TT3 rY-1)
aw
axo = 0 when x = T 1 /T3
 or rY-1 = (T3)lz
1
'Otto - 1	 T1 /T3
Brayton Cycle:
Net Wo = cp (T3 - T2 ) - cp (T4
 - T1)
= cpT3 {1 - x) - cpTl (X - 1)
y-1
(where x = "" P2 Y )
3	 1
aw	 -11t 5X  = 0 when x = T l
	o
	 Y 
= T3/T11
nBrayton 1 - T1/T3
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Diesel Cycle:
Net Wo = cp (T3 - T2 ) - cv (T4 - T1)
- cvT3{Y(1 - x) - ( lY - a)}
x
1
CT 
y+2
axo = 0 when x - a
Y+2 
orrY-1 
	 3^
1
1
and rc = 
^ T3^Y+2{
1
	
+1	 T3 Y+2 - 1
^T )
	
1 Y+2	 Z
" IDiesel - 1 - T	 1
Y tT3)Y+2 _ 1
T1
The GP and Stirling cycles require no additional constraints, and
their efficiencies are given by
]n(T3/T1)
"GP = 1 - T3/T1 - i
T1
nStirling	 1	 T3
Figures 5a and 5b show these optimized cycles in the pv and Ts
planes, respectively. Figure 6 shows the efficiencies as a
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function of T 3/T1 . Clearly,
'Stirling ' "Diesel ' "GP ' "Otto ^ "Brayton
For temperatures (T 3/T ) > 5, it is also obvious that each
of these cycles has a high idial thermal efficiency. Since it ap-
pears feasible to achieve gas temperatures on the order of 3000 °K
by resonance absorption of laser radiation and to reject heat at
temperatures on the order of 300 °K, temperature ratios (T /T 1 ) up
to 10 appear quite realistic. Therefore, other measures mRst be
examined in order to sharpen this comparison and to allow a dis-
tinct choice of engine concepts. Table 3 lists the pressure ratio
and intermediate temperatures required by each of these cycles, as
well as the thermal efficiencies. for a one-atmosphere minimum
cycle pressure, the GP cycle obviously requires extreme operating
conditions (i.e., 316 atmospheres peak pressure). While not out of
the question, this fact alone causes us to seek a lower pressure
engine to reduce piston cylinder weight and laser window stresses,
and to ameliorate seal losses of the working fluid. High compres-
sion engines are built routinely to withstand 1500 psia pressure.
All of the other cycles lie within that constraint except the GP
cycle. At this point, we eliminate the GP cycle from further con-
sideration, especially since the Diesel cycle can attain even
higher thermal efficiencies at lower peak pressures.
Table 3
Comparison of Maximum Work Cycles for T 3/Tl = 10
OTTO DIESEL BRAYTON GP STIRLING
"Ideal	 68% 76% 68% 74% 90%
p3/pl 56 66 17.8 316 5.33
T 
949 °K 1600 °K 949 °K 3000 °K 3000 °K
T4 949 °K 854 °K 949 °K 300 °K 300 °K
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In practice, it is difficult to distinguish the Otto cycle
from the Diesel cycle, since a continuous range of intermediate
cycles exists in which the only variable is the timing of energy
release in the vicinity of top dead center. Thus, the three sur-
viving cycles to be considered in greater detail are:
• Otto/Diesel cycle
• Brayton cycle
@ Stirling cycle
The major losses associated with each of these cycles will be anal-
yzed in order to get a more accurate measure of the actual thermal
efficiency. That analysis is carried out in Section 2.2 for the spe-
cific engine types to which each of these cycles can be applied ef-
fectively. Also included in Section 2.2 is a discussion of scaling
to large size which yields the specific power ratios for each engine.
2.2. Engine Concepts
High temperature operation of heat engines is required in
order to attain high thermal efficiences for a given fixed heat
rejection temperature. The temperature drop from peak temperature
to heat rejection temperature can be taken in several stages, form-
ing a combined cycle system, where the heat rejection temperature
of one stage becomes the peak temperature of the next lower stage.
This cascade of thermal cycles is largely necessitated by engineer-
ing considerations, for example, to avoid large thermal stresses in
insulating walls and to avoid the flow losses which would occur if
all of the work were taken out in a single stage (e.g., in a single
turbine). Hence, combined cycle operation constitutes a natural
form of high efficiency heat engines. Several different types of
engines may be combined to extract the most work from the various
stages. For instance, the topping cycle might use a piston engine
or turbine engine with a high temperature exhaust to run a turbine
engine bottoming cycle. In smaller engines, the added complications
of additional thermal cycles usually negate the possibility of in-
creased efficiency. In our considerations, combined cycle opera-
tion has been relegated to longer term laser heat engine develop-
ment where scaling to larger sizes is warranted.
The following paragraphs describe several laser heat engine
concepts, including their design and operation. Component effici-
encies of the most promising engine/cycle combinations are presented
and higK temperature design and materials constraints are outlined
r
briefly. Because the working fluid may also act as the energy ab-
sorber, special attention is given to working fluids which perform
both of these functions.
Three basic heat engine concepts have been investigated:
energy exchanger/turbines, piston engines, and MHD channels.
Schematics of these engines Ere shown in Figures 7, 15, and 22
to illustrate some of the details of their design and operation.
Their application to laser energy conversion is discussed below.
2.2.1. Energy Exchanger/Turbine
For all of the engines discussed here, we assume that the
laser radiation is collected and focussed through a receiving window
in a "radiation" cavity where it is volumetrically absorbed by the
primary working fluid, heating it to a peak temperature, T2 . In
some instances, the energy absorbing material is not the primary
working fluid; this variation will be discussed separately later.
In this particular engine concept, which is shown in Figure 7,
the hot exhaust gas from the absorption cavity is injected directly
into an energy exchanger where it transfers its energy to a cooler,
lower molecular weight, driven gas. This cooler gas serves as a
secondary working fluid to drive the gas turbine. Because the dri-
ver and driven gas are in direct contact with each other in the ener-
gy exchanger and may intermix, a gas cleanup system may be necessary
in order to maintain the proper molecular weight difference between
these two gases. This cleanup stage may be located either on the
driven gas loop or on the driver gas loop.
COLLECTOR/CONCENTRATOR
^__	 2	 3
LASER -MRGAS GENERATOR
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Figure 7. Schematic of Energy Exchanger/Turbine Laser Heat Engine
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The driver gas at stage 5 Tray transfer more of its energy by
heat conduction to a second closed-loop bottoming cycle before being
recompressed at stage 6 for re-entry to the radiation boiler absorption
cavity at stage 1. The bottoming cycle can be any closed cycle which
operates efficiently between the temperatures T 5 and the low tempera-
ture limit imposed by the waste heat radiator. Under some circumstances,
the driver fluid itself could be used as the bottoming cycle working
fluid and the heat exchanger could be eliminated. Since the bottoming
cycle is common to each of the engine concepts, it will be discussed
separately later.
The major components in this engine are:
e Collector/concentrator and pointing controls
e Receiving window
e Radiation absorption cavity
e Energy exchanger*
e Topping cycle turbine*
e Gas separation stage*
e Compressor*
e Combined cycle heat exchanger (optional)
e Bottoming cycle (optional)
e Waste heat radiators
The starred items are specific to this engine concept and are dis-
cussed in more detail below. The other items, as indicated earlier,
will be discussed separately later.
While all of the engine concepts have some form of radiation
absorption cavity, some specific variations are important enough to
warrant a description of the interaction of this cavity with indi-
vidual engines. In the case of the energy •^;:changer/turbine, the
radiation cavity may be a separate component specifically designed
to achieve high temperatures through the absorption of laser radia-
tion. Limits to the temperature which can be achieved depend both
on the ability of the wonting fluid to absorb radiation at high
temperatures and on the heat losses from the cavity.
a
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Heat is lost from the cavity through the walls by heat con-
duction and radiation to space. Heat can also be lost by reradia-
tion back through the receiving window. In some engines, the wall
losses can be reduced by piping the incoming working fluid through
the walls of the boiler so that the outer wall temperature of the
boiler is kept low. Designs similar to this have been employed
successfully in rocket engines to preheat the fuel and to avoid
wall damage from the high temperature exhaust gases. Gas tempera-
tures as high as 3400 °K have been achieved in continuous flow cav-
ities with this type of design [12]. 	 Losses from the window can
be reduced by making the window smaller and reflective on the in-
side surface.
Heat is transferred from the working fluid to the cavity
walls by conduction, forced convection, and radiation. Material
heat transfer processes can be reduced by focussing the light at
the cavity center away from the walls and window. Garbuny and
Pechersky analyzed the feasibility of achieving localized heating
in this way, and found that it was possible if the absorption coef-
ficient is not much larger than the (absorption distance) - ' in the
gas [5]. Minimizing the surface-to-volume ratio will also help
to reduce conduction losses to the walls.
Forced convection heat transfer can be decreased by running
the engine at low rpm or low flow speeds. However, these two ap-
proaches tend to require larger engines for the same power output.
Reradiation heat transfer from the working fluid/absorber
gas to the cavity walls and window depends on the gas temperature
and emissivity, and on the cavity wail and window temperature and
reflectivity. The reradiated wavelengths will generally be quite
different from the incident laser wavelength. The absorber and
working fluid emission spectra at the peak cycle temperature must
be integrated to obtain the proper emissivity. If helium or argon
is used as the working fluid, then relatively little energy will be
lost by radiation from that part of the mixture because the first
excited states of these noble gases are at high energy levels.
Tightly-bound, infrared laser absorbers, such as CO or NO,also have
a small emissivity, but polyatomic absorbers, such as SFe and HZO,
may readily reradiate energy. Unless the window and interior walls
are reflective to the reradiated wavelengths, all of that energy
will be lost and unavailable for doing work. Sample calculations
will be presented for the evaluation of particular engine concepts
in Section III.
Energy exchanger concepts have been developed which promise
to increase substantially the thermal efficiency of turbine power
generators. The energy exchanger is a compact device which trans-
mits the work of expansion of a high temperature gas through a gas
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interface to a colder, lighter molecular weight gas which, in turn,
drives a conventional turbine. Because this is a work transfer de-
vice, the overall thermal efficiency is determined by the high tem-
perature of the driver working fluid and is independent of the tem-
perature of colder, driven gas [6].
Since the advent of shock tube technology, it has been known
that gasdynamic compression processes are a flexible method of
transferring energy from one gas to another, i.e., from a high-
pressure driver gas to a lower pressure driven gas. It can be
shown that the transfer of energy across a gas interface by a com-
pression wave is facilitated by a condition called impedance match-
ing, which requires that no acoustic wave be reflected from the
interface, i.e., the original wave be transmitted in full strength.
In terms of the state of the two gases, impedance matching means
that the specific heat ratio, y, and the product of the density
and sound speed, pa, must be the same on each side of the inter-
face. The combination of these two conditions guarantees that the
ratio of the gas temperatures on either side of the interface is
equal to the ratio of the molecular weights. That is, by choosing
the molecular weight ratio of driver to driven gas (i.e., impedance
matching), we can control within wide limits the temperature of the
colder driven gas to be compatible with conventional turbine inlet
temperature limits. Thus, a high efficiency thermal cycle can be
designed using the energy exchanger to couple a high temperature
source to conventional low temperature turbines.
Under ideal conditions of impedance matched gases and isen-
tropic compression followed by isentropic expansion, the work trans-
ferred by the hot driver gas to the cold driven gases is a maximum,
and the losses, in principle, can be zero. That is, a theoretical
component efficiency of 100 percent is possible for the ei.ergy ex-
changer. In actual operation, losses due to seal leafage, boundary
layers, weak shock waves, and mixing at the interface may limit
real component efficiencies to 85 or 90 percent [6].
Figure 8 shows the complete ideal gas compression-expansion
cycle in a single tube of the energy exchanger. The horizontal axis
refers to positions along the length of the tube. The tube is open
at both ends and can be filled with driver gas and driven gas, sep-
arated by a narrow interface (dashed line in Fig. 8). 	 The ver-
tical axis indicates successive instants in time during one com-
plete compression-expansion cycle of the energy exchanger. At any
given time in this cycle, the solid and dashed lines of Figure 8
show the instantaneous position of the expansion or compression
waves and the gas interface in the tube. As time progresses, these
waves and the gas interface move along the tube. This piston-like
action transfers the work from the driver gas to the driven gas
across the interface.
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Smooth compression and expansion with no wave reflection from the ends of
the energy exchanger tubes is accomplished by rerouting some of the driver
and driven gases from one end of the energy exchanger to the other. The
dashed line shows the contact surface between the driver and driven gases.
State 1 is the entrance condition of the driven gas. This gas is com-
pressed as close to isentropically as possible to the final discharge
State 3. The compression is accomplished by the driver gas entering in
State 2; the driver gas is then expanded to State 4 by opening the tube
ends to a lower pressure. The process then repeats itself with driven
gas charge in State 1. The temperature ratio between States 2 and 3 is
directly proportional to the molecular weights: T 2/T3 = m2/m3.
Figure 8.
	 x-t Diagram for an Ideal Energy Exchanger Cycle
In order to produce a steady flow process, multiple energy
exchanger tubes are mounted on the rim of a rotating drum,such as
shown in the configuration in Figure 9. As the drum rotates past
a series of shaped nozzles and compression walls, the gasdynamic
cycle is repeated consecutively in each tube, approaching a steady
flow. High temperature materials problems are eliminated or miti-
gated to a large extent in the energy exchanger by the continual
cycling of the low temperature driven gas through the tubes.
Energy exchanger devices have been built and operated for
large, high temperature (4500 °K) application and in small sizes
(10 kwatt), but these have not yet been optimized for high effici-
ency operation. Seippel (131, of the Brown-Boveri Company, was
the first to demonstrate an efficient gasdynamic energy exchanger,
the "Comprex," in which gas compression was accomplished by shock
processes. The Comprex transferred 69 percent of the available
work of expansion through a compression ratio of 2.5. Later, in-
dependent research was carried out by Kantrowitz et al. at Cornell
University, Berchtold at ITE, and Zurich. At Cornell Aeronautics
Laboratory (CAL, now CALSPAN), work continued on this type of
machinery in the 1950s for propulsion, chemical processing, and a
hypersonic wind tunnel. A prototype and a full-scale energy
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Figure 9. Cutaway View of Energy Exchanger with Rotating Tubes
exchanger device called a "wave superheater" were constructed at
CAL and operated successfully for wind tunnel applications over a
five-year period [14]. Temperatures as high as 4500 °K, with air
flows of 5 lbs/sec, were achieved in the full-scale wave superheater.
It was not until 1966 that Weatherston and Hertzberg, utilizing their
experience with the wave superheater, suggested the use of the ener-
gy exchanger as a means of circumventing the inlet temperature lim-
itation of gas turbines [3].
The Cornell wave superheater was an important step towards
the demonstration of high temperature, high mass throughput, energy
exchanger operation. Figure 10 shows schematically how the multi-
ple tube "gattling gun" design produced a quasi-steady stream of
superheated air for flight simulat i on and re-entry studies. In this
case, the compressed, heated air was withdrawn in a collector noz-
zle at its full temperature, effectively operating in reverse from
an energy exchanger. Reversibility under ideal conditions is pos-
sible since all of the wave processes are isentropic; the x-t wave
diagram in Figure 8 can be reversed in time if the flow directions
are also reversed.
The CAE. wave superheater, utilizing air as a working sub-
stance (driven gas) and helium, preheated by pebble heaters, as
the driver, produced a continuous jet of air at temperatures in
excess of 4000 O K with stagnation pressures of about 120 atm. The
only limit to the high temperature capability of this device proved
_7
be achieved. As a
and exploratory
very closely with
pressures, inter-
immediately put
to be the practical rotor tip speed which could
result of extensive preliminary design analysis
testing, the actual performance achieved agreed
predictions, including maximum temperatures and
face mixing, and other losses. The machine was
into use as an operating wind tunnel,
The straightforward structural design, utilizing broached
tubes, proved to be exceptionally rugged, and few mechanical prob-
lems were encountered. Figure 11 shows a photograph of the wave
superheater drum. The unqualified success of this device provides
an important part of the foundation for renewed interest in wave
machinery technology.
On a smaller scale (approximately 10 kW), Brown -Boveri has
started manufacturing a Comprex -Supercharger for Diesel engines,
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Nigh Temperature air for Re-entry Simulation
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Figure 11. Photograph of the Full-Scale Gasdynamic Wave Heater
Drum Constructed and Operated at CAL
shown schematically in Figure 12 [15]. Test data by Brown-
Boveri claim improvements in both power performance and economy
over Seippel's original design, while also claiming beneficial ef-
fects on air pollution. In particular, the responsiveness of the
Comprex-supercharger system is outstanding. This device is the
first entry of a wave machine into the commercial market.
Additional work by Cerchtold and his colleagues [16] on
small energy exchanger applications to gas turbine automotive sys-
tems has demonstrated the increased thermal cycle efficiency which
can be achieved by adding a Comprex-turbocharger to a rather low
efficiency gas turbine (e.g., nTyrb ^ 20 percent). No serious at-
tempt was made in their studies to achieve high energy exchanger
efficiency because the low turbine efficiency rapidly became the
A. Engine
B. Cell Wheel
C. Belt Drive
D. High Pressure
Exhaust Gas
E. High Pressure Air
F. Low Pressure Air
Intake
G. Low Pressure Exhaust
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Figure 12. Schematic of the Supercharging Application of the
Comprex Waveheater Currently Being Marketed by
Brown-Boveri Company
limiting factor on total cycle efficiency. For the same reason,
impedance matching was not an important consideration in their re-
search. However, Berchtold et al. have addressed some of the prac-
tical design and engineering questions of the ducting and entrance/
exit nozzle manifolding required for all such machines.
The most recent study on energy exchanger technology, per-
formed in 1977 at MSNW [17], explored the conceptual design,
operation, material requirements, and peak cycle efficiency (on the
order of 70 percent) for an energy exchanger Used to boost the per-
formance of an advanced fuels fusion reactor. The results of that
study showed that the power conversion system employing an energy
exchanger in a combined gas turbine/steam cycle would allow a rela-
tively neutron-free fusion fuel to produce net electric power. No
insurmountable technological barriers to developing that power con-
version system were apparent. The potential for an efficient
"hands-on" fusion reactor in facilitating long-term energy needs
is clearly impressive.
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The principal loss mechanisms in the energy exchanger are
leakage at the injection and exhaust nozzles, boundary layer losses
in the tubes (e.g., heat transfer and viscous losses), mixing los-
ses at the gas interface, and nonisentropic shock compression [18].
Some of these losses are proportional to the inner surface area of
the energy exchanger tubes; others are proportional simply to the
circumference of the tubes or to the cross-sectional area of the
tubes. A rather simple scaling of these losses with power through-
put can be estimated by assuming that the only rotor parameters that
change with power are the mass throughput, radius, length, and an-
gular velocity. We assume that the tube length-to-tube diameter
ratio stays fixed so that tube diameter also varies linearly with
rotor length; the number of tubes also stays constant. Under these
conditions,
P =_ power - r 2 (r = rotor radius)
L = rotor length a r
8 = angular velocity a r-I
m = mass flow a r2
d = tube diameter - r
With these relations, it can be shown that
leakage losses - r
shock losses	 r2
heat transfer losses ¢ r
viscous boundary layer losses - r
mixing losses - r2
Y2Hence, those losses which scale as r' increase as P /  with increas-
ing power throughput; those losses which scale as r2 increase as P.
Only the former category of losses, therefore, permit an increase
in efficiency with larger power devices. However, the shock and
mixing losses can be reduced to much lower levels in larger devices
by redesigning the rotor so that a greater number of compression
waves are used, and so that the gas purification procedures demand
a smaller fraction of recirculated power from the system. Since
•r
,-
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the performance of a small energy exchanger will be diminished most-
ly by leakage and boundary layer losses, the scaling derived above
is reasonably optimistic, assuring much better performance as the
size and power output of the device increases.
The gas turbine is subject to somewhat unique conditions for
high temperature cycles, since the working fluid entering the tur-
bine from the energy exchanger can be at quite a low temperature.
Consequently, the thermal sealing losses in relatively small gas
turbines can be minimized because of low temperature operation (i.e.,
machined tolerances will be closer to actual tolerances during oper-
ation). Other problems will arise, however, since lighter molecular
weight fluids, such as helium or helium/argon mixtures (monatomic gases),
must be used as the driven gas in the energy exchanger to reach these
low turbine inlet temperatures. That is, the impedance matching con-
dition of the energy exchanger, which states that
_ mdriven
Tinlet ' Tdriven mdriver Tdriver
requires that the molecular weights satisfy mdriven < mdri e ,
For peak driver gas temperatures of 3000 °K and turbine in^etem-
peratures limited to 1167 °K (i.e., 2100 °R), the desired molecular
weight ratio is 
mdriven/mdriver - 0.40.
Low temperature, low molecular weight working fluids can ap-
proach Mach number limits in multi-stage turbines, and so shock
losses will be important. In small systems, radial inflow turbines,
with reduced sealing and shock losses, are the most efficient form
of turbine to use (19]. Such turbines have been developed for
cars, airplane air conditioning systems, helicopters, and power
plants. A 3-kW radial inflow turbine for SNAP 8 was developed by
Garrett AiResearch [201, and there is a well-documented history
of space technology at the size level intended for the demonstra-
tion experiment	 presented in Section IV.
A variety of gas purification procedures exists for the
energy exchanger/turbine combination. These are:
1) Distillation
2) Chemical separation
3) Centrifuging
4) Membrane diffusion
5) Aerodynamic separation (e.g., turning flow)
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Membrane or porous plug diffusion typically requires large
pumping power (i.e., low separative power Ger stage), but has the
advantage of large throughputs. Distillation requires either driver
or driven working fluids be condensible. Only partial liquefaction
may be needed to achieve sufficient separation, if only a small quan-
tity of impurity is introduced per unit time. Centrifuging and aero-
dynamic separation both utilize centrifugal forces, the latter re-
quiring no moving parts in a high speed turning flow. Aerodynamic
separation has been included in previous designs for spacecraft
power plants which utilized a liquid metal MHD system [21].
Natural centrifuging already occurs in the turbine itself.
It is sufficient to bleed off part of the peripheral flow in a tur-
bine at 60,000 rpm to extract a portion of the heavier molecular
weight components. For example, a mix of xenon and helium could be
used both as the driver and as the driven working fluids; by varying
the percentages of each of these gases,impedance matched conditions
would give appropriate turbine inlet temperatures. With a mass
difference of 131 - 4 = 127, centrifugal separation in the driven
gas loop would be very effective.
From a consideration of ideal regenerated and intercooled
cycles, it was found that the best configuration for this engine
consists of three intercooled compressors, and one or possibly two
turbines fed by an equivalent number of energy exchangers, as shown
schematically in Figure 13. The expression for the actual cycle
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efficiency is
K F (1 - T td ) - 3T- ' (TcD - 1)
	
n ""	 STtD + 1	 E T-i Tc7D
where
-Y-1	 -t
K NP - (1 - 
ncd )"cdY ] }
represents the effects of 4je energy exchanger component efficiency
(which is equal to (ntm nc } 2 ), nt and nc are the turbine and com-
pressor ettic^iencies for he D (driver) and d (driven) loops shown
in Figure 13 and E is the regenerator effectiveness. The values
Of ntD and ncd are taken to be equal, and each is equal to the square
root of the energy exchanger efficiency. The computation of the tem-
perature ratios, TD and T d , and pressure ratio, Tr d , can be obtained
by prescribing the peak-to-minimum cycle temperature ratio, T, and
the pressure ratio, 7r p, for a single compressor. The equations
	
relating these quant	 es are:
Tr
cd - 'ra(Tr 
CO )
 
3
Y-1
Ttd = 1 - n td[l - (TrrTrcd ) Y
Y-1
TcD	 1 + n 1 (Trc^	 - 1 }
cD
_I
'r tD ^cd
Y
TtD = 1 - ntD (1 - TrtD )
Using component efficiencies for actual turbines and com-
pressors generating at a 3-kwatt power level, estimated energy ex-
changer efficiencies and pressure drops in radiators, heat exchangers,
etc. of 0.97 = nr = Ito6 per component, we find a net overall cycle
efficiency of 56 percent for T = 10, n - 0.85. Note from Figure
14 that the maximum efficiency for T = V5 could exceed 56 percent,
but that the regenerator temperature T5 becomes too high at that
point (i.e., 1170 °K = 2100 OR is taken as an upper limit on current
regenerator material technology). Lower energy exchanger component
efficiencies (i.e., 70 percent), also shown in Figure 14, do not
lower the peak cycle efficiencies proportionately but do result in
unacceptably high regenerator temperatures. These values suggest
that with even the best component efficiencies, an adequate cycle
efficiency can only be achieved with a CO laser (i.e., for Tmax =
3000 °K, Tmin = 300 °K; T = 10). Furthermore, energy exchanger
efficiencies of 85 percent at the 1-kwatt level still need to be
demonstrated, and are not available as near-term technology. In
Section 3.7, it is shown that as the engine size increases, higher
cycle Efficiencies can be obtained, even with energy exchanger com-
ponent efficiencies less than 85 percent, possibly as low as present
Comprex efficiencies (i.e., about 70 percent).
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	2.2.2. Piston Enaines
;z.. A variety of piston engines have been considered for space
applications, includin	 the Stirling cycle engine [7, 9] and
the Otto cycle engine ?7, 22]. 	 These can be classified as in-
ternally or externally heated engines.
	 Typically, internally heated
engines have been associated only with chemical fuels and have there-
fore been restricted to short space missions.	 Longer missions have
utilized externally heated engines supplied by solar or nuclear
power.	 A prime example of an externally heated piston engine is
- the continuously heated Stirling engine.
	
Unfortunately, externally
heated engines are limited to low temperatures compatible with the
temperature constraints imposed by operating the piston with a hot
cylinder wall.
	 This places a low Carnot limit on the engine they-
„ mal efficiency.
Laser energy has the special attribute that it can be deli-
vered in pulses through a transparent window and absorbed directly
in the engine working fluid, allowing an engine to be internally
heated. Because the walls of an internally heated engine can be
kept cool while the working fluid reaches very high temperatures,
the thermal efficiency of such engines can be theoretically much
higher than the externally heated engine.
By adjusting the laser heating pulse, either constant vol-
ume or constant pressure heat addition can be achieved, making it
possible to use either Otto or Diesel cycles, respectively. Other
thermodynamic cycles, such as the resonantly operated Stirling cy-
cle or the hybrid cycle developed by Garbuny and Pechersky [5J,
can also be used by adapting the laser pulse characteristics. As
pointed out by the latter authors, additional increases in effi-
ciency are possible with laser driven engines because they can
utilize monatomic instead of polyatomic working fluids. For exam-
ple, the Otto cycle efficiency is given by
1
nth = ] - ry-1
(r is the compression ratio and y is the ratio of specific heats).
For a given compression ratio, the efficiency will increase when a
monatomic gas is used.
A schematic of a laser driven piston engine is shown in
Figure 15. The basic components specific to this engine are:
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Figure 15. Schematic for a Piston Laser Heat Engine
a Piston
a Cylinder
a Drive shaft and flywheel (or linear extension)
a Speed converter '(e.g.,
 
gear box)
a Valves and exhaust and entrance manifolds
The upper temperature limit on pistons and cylinders appears to be
about 585 °K when lubrication is required; unlubricated walls (e.g.,
for the externally heated Stirling cycle) can reach temperatures
of 1120 °K with current materials technology. Advances using re-
fractory metals and ceramics may allow these temperatures to ap-
proach 1600 °K. However, even the most ambitious ground-based
development program today is aiming at much more modest tempera-
tures for the 1985 time period. Peak pressures in high compression
piston engines can be as high as 1500 psi (i.e., Diesel engines).
Because this engine must survive for long periods without
maintenance, lubrication must be economical. For this reason,
an engine cycle seems desirable where the crankcase oils are segre-
gated from the working fluid as much as possible, or where dry
lubrication is used. Clearly, some contamination of the working
fluid and upper piston chamber by liquid or solid lubricants will
occur which may interfere with the energy absorption process by
crating the inner surface of the window and by chemically inter-
rupting the absorption of laser radiation by the "seed" molecules.
The latter effect must be evaluated for each particular mix of
seed and lubricants used. Gas cleanup is required so that the
concentration of polyatomic molecules in the working fluid does
r
not change the thermodynamic properties (e.g., y = 5/3) appreciably,
and does not contribute too much to radiative losses.
The problem of window fouling can be approached by bringing
part of the cold intake gas across the window face. This will help
to wipe it clean and to cool the window. Also, the laser radiation
may be absorbed preferentially by the lubricant, vaporizing it from
the inner window surface. Careful design may help to mitigate this
problem.
Piston Engine Scaling. Rather general principles of simili-
tude have been developed for internal combustion engines to scale
engines with comparable design to larger sizes [23]. The basic
assumption is that the characteristic dimension of each part of an
engine scales upwards in size so as to preserve the ratios of size
between each part of the engine. Then, the stroke-to-bore ratios
are equal, the compression ratios are equal, the volumetric efficien-
cies (and mean flow velocities) are equal for equal mean piston speeds,
and the specific gas pressures are equal. Under these conditions,
Rpm a d-i
Displacement a d3
Weight - d3
Bearing areas - d2
where d is any characteristic dimension, such as the cylinder bore.
Thus, power which depends on compression ratio (i.e., mean effective
pressure) and displacement per unit time, is proportional to d -1 -d 3 =
d2.
The specific power of similar engines therefore scales as
Power/Weight - d 2/d 3 - d-I
implying an advantage for small cylinder engines. The ideal effi-
ciency of similar engines is fixed by the compression ratio for
the Otto cycle, by both the compression ratio and the constant
pressure expansion ratio for the Diesel cycle, and by peak and
minimum temperatures for the Stirling cycle. Hence, the ideal
thermal efficiency for each of these cycles is constant for simi-
lar engines.
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Frictional losses occur between the piston and cylinder walls
and in all of the bearings. The piston losses depend on oil vis-
cosity, the shearing area, oil-slim thickness, and the piston speed.
To achieve the same bearing operating conditions in similar engines
requires that the product of u6/p be constant ( e = engine rpm).
Since the specific bearing load, p, is constant (for equal piston
speeds), this implies that p0 = const, or that u -- d' for the same
bearing temperature. Thus, we may assume a different lubricant for
larger engines to accomodate the shift in rpm with size. If we are
constrained to the same lubricant because of other conditions, such
as material compatibility or mission reliability, then a different
class of friction loss scaling will obtain. Both are examined
next.
First, for u - d', we have the piston friction loss propor-
tional to u - A - S - ' - v (A _ shearing area a d 2 , d - d, v =
const piston speed), or t8 dd 2d-' = d 2 ; for a fixed lubricA , the
piston friction is proportional to d 2d-' = d, but the bearing oper-
ating conditions will become more severe with increasing size. The
heat losses are
= rate • area • AT
The temperature conditions should be the same for similar engines
so that the heat transfer rate coefficients are the same, and
therefore,
Qcycl a ` const • d2
Thus, both heat and frictional losses are proportional to
d 2 . The ideal horsepower is proportional to the compression ratio
and the displacement per minute, and hence, depends on const-d'-d-'
d 2 . Thus, the mechanical efficiencies are independent of d for
u - d'. If u is independent of d, then the mechanical efficiency
will increase with d.
Heat transfer losses are the dominant effect in decreasing
the efficiency of piston engine operation. Heat conduction calcu-
lations for laser heated piston engines were presented by Martini
[71 for both Otto and GP cycles showing a qualitatively correct
reduction in available work. We have extended Martini's calcula-
tions to include heat transfer through a convective boundary layer.
For both helium and argon working fluids, the Reynolds number at
relatively low piston rpm (e.g., 100 to 500 rpm) is still in the
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laminar region so that a laminar boundary layer heat transfer calcu-
lation is appropriate. Macroscopic convection in the cylinder due
to gas intake and exhaust, particularly for two-cycle engines, will
probably be strong enough to thermally mix the gases shortly after
laser heating so that a nearly uniform temperature profile is
achieved in a short time compared to the downstroke. Hence, we
have assumed a uniform gas temperature which is changed by expan-
sion or compression and by heat transfer through the boundary layer.
In order to obtain an accurate measure of an Otto cycle oper-
ating with a monatomic gas, that is, similar in every other respect to
the combustion case, we have chosen to scale experimental data
available for a combustion Otto cycle to conditions appropriate
to a monatomic gas. For a 6.2:1 compression ratio, the heat loss
through the cylinder, the availability of that heat to do work,
and the net loss in available work (product of column 1 and column
2) are shown in Table 4 [24].
Table 4
Distribution and Availability of Heat Loss
(y = 1.27, CR = 6.2)
PROCESS
	
HEAT LOSS	
AVAILABILITY	
LOSS OF
(%)	 AVAILABLE WORK (^)
Compression 0.5 0.143 0.07
Combustion 7.0 0.392 2.74
Expansion 9.0 0.143 1.29
Exhaust** 17.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL
	
33.5	 4.1
Expressed as a percent of total heat input for the ideal cycle.
Not the heat in the exhaust gases; that is 27.3 percent.
In actual operation, work is being done against friction.
This work turns up as heat both in the cylinder wall and in the
combustion gases. In addition, heat is lost from the combustion
gas before it can be used to do work, and energy is lost through
pumping work. For the present example, with y = 1.273, the ener-
gy is distributed as follows:
4G^,150-Ypool, QUA
0-F
4000
T{°R}3000
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(Wout)ideal = nQin 	
r= \1 - '_ ) 
Qi n = 0.392 Qi n
pump = 0.016 Qin
Qout = 0.608 Qin
Wfrict ° 0.08 Qin
(Wont )actual `^ 0.296 Qin
We shall assume that the monatomic Otto cycle has the same
compression ratio, uses the same piston, cylinder, and crank-to-
piston assembly (that is, the displacement, X, has the same func-
tional relationship to the crank angle, A), operates at the same
minimum cycle pressure, utilizes the same minimum and maximum cycle
temperatures, and delivers the same power as the combustion Otto
cycle. The monatomic cycle therefore has the following properties
(see Fig. 16'comparing both cycles),
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Figure 16. Comparison of Combustion (y = 1.273) and Monatomic
Gas (y = 5/3) Otto Cycles
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 = 3.37 T1
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4 0 Qexh(o) = 
Y y	
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1 Y - 1 
T4 CQexh)o = 0.072 gin
•	 40
YoR0T1 i2
o
Wpump _
	
YR T1 CWpump}o = O.ol4gin
where the subscript "o" refers to the combustion Otto cycle. To
maintain the power outputs the same, with possible differences in
the energy per cycle, requires a change in the engine rpm in these
two cases. Specifically, P =- power - Wc6, where a is the rpm and
We
 is the work per cycle. Therefore,
CWGe)a 
=8 =	 W	 1.818 80C
The frictional work is proportional to the rpm (or piston speed),
so that
Wfrict ' 1.818 (Wfrict ) o = 0.15 Qin
The heat transfer losses can be estimated for each part of
the cycle shown in Table 5 by prorating the losses according to
the mean temperature in the appropriate part of the stroke (see
Fig. 15).
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Table 5
Distribution of Availability Losses
(y = 5/3, CR = 6.2)
PROCESS HEAT LOSS (/) AVAILABILITY WORK LOSS (^)
Compression 1787(0.5) 0.8 0.20 0.16
Combustion
(Heat Addition) 3500 (7) = 8.22900 0.70 5.74
Expansion 3240 (9) = 7.34015 0:20 1.46
Exhaust 18(17) W 9.7 0.0 0.0
TOTAL
	
26.0
	
7.36
where the availability is given by the formula
(Xmax y"1
A=r^ X ,1 -- 
1
max1 	 _ 1
Xminll
where X is the piston position. Clearly, A depends on y and will
be larger at top dead center and fall off more precipitously as
the piston is extended. The availability for the compression and
expansion strokes is shown in Table 5, and is taken as the simple
integrated mean of the availability over the entire piston exten-
sion. Thus, Q exh + 
4heat trans	 0 ' 332 Qin'
Real Cycle Analysis. It is now possible to estimate the
effect of heat transfer, friction, and pumping work losses on the
ideal efficiency for the monatomic gas cycle, as follows. The
actual work performed will be
A,
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Wact = Wideal	 Wht.red Wfrict - Wpump
where Wht.red - 0.074 Qin is the reduction in available work due to
	
heat transfer, and Wfrict
	
0.15 Qin , and Wpump = 0.014 Q in , to
give
	
Wact	 Wideal	
0.238 Qin
Also, the actual heat input will differ from the ideal heat input
because the cycle diagram has been altered by the loss processes.
Thus,
(Qin)act	 (Qout)act + Wact (Conservation of Energy)
Since
(Qout)act - (Q +
 Qht.trans
and
(Qout)ideal ` (Qin ) ideal - Wideal
we have
(Qin ) act r (Qoudideal + Qht.trans + Wideal Wht.red ` Wfrict - Wpump
tQin ) ideal + Qht.trans - Wht.red - Wfrict - Wpump
(Qin)ideal 0 + 0.26 - 0.074 - 0.15 - 0.014)
= 1'02 (Qin)ideal
and
_	 Wact	
= 0.45
`pact	 (Qin)act
°K
HELIUM OR ARGON
1920 rpm
L
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By comparison, for the combustion Otto cycle, n t = 0.21. Thus,
the use of y = 5/3 rather than y = 1.273 has mod than doubled the
actual thermal efficiency of the Otto cycle for the same power out-
put. The reduction from 70.3 percent to 45 percent due to real
cycle processes amounts to a 70.3-45/70.3 = 36 percent decrease in
ideal efficiency. It is worth noting that this monatomic Otto cycle
is nearly the maximum work cycle for the maximum and minimum temper-
atures prescribed. The heat transfer results obtained by scaling
here have been corroborated by more detailed calculations using the
convective boundary layer method described earlier for helium; smaller
heat losses will occur if argon is used instead, as shown in Figure 17,
where only heat losses are accounted for.
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Figure 17. Effects of Heat Transfer on Otto Cycle Efficiency
for Different Peak Temperatures and Working Fluids
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If we consider a comparable Diesel cycle, operating between
the same maximum and minimum temperatures and yielding the maximum
work for the same minimum cycle pressure and maximum volume, a com-
pression ratio of approximately 12 is required, and the ideal effi-
ciency rises to 76 percent.
Suppose that a limit of 1500 psi is placed on the cylinder
peak pressure, commensurate with current technology. Starting with
a minimum pressure of 14.7 psi, a total pressure rise of 102 occurs
in the engine. For an Otto cycle, the adiabatic compression achieves
a factor of 64 increase in the initial pressure,and an additional
factor of 1.6 increase in pressure occurs during the constant volume
heating. Thus, a compression ratio of (64) 1 /Y = 12 is required,
and the ideal Otto cycle efficiency is 81 percent. The actual ef-
ficiency for this cycle can be scaled from the results of the 6.2
compression ratio Otto cycle engine for y = 5/3, by assuming that
the maximum volume, minimum cycle pressure, and rpm are the same,
but that the displacement volume is increased because the minimum
volume in the cycle is decreased. Under these conditions, the work
output per cycle is reduced (i.e., this is no longer the maximum
work cycle), so that the power output is also reduced. The results
of this calculation are summarised in Table 6. The actual effi-
ciency is 55 percent, to within t 5 percent. This is quite an ac-
ceptable engine cycle, judging from .he actual thermal efficiency,
pressure, and temperatures resulting from our calculations.
A survey of Stirling technology was performed to evaluate
the potential for incorporating either resonant or black-body ab-
sorption of laser radiation into the engine cycle. Major efforts
are currently underway to develop Stirling engines for automotive,
remote power, and agricultural uses. Engine sizes vary from multi-
cylinder, 200-kW units to small, free-piston versions in the 1-kW
range.
The Phillips Company of Eindoven, The Netherlands, has been
the leader in Stirling engine development. An American subsidiary
of Phillips, in conjunction with the Ford Motor Company, is working
on development of high efficiency, automotive power plants for fu-
ture application. A parallel program by the team of United Stirling
of Sweden and Mechanical Technology, Inc. (MTI) is also underway.
Both efforts are funded by the Department of Energy and are being
supervised by NASA-Lewis research center. General Electric is the
systems contractor with American Phillips, the principle subcontractor
for a 1-kW radioisotope heated Phillips Stirling engine driven remote
power unit. The target efficiency for this unit is 3C percent (heat to
electricity) by 1979. MTI is also developing a 1-kW remote power unit.
This system involves a linear Beale free piston engine driving a line-
ar alternator. An overall conversion efficiency of 35 percent by 1985
is the goal of this program. JPL is currently investigating a free
piston Stirling engine with a window in the hot space. The applica-
tion will utilize solar energy to pump water for agricultural uses.
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Table 6
Comparison of r = 12 to r = 6.2 for a
Monatomic Gas Otto Cycle. Engine
5	 ^
r=12	 r=6.2
Cr = 12	 Cr = 6.2
We/cv (
O K) 1512 3168
Qexh
0.046 Qin 0.072 Qin
pump
0.014 Qin
0.014 Qin
strict
0.164 Qin 0.150 Qin
wht.red
0.090 Qin 0.074 Qin
Qht.Lrans
0.246 Q in 0.260 Qin
For r = 12, A =
 A(10 0) + A(90°) _ 0.224 + 0.096 
= 0.1602	 2
PROCESS HEAT LOSS AVAILABILITY	 WORK REDUCTION	 ,
Compression 1.2 0.16 0.19
Heating 9.5 0.81 7.70
Expansion 6.7 0.16 1.07
Exhaust 7.2 0.0 0.0
TOTAL	 24.6 8.96
For r = 12,
'actual	 1
_ _0.81 -	 0.014 •-0.164	 -	 0.090	
- 55 percent
+ 0.246 - 0.014 - 0.164 - 0.090
i
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In contrast with the nonideal thermodynamic cycles, such as
the Otto, Brayton, or Diesel, no advantage can be gained in the
Stirling from utilizing a high specific heat ratio fluid. Any gain
in efficiency therefore must result from higher working fluid tempera-
tures or a more efficient heat addition process. In the ideal cycle,
heat absorption is by isothermal transfer to the working fluid in
the cylinder. In the actual cycle, heat addition occurs in heater
tubes as the gas passes back and forth between the regenerator and
the hot space. In principle, this heater section could be replaced
with a chamber of comparable volume, and the laser radiation could
be admitted and absorbed through a suitable window. In practice,
the advantage of such an innovation awaits the development of high
temperature hot space and regenerator components. An additional
complication which would be introduced by higher temperature oper-
ation is that most of candidate refractory materials have thermal
conductivities which are appreciably !ligher than current stainless
steel components. Any increase in the thermal efficiency gained
from higher operating temperatures would tend to be counterbalanced
by the increase in direct heat transfer losses between hot and cold
regions of the engine.
Actual performance data for Stirling engines from a recent
survey [25] relating efficiency to power on a per cylinder basis
are shown in Figure 18. Most of this data is taken from combus-
tion heated Stirling engines. Generally, for small devices, the
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Figure 18. Stirling Engine Pest Data for Operating Efficiency
Engines (see Ref. 25 for detailed data)
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efficiency does not exceed 30 percent. The most efficient, complete
Stirling engine ran at 39 percent, with 40 horsepower per cylinder.
A higher value of efficiency (52 percent at 138 horsepower per cylin-
der) was for conditions under which combustion gas temperature los-
ses were not properly accounted for; the total engine size was 690
horsepower for this case. It would appear that some gain in effi-
ciency is available by going to larger machines. It is also worth
noting that the 39 percent observed efficiency for small engines
and 52 percent for large engines refer to no-combustion-loss cases,
which probably represent the limits for internally laser heated
Stirling engine efficiencies. The scaling of piston engines with
size is discussed in more detail in Section 3.7. Some gain in effi-
ciency may also be obtained by heating with a hot liquid instead of
hot combustion gases, since heat transfer would be more effective.
This gain can be estimated to be on the order of 5 percent by as-
suring combustion gas source temperatures of 1370 °K [25], compared
to liquid energy source temperatures of 1050 °K, to obtain Stirling
cycle peak temperatures of 1000 °K. Even with this increment, the
Stirling cycle efficiencies appear to fall short of the Otto or
Diesel cycle efficiencies estimated previously in this section.
Some attention was given to devising
using a piston displacer scheme with a laser
superimposed. Figure 19 shows TS-PV for suc
a regenerative cycle
heat addition spike
h a cycle. This
Figure 19. Stirling Cycle with Laser Heat Addition
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scheme has the advantage that it does not require high temperature
component development other than the window and hot space absorber
section. There are several drawbacks to this approach. The heat
conduction problems alluded to earlier are also present in this scheme.
The approach also represents a fairly drastic departure from the de-
sign envelope of conventional Stirling devices. Normal Stirling
live-to-dead space ratios are on the order of two-to-one. The ratio
for this alternate scheme is five-to-one. The performance of such
a device is also difficult to predict. The heat transfer and
fluid flow processes in the regenerator and heat exchangers are
particularly affected by changes in dead space ratio. Extensive
development would be required to demonstrate the concept.
Extension of the cavity absorption concept to higher effi-
ciencies would also await development of higher temperature com-
ponents, or demonstration of new Stirling technology [7].
In general, for the small size demonstration devices being
considered, the 35 percent efficiency (40 to 45 percent engine
efficiency), 10-kW, remote power unit represents a limiting effi-
ciency using near-term technology.
2.2.3. MND Power Generator
In the conversion of laser radiation to electric power via
MHO, the sequence of process steps Undergone are the following.
The radiation must be absorbed and/or transferred to a gaseous
working fluid which rises in temperature to levels where the elec-
tron density of the fluid is sufficiently large to achieve conduc-
tivities of the order 10 to 100 mhos/m. The one-dimensional ener-
gy equation relating enthalpy gain to radiative poser absorbed,
electric power removed, and losses incurred is
pu dtt 
= aI + j • E - losses
where
a = absorption coefficient
I = local radiative intensity
Ogjap;AI.U G^ZY
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j = current density
E = electric field
ht = specific total enthalpy
Each of these terms is a power density which may be characterized
by a length scale, such as the absorption length and the MHD inter-
action length.
The absorption length depends primarily on the absorption
mechanism, which may be
1) Resonance absorption by the gas
2) Surface absorption on dust particles in the gas
3) Absorption on solid surfaces of the device
4) Inverse bremsstrahlung absorption by free
electrons in an alkali metal seed vapor
In the case of resonance absorption, the length scale is determined
by the absorber density. Absorption is governed by that portion of
the laser radiation spectrum covered by the pressure broadened
resonance lines. Absorption on dust is controlled by the dust den-
sity and particle size, and enjoys the advantage of absorbing all
of the incident radiation it intercepts. Inverse bremsstrahlung
absorption length is governed by the collision cross-section and
by the electron density.
The absorption of radiative power by these means yields a
power input distribution in the direction of the beam which is of
an exponential decay type,resulting in high temperature where ab-
,.:,,'	 sorption begins and relatively lower temperature further along. In
either class of devices shown in Figure 20, this absorption will
lead to spatial temperature nonuniformities, which may be severe
enough to degrade the performance of the MHD generator [26]-
The MHD interaction length depends on magnetic field
strength, gas flow parameters, and the electrical conductivity.
The magnetic field strength, Q, is usually constant at the tech-
'"
	
	 nically largest value to minimize device size. Gasdynamic parame-
ters are relatively constant when compared to the very strong de-
pendence of conductivity on temperature.
J
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Figure 20. Temperature Nonuniformities in a Laser Heated
MHD Channel
Radiation energy sources also offer a unique opportunity to
enhance the efficiency of the mechanical-to-electrical conversion
by achieving a thermodynamic cycle which closely approximates a
Carnot cycle. For example, laser radiation can be absorbed down
the entire length of an MHD channel to provide nearly isothermal
heat addition during the conversion of mechanical-to-electrical
energy. While this technique of producing a "hybrid" Carnot cycle
has not been fully conceptualized in existing devices, it has suf-
ficient potential for enhancing the thermal efficiency for a given
peak temperature that it deserves attention here.
Isothermal absorption requires that the MHD interaction
length be constant and that the thermal power input must balance
the power required. This is not strictly possible when the absorber
is a component of the gas, because the conductivity will vary with
the thermal power input to the gas. The best practical means of
implementing isothermal absorption is to stage absorption and MHD
power removal, as shown in Figure 21. Here, a transverse ab-
sorption is used. Tungsten or a similar high temperature materi-
al, may be used in an array, as shown in Figure 22, where a dif-
fuser and nozzle between stage elements are used to minimize decay
losses associated with the fins.
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Figure 21. Geometrical Arrangement for Staged Laser Heating of
an MHD Channel
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Figure 22. Staged Transverse Converter Using Solid Absorption
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Thus, isothermal absorption is approximated by a number of
stages, as shown in the Mollier diagram of Figure 23. Typically,
the use of three to four such stages offers a reasonable compromise
between efficiency and complexity.
A vast body of knowledge exists in which the best MHD systems
for use for space power generation were considered looking forward
to the day when nuclear reactors operating near 2000 °K might be
available. This effort led to identification of cesium-seeded heli-
um as an attractive medium to be used with an MHD generator in a
closed Brayton cycle. Successful operation of such systems re-
quired plasmas with extra thermal ionization to achieve reasonable
electrical conductivity. Typically, electron temperatures in the
range of 2500 to 3000 °K are required. If significant enthalpy re-
moval by MHD is to be achieved in a single stage, the stagnation
temperature must fall to levels near 2000 °K, and nonequilibrium
ioni7ation is required.
The T-S diagram for one stage in the cycle might be as shown
in Figure 23.	 The choice of minimum cycle temperature is somewhat
arbitrary, and requires consideration of system weight. Mote also
that regeneration between the 2000 °K MHD exhaust and heater inlet
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Figure 23. Mollier Diagram for Staged MHD Generator
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requires the use of very high temperature materials. There is no
technology in readiness today to accomplish that task. Such a cycle
could achieve an enthalpy extraction fraction of 1200/3200 = 38
percent. The variation of stagnation, static, and electron temper-
dtures through an MHD stage is shown in Figure 24, Note that
near the inlet, the stagnation temperature is greater than the re-
quired electron temperature, and near the exit of the generator, it
is less. This translates to a more severe electron temperature
elevation requirement near the exit.
Electron temperature elevation is possible if the energy in-
put to the electron gas, that is, the joule heating experienced,
balances the losses from the gas at an elevated temperature. For
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Figure 24. (a) Cross-Section of MHD Duct with Heating Vanes and
Nozzle, and (b) Stagnation and Fluid Temperatures
versus Axial Distance
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large-scale devices, the primary electron energy loss is the colli-
sional loss which is proportional to the difference between mean
thermal electron and gas energies, and to a parameter characteriz-
ing the elasticity of electron-gas atom collisions. With no inter-
nal degrees of freedom available, electron collision with noble
gases are elastic, and hence small energy transfers occur. Thus,
the use of noble gases offers the largest potential for extrather-
mal ionization. When the electron heating is by U x B induced
electric fields, the electron temperature is given by
Te = 1	 9 0 2 M2 
(1 - K)2
where
T = gas static temperature
5 = Hall parameter
M = flow Mach number-
K = load factor = E/UB
The validity of this relation has been demonstrated in var-
ious small-scale experiments G27, 281, but requires limitation
to values of the Hall parameter under two so that wave instabili-
ties cannot grow in the plasma [29, 30]. 	 One may note here
that the load factor, K, is a measure of the polytropic efficiency
of the generator, so that operation with K close to unity is de-
sirable from the point of view of high efficiency, and detrimental
from the point of view of a large electron temperature elevation.
Assuming that the Hall parameter is fixed at a value of two,
the load factor achievable may be obtained for various values of M
and the ratio of electron to stagnation temperature, Tp/T 	 Figure
25 shows this relationship.	 Near the exit of the genera & r, To
will be on the order of 2000 °K. Reasonable conductivity dictates
Te near 2600 °K. Hence, Te/T - 1.3, which means that a flow Mach
number of 2 is required to ob?ain a value of K = 0.54. It is
therefore evident that each MHD stage will operate with variable
load factor and efficiency; a value near 0.7 may be a more reason-
able average value for K to keep the overall efficiency high.
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Figure 25. Variation of Maximum Load Factor with Flow Mach
Dumber for Fixed R ( =2) and Te/Tt
Size Considerations. With enthalpy transfers of the magni-
tude considered above, one may calculate the device size required
for a given pressure level. For the production of one kW from a
single stage operating at a peak pressure of ten atm, the flow area
required is such that the duct diameter is on the order of one mm.
If the efficiency is only one percent, this diameter increases to
one cm. This duct dimension is so small that the boundary layer
on the interior surface occupies 40 percent of the flow area. Vis-
cous losses dominate and are large. Viscous losses only become an
insignificant fraction of other losses when the size scale approach-
es that of one MW.
In addition, the electron temperature elevation discussed
above requires that joule heating balances only collisional ener-
gy losses from the electron gas. In size scales of five cm or
less, resonance radiation of the seed vapor escapes from the elec-
tron gas to the walls [27, 31] because of the low opacity of the
gas.
These two factors predicate against small-scale experiments
being realistic as a demonstration for the performance of larger
units. Furthermore, the theory required for the extrapolation is
complex and possibly inadequate to establish the difference in
performance between large and small devices.
^,UL	 _	 -
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Cy_c_1e_Efficiency. A preliminary examination of potential
cycles using MHD conversion reveals the fact that the temperature
ratio T3/T2 (as identified in Fig. 23) plays a role similar to
the design pressure ratio usually considered in cycle analysis.
Thus, with regeneration, cycles with T33/T close to unity give
highest efficiency. Larger ratio of T3/^2 reduces efficiency but
increases the specific work, i.e., reduces the size and cost of a
system for a given output power level. Note that the specific work
for this cycle is
i = NC p (T3 - T2 ) - Cp (T1 - To)
For the regenerated cycle shown in Figure 23 with a single stage
of compression, the efficiency of the system is shown in Figure
26. Here a polytropic turbine efficiency of 0.7 and a polytropic
compressor efficiency of 0.8 were assumed. On this plot, we note
that the lowest T3/T2 ratio gives highest efficiency, consistent
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with heat input at the highest average temperature. A line of con-
stant cycle pressure ratio is also shown, indicating that for a
chosen cycle pressure, the highest efficiency is obtained for the
larger number of stages.
The specific work for this cycle is shown in Figure 27 as
a function of the T3/T2 temperature ratio. Maximum specific work
is obtained at modest values of T /T2, indicating that the MHO gen-
erator will operate bast with small ratio of power extracted to
power recirculated. This ratio is 1 - (T3/T 2 )- 1 , and has values
in the neighborhood of 0.1.
Omission of the regenerator leads to increased heat re-
quirements, which results in reduced efficiency, as shown in Figure
28 (compare to Fig. 27). The cycle without regeneration has the
same specific work characteristics as does the regenerated cycle.
Components. The components required to assemble a number of
MHO/heater stages consist of:
Figure 27. Specific Work vs. Stage Temperature Ratio for a
Regenerated Multi-Stage MHO Generator
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Figure 28. Specific Work vs. Stage Temperature Ratio for MHD
Generator with No Regeneration
1) The MHD generator duct and electrodes.
2) A magnet of sufficient volume to contain the duct.
This magnet could be superconducting, in which case
makeup power requirements would be small.
3) Provision ahead and behind the MHD generator to in-
ject and remove alkali metal seed if the cycle
reaches low temperatures where condensation may
interfere with radiator or compressor operation.
In the device discussed here, temperatures may be
sufficiently high that the seed may remain in the
gas mixture throughout the cycle. In this case,
separate seed handling would be required only
for makeup and removal of accumulated seed in
portions where buildup may occur.
4) Compressor to close the cycle.
5) A radiator for rejection of thermal power to
space.
6) A regenerator capable of operating between 1000
to 3000 °K.
7) Power conditioning equipment to convert MHDen-
erator output to useful form (e.g., AC power.
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Technology Status. Nearly 15 years of development work have
gone into the understanding of the performance limitations of non-
equilibrium MHD generators. This work has identified the critical
role played by the Hall parameter in the effect of temporal and
spatial nonuniformities which are present in the flow. These limi-
tations are particularly difficult to deal with where stagnation
temperatures under 2000 °K are involved. In the work proposed
here, temperatures nearer 3000 °K, with a variation to 2700 °K (ap-
proximately 10 percent), are involved. Extrathermal ionization
may not be required at all, or if it is, the small electron tem-
perature elevation associated with a - 2 will be adequate. ]fence,
from the MHD generator point of view, as well as the heat absorber
and the regenerator, the difficulty centers around design of high
temperature ducts which have to contain the flow and manipulate it.
Clever schemes for adding heat to a conducting gas at 3000 °K may
be required. Fur example, a solid absorber, such as tungsten, in-
tercepts Ehe entire radiation flux and transfers it to the working
medium.
The choice of materials available to handle 3000 °K gas is
obviously limited. The MHU generator, or the regenerator and pos-
sibly the heat absorber, have the advantage of operating at rela-
tively low stress levels, hence the demand on the materials is not
for strength but for corrosion-resistance in a chemically aggressive
environment.
Active cooling widens the list of possible materials. Suit-
able materials for electrodes (such ?- graphite-doped refractory
oxides, etc.) and for insulators (such as boron-nitride, segmented
metals, etc.) are available.
In large systems, cooling internal walls of ducts becomes a
smaller penalty, and therefore can be considered for such systems.
Such losses scale as the boundary layer thickness : flow length,
which decreases with increasing size.
The chemical properties of helium are very benign, and chem-
ical corrosion/reaction problems are limited to the interaction
with cesium and any radiation absorbers used in the gas (in pre-
ference to a solid absorber). Specific problems associated with
corrosion are readily apparent and require appropriate testing of
the relevant materials.
Absorption of the laser radiation is also a serious problem
in this device. If gas regeneration up to 2000 °K temperature is
possible, then sufficient electron density may be present for in-
verse bremsstrahlung to occur. This technique has been used suc-
cessfully to Neat plasmas with a CO2 laser at MSNW and elsewhere
[32]. However, if regeneration at lower temperatures occurs,
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then there appears to be no simple way to absorb the radiation with-
out incurring large losses through reradiation, as in the use of
adsorption on a solid surface.
2.3. Laser Power Sources
Among the multitude of lasers that have been discovered
in the past 15 years, three gas lasers stand out as candi-
dates for power transfer applications in space. These are: CO2
at 9.2, 9.6, 10.2, or 10.6 gm, CO at 5.0 and 5.4 pm, and HF at
2.7 to 3.0 um. Each of these lasers has been operated at laser
power levels in excess of 100 kW, and are scalable in power level
over the full range required for space power transfer. Each of
these lasers has been operated in both pulsed and CW modes, and in
subsonic and supersonic flow configurations. Generally, both closed
and open loop systems are feasible. Each of these lasers has been
operated at hi 
	 electrical efficiency (30 to 60 percent for CO, 20
to 30 percent For CO2 , approximately 100 percent for pulsed HF), and
low laser gas mass utilization. In the future, it is anticipated
that efficient, high average power visible lasers may be developed
for this application, but at present, there are none that have
been operated at the kilowatt average power level, and none has
shown an efficiency that exceeds a few percent.
In the following paragraphs, a brief discussion is given of
the principal characteristics of these lasers that need to be con-
sidered.
2.3.1. Wavelength Characteristics
The wavelength of the laser determines the diffraction-
limited beam spread during propagation from source to receiver.
The beam spread in turn determines the transmitting and collecting
mirror diameters required for efficient power transfer, given the
range between sending and receiving stations, as shown, for exam-
ple, in Section 2.4. If fixed mirror diameters are selected, the
laser power received is proportional to i/aZ ire the limit of very
long distance between source and receiver. Thus, HF would yield
about 3.5 times more power than CO, and CO would yield about 4
times more power than CO 2 , for the same total laser power emitted
from the source for a fixed collector diameter.
A second wavelength issue concerns the output spectrum pro-
duced by these lasers. The efficiency of the CO 2
 laser usually is
not affected by the number of lines emitted, and the number of
lines can therefore be chosen on the basis of the requirements of
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the absorber fluid carried in the receiver. On the other hand, CO
lasers are based on partial inversion and cascade coupling of ad-
jacent vibration-rotation bands. At least three, and as many as
ten, principal lines are present in the output of an efficient CO
laser. Similarly, for HF, the bulk of the output appears on five
to ten principal lines. Thus, for CO and HF, the absorber must be
capable of absorbing a number of lines; specifically, at least one
dominant rotational line from each contributing vibrational level.
At least in the case of CO lasers, there is an important opportuni-
ty for high efficiency operation by tailoring both the laser out-
put and the absorbing medium to each other.
42.3.2. Modes of Operation
All three of the infrared lasers noted here can be operated
efficiently in either pulsed or CW modes; therefore, the selection
can be made on overall power transfer system considerations. In the
pulsed mode, the range of pulse durations available is limited and
varies from one laser to another as a result of kinetics and the
laser operating pressure. For example, CO2 lasers can be operated in
a self-sustained mode at short pulse length (i.e., 100 nsec), as ex-
ternally-sustained discharges (e-beam or UV) at pulse lengths from 1
to 100 psec (with the longer pulses only for large lasers with many
U per pulse), and finally, in a quasi-CW mode with any pulse length
by tuning a CW power supply on and off appropriately. CO laser pulses
can further be controlled by changing the gas mixture; 5 to 10 psec
pulses have been obtained at MSNW in a cryogenic pulsed a-beam system
while much longer pulses, greater than 100 psec, have been produced in
nitrogen containing mixtures at Northrop. Long laser pulses in elec-
tric discharge lasers, particularly if good, stable beam quality is
required, are frequently limited by the so-called cathode wave, a
shock wave traversing the laser cavity created by the energy deposited
U the cathode fall region. Thus, small lasers have shorter pulse
lengths. Pulsed HF chemical lasers have pulses on the order of 5
to 10 psec. However, the state-of-the-art of pulsed chemical lasers
is still very elementa !^y and they are not a serious contender.
The laser optical system must provide a diffraction-limited
beam. R' s can be achieved either by an oscillator/amplifier con-
figuration, by an unstable resonator configuration, or by a specially
designed stable resonator configuration. We will assume that a dif-
fraction-limited laser source can be provided at any of the three
wavelength regions noted above.
:i
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The demonstration will probably require a laser power in the
range of 10 to 50 kW. for example, a 50 percent efficient, 1- kilowatt
output piston engine will require a laser input power during the heat-
ing pulse of
_ 1 kW Tc c 1 e
PL(0.5)Theat
where Theat/ T yc1e '2 a is the fraction of the engine cycle devoted to
laser heat adcdition; i.e., the heating duty cycle. For an Otto cycle,
a 0.05, requiring PL Z 40 kW and for a Diesel cycle, a = 0.15
requiring PL = 13 kW.
The heating pulse length, TL, needed to drive a piston engine
also depends on the heating duty cycle and on the rpm as follows:
T
L 
(secs,  = at
	
	
)
( rpm 
Thus, for the example above, TL (Otto cycle) = 6 msec and
TL (Diesel) = 18 msec. These pulse lengths can be achieved by
chopping a CW laser beam or by manufacturing a pulsed laser with the
appropriate characteristics. In the Otto cycle example, the laser
pulse can be considerably shorter than the limit computed above
because a constant volume heat addition is required. By contrast,
the Diesel cycle employs a constant pressure heat addition so that
rather little deviation from the laser pulse length shown above is
allowed. Lower lime,`,­ to the laser pulse length are imposed if the
energy per cycle is delivered in too short a time. Then the instan-
taneous power may be high enough to "bleach" the absorbers and make
the gas transparent so that not enough energy can be absorbed.
Bleaching limits are computed in Section 2.6.
From a practical point of view, only the CO2 laser is avail-
able today in the power ranges and run durations required For the
near-term demonstration project. Carbon dioxide lasers in the 1 to
10 kW range are commercially available (at a cost of approximately
$40 to $50/watt) from Photon Sources, CILAS, AVCO, GTE Sylvania,
BOC Ltd., and United Technologies. MSNW has also built and operated
a number of lasers in this class. A somewhat larger CO2 laser, in
the 50-kW size range, exists within NASA at the Ames Research Center;
the Lewis Research Laboratory has a closed cycle CO2 EDL operating at
a power level of 15 W. Purchase, rental or construction of a CO2
laser fc- use in the demonstration program would not be a serious
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technical problem, but the costs may be too high. Table 7 shows a sum- 	 0'
mary of available large CO2 lasers and their status. 
Few CO lasers exist in this performance range, particularly
truly CW devices. Much development of CO laser technology has been
performed in a quasi-CW (milliseconds) mode. MSNW has been a leader
in the development of supersonic CO lasers operating in this quasi-
steady mode (Ludwieg tube operation). We have produced over 100-kW
powers and over 37 percent efficiencies, however for run times of the
order of milliseconds. The Boeing Company has a high power, pulsed CO
laser that has a run time of 10 msecs. Calspan has a 1-kW supersonic
expansion CO laser that has a run time of 50 secs. Garrett/AiResearch
has a 1- to 10-kW, cooled, subsonic CO laser that has operated for
15 secs. In most of these cases, the run times are too short for
meaningful experiments. Further, for the CO laser,a problem exists
in correctly matching the multiline output with the absorption spec-
trum of the working fluid (see Section 2.5). This problem would
require modification of the existing CO laser facilities or construc-
tion of new facilities, for any optimized experiment. Consequently,
the CO laser is considered as a longer range option, not for the
early demonstrations. Table 8 is a summary of the status of available
CO lasers with the necessary high power capability.
Few HF lasers exist in the 1- to 10-kW range of average output
power. There is a 1-kW supersonic mixing, continuous wave HF laser
at Aerospace Corporation. TRW has a number of high power, supersonic
mixing, continuous wave HF lasers with output powers of tens of kilo-
watts. Pulsed HF lasers are available commercially from Lumonics Ltd.;
however, they do not produce high enough average output to be used
in this demonstration program. Generally, HF lasers are unsatisfactory
from the point of view of requiring substantial new chemical energy
supplies to the laser. Closed loop HF laser operation does not seem
feasible at present, and so the overall system aspects of developing
a laser heat engine to work with an HF laser appear initially unat-
tractive. Table 8 also includes a sununary of the available HF lasers
and their status.
2.4.	 Collector/Concentrator
The basic properties of optical transmitting and receiving
antennas [331 are well known; however, we shall briefly review these
properties in order to direct our attention to the particular problems
or constraints imposed on the engine concepts under consideration.
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Table 7
Existing High Power CO 2 Lasers
CO2
 LASERS POWER (kW) RUN TIME STATUS
NASA-Ames (GDL) 50 seconds operational
NASA-Lewis (EDL) 15 hours operational
P&W-Florida (GDL) >200 seconds operational
(military)
AVCO/Everett
Humdinger (EDL)
	
>200 (pulsed)	 seconds	 operational?
(military)
Thumper (EDL)
	
>200 (pulsed)	 seconds	 operational
(military)
Hughes
Peacemaker (EDL) >200 -- operational
(military)
MIT/Lincoln Lab	 (EDL.) pulsed hours development
USAF/Kirtland (GDL) >200 seconds operational
(military)
GTE/Sylvania 5 hours commercial
$200 K
AVCO/HPL-15 15 hours commercial
$500 K
UTL 10 hours commercial
$400 K
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Table 8
Existing High Power CO and HF/DF Lasers
CO LASERS (EDL)	 POWER (kW)	 RUN TIME	 STATUS
Northrup
Big Shot	 >200	 msecs	 non-operational
Ecole	 >200	 minutes	 development
(military)
Boeing
Ludwieg Tube	 >100	 msecs	 non-operational
MSNW
Ludwieg Tube
	
100	 msecs	 non-operational
Calspan	 1	 minutes	 operational
Garrett/AiResearch
	
10	 seconds	 non-cpttr•ationai
HF/DF LASERS (CL)
TRW
NACL	 >200	 seconds	 operational
(military)
Miracle
	 >200	 seconds	 non-operational
(military)
2.4.1. Transmitter and Receiver
Mirror Dimensions
The minimum size of the transmitter and receiver mirrors
is constrained by the diffraction properties of the transmitter
optics. A beam of uniform intensity will have a half-width in the
far field (measured to the first minimum) given by
half-width = 1.22 XR/Dt
where R is the range between the transmitter and receiver, A the
wavelength, and Dt the diameter of the transmitter mirror. If the
receiver mirror is constructed to have a diameter, D equal to the
full far-field beam width, we will collect 84 percent/ of the trans-
mitted energy,
_ 2.44 XR
Dc	 Dt
To illustrate the relative size of Dc and Dt , this equation has been
plotted in Figure 29. The range^^ for a low earth orbit (185 km)
and a geostationary orbit (38,000 km) have been used, along with
wavelengths of 5.0 and 10.6 microns.
It is clear from Figure 29 that for a geostationary orbit,
the transmitter and receiver mirrors must be approximately 15 and
30 meters in diameter at 5.0 and 10.6 microns, respectively. One
can, of course, pick a smaller transmitter mirror at the expense
of a larger receiver mirror, and vice versa. Just what relative
sizes should be chosen is not immediately clear, as it depends on
several other factors, including:
1) Obtaining the optimum intensity profile in the
far field. This includes picking an appropriate
configuration and near-field intensity profile.
2) Weight restrictions.
3) Maximum intensity limits on the optical ele-
ments.
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Figure 29. Transmitter Mirror Diameter, Dt, versus Receiver
Mirror Diameter, Dc, for Various Wavelengths and
Ranges
4) Cost trade-off between constructing a small,
"high quality" transmitter mirror and a large,
"poor quality" collecting mirror versus a
large, "high quality" transmitter mirror and
a small,"poor quality" collecting mirror.
To be More precise, in regard to item 4 we should comment that a
transmitter optical system that generates a wavefront with a RMS
deviation of only a/14 from an ideal spherical wavefront will cause
M2,q
a 20 percent drop in the far-field peak intensity. Associated with
E!t^
I
y7":
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such a reduction will be a loss in the total energy received by
the collection optics. 	 Thus, by "high quality" mirror, we mean one
that introduces less than a A/14 RMS deviation in the beam wave-
front.	 On the other hand, the receiver mirror does not require
such severe tolerances because the beam does not need to be focussed
q to a diffraction-limited spot.
	
We shall consider what tolerances
are required of the collection mirror in a later section. 	 As a
P^.4 consequence, it may be less costly overall to construct a trans-
`'` mitting mirror that is smaller than the receiver mirror.	 In regard
to item 1, one should note that the far-field intensity profile for
 a variety of near-field beam intensity distributions have been con-
^,„ sidered by a host of investigators.	 In particular, Nored [341
reports that NASA-Lewis has studied the encircled energy for gaussian
and uniforut beams of the same total power. 	 Their results indicate
°^^;^; that a gaussian beam truncated at its a-z intensity point maximizes
7 the amount of power into a collector of a given size. 	 Recently,
.^^ the general problem of finding an optimum intensity9	 P	 9	 P	 Y rofile forP
an optical system to achieve a desired intensity distribution over
a given receiving plane, or to maximize the energy into a given
area, has been solved analytically by Vero and Asakura [351.
Their results can be exploited to find the most desirable intensity
profile for a given telescope aperture.	 In addition, they remark
that the addition of aberrations in the near field can never lead
to a higher degree of collected energy in the far field for any
n
intensity profile [36]. 	 Therefore, we are led to the conclusion
that aberrations must be removed from the transmitted beam to achieve
an acceptable efficiency.
If the laser output beam has a sufficiently good phase front,
and the beam is to be used outside the earth's atmosphere, we can
assure a diffraction-limited beam by simply constructing a suffi-
ciently good telescope to expand the laser beam.
If the atmosphere must be negotiated,and/or the telescope
optics cannot be constructed with the desired tolerances, and/or
the laser output wavefront is of poor quality, one is forced to
use an adaptive optics scheme to correct for these effects. The
coherent optical adaptive techniques [37] (COAT) has other ad-
vantages: it greatly eases the pointing and tracking requirements
for the transmitter mirror mounting system.
2.4.2. Receiver: Optical Design
As mentioned earlier, the shape of the receiver mirror need
not be of high optical quality because a diffraction-limited focal
spot is not required. The maximum size of the focal spot is limit-
ed only by the window diameter on the absorption cell.
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The variety of collector optics can be grouped into two
categories which we call imaging and non-imaging systems. The nor
imaging systems would be similar to many types of solar energy
collector-concentrators. These systems could be attractive, sinc(
they may reduce the requirements on pointing accuracy; however,
the size of these collectors and the degree of concentration re-
quired will tend to be quite large. Furthermore, they do not
strongly control the direction of the collected beam as it enters
the engine absorption volume. Because of this, we will restrict
our attention, at present, to imaging systems.
2.4.3. Single Element_ Collectors
The single element collector consists of a receiving mirror
with the engine absorption cell located near the focal point. The
mirror diameter will be specified by the range to the transmitter,
the transmitting mirror diameter, the beam quality, and the wave-
length. Once the diameter is fixed by these parameters, we have
only the focal length and the quality of the receiving mirror sur-
face to specify. This can be accomplished by considering the con-
straints imposed by:
1) Our ability to accurately point the receiving
system towards the incoming beam.
2) The physical size of the window at the absorption
cell.
3) The physical size of the entire collector-
absorption cell system.
The pointing accuracy required can be estimated by defining
the maximum angular deviation, a, to be
D
e^8f
where Dw
 is the absorption cell window diameter and f is the collec-
tion mirror focal length.
r*
;^a
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The optical quality of the mirror surface can also be speci-
fied in terms of the absorption cell window diameter, Dw . Here we
require that the diameter of the blur circle, caused by geometric
aberrations of the mirror surface, to be less than the absorption
cell window diameter. Only geometrical effects are considered,
since the diffraction spot size is several orders of magnitude
smaller than any reasonable window diameter. In order to calculate
representative blur circle diameters, and to estimate the degree
of mirror deformation that is allowable, we consider a specific
mirror deformation and compare it with an ideal parabolic mirror.
The two mirror surfaces are described by the following equations.
_ x2
Yparabolic
	 4f	
(2)
2
	
Yaberrated r 4f + ax'' + bx 6 
+ ...	 ( 3)
By specifying the constants a, b, c,..., we specify the
magnitude of radially symmetric surface distortions measured from
a parabola (in this case, we have neglected focal shifts that go
like x z ). For simplicity, we consider only the first non-parabolic
term, ax k , which causes third-order spherical aberration. The de-
formation, 6, of the mirror at its edge is just
D"
Y	 (DJ2) _ Y	 (D /2) _ a---SL
	 (4)
S - aberrated	 cparabolic	 c	 16
where Dc
 is the diameter of the collection mirror. It is easy to
show that the blur diameter for this aberration at the gaussian image
plane is given as
	
blur diameter = 2aD4 f	 (5)C
The minimum blur diameter is found not to be at the gaussian image
plane, but at a distance 3/4 (LSA) from this plane. LSA is the
longitudinal spherical aberration.
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At this position, the minimum blur diameter is 114 of the
result given in Equation (5). Using this result, we can set
a limit on the absorption cell window diameter as
D	
aDc f	 (6)
w	 2
Using Equations (4), (5) and (6), we obtain the desired relation-
ships,
Dw L> 8f (6/Dc )	 (7)
ac S d/Dc 	(8)
Then, Equations (7) and (8) are plotted (using an equality sign)
in Figure 30 to illustrate the limitations placed on the mirror
focal length once values of Dc , DV
 and a are fixed.
From Figure 30, we note that as we increase BjDc and hold
the focal length fixed, the minimum window diameter increases as
expected. Molding d/D c
 fixed and increasing the focal length also
requires an increase in the window diameter; this is because the
angular error of the rays remains fixed while the observation dis-
tance increases.
The laser engine absorption cells being considered for this
program are quite small (a few cubic inches); as an example, we can
pick the corresponding values of 6/Dc and f by moving along the line
plotted for a 3-cm diameter window. Table 9 tabulates the relevant
parameters for two systems:
1) Low earth orbit
2) Geostationary orbit.
The tolerances on the mirrors seem rather severe. One
should recall, however, that a good optical mirror would have a
maximum edge deformation, 6, of less than A/4, or a d/Dc for a 30-m
mic°ror of only 8.3 x 10' with A = 10.6 p. Parabolic collectors
lot
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a, MARIsMUM POINTING ERROR (RADIANS)
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Figure 30. Mirror Deformation and Pointing Error Limits as Functions
of Focal Length and Window Diameters
for solar-powered heat engines were constructed at NASA-Lewis Research
Center in 1967 with (6/Dc) = 3 x 10 -4 , where the mirror diameter was
12 meters [38].
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Table 9
Relevant Parameters for Low Earth and Geostationary Orbits
(a =	 10.6 u)
CASE 1	 Low Earth Orbit:	 Range = 185 km
Dc=Ot=2.0m
Dw = 3.0 cm
F/# f(m) 6/Dc	 S (cm) a 5 (mrad)
1 2 2x10-3	 0.4 2.0
2 4 1x10 -3 	 0.2 1.0
CASE 2	 Geostationary Orbit:	 Range = 38,000 km
Dc=Dt=30m
Dw = 3.0 cm
F/# f(m) d/Dc	 6 (cm) a < (mrad)
1 30 1.2x10 -4 	 0.36 0.12
2 60 6X10
-5 	
0.18 0.06
2.5. Receiving Windows
Previous discussions of the laser heat engine window problems
have been conducted on the conceptual level, and several promising
design ideas have emerged [5, 7]. Constraints'on possible win-
dow materials arising from optical, thermal, and stress considera-
tions have also been discussed. In light of this previous work,
a detailed examination of the window problem was performed, and
various solutions were evaluated on the basis of probable per-
formances under realistic design conditions. Of the window con-
cepts examined, the double window scheme proposed by Garbuny and
Pechersky [7] with actively cooled inner faces is a particularly
attractive approach having general applicability.
Two important conclusions emerged from the detailed study
of this window design. The first is that even under the most
severe operating conditions, thermal stresses within the window
material can be kept small, and secondly, the side in contact with
the working fluid can be maintained at any desired temperature with
a minimal investment in coolant pumping power. The basis for these
conclusions and their engineering design implications are discussed
below.
., .....
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2.5.1. Double Window Configuration
The double window mounting scheme is shown in Figure 31.
This approach will work well in both piston engine or continuous
wave application. The main features include exterior and interior
gas-tight seals, and a perforated spacer, which separates the win-
dows without severely restricting the coolant flow. The seals may
be plated with ductile material, and should protrude slightly above
the sealing groove to approximate a simply supported edge condi-
tion.
Although a clamped edge leads to lower stress per unit thick-
ness than does a simply supported condition, in practice the latter
configuration is frequently preferred. This is particularly true
in the case of crystalline window materials where local clamping
stresses might produce cracking. The simply supported configura-
tion has an additional advantage in that in the presence of a linear
temperature gradient, across the thickness, there is no thermal
stress.
77 01799
Figure 31. Face-Cooled Double Window Mounting Configuration
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2.5,2. Thermal Stresses
The most severe thermal stress condition occurs at the start-
up of either a pulsed or a CW device. The magnitude of the surface
temperature excursion and the accompanying thermal stress can be
obtained from the following considerations.
The temperature profile in the wall and the boundary layer
frliowing a gas temperature excursion are governed by the unsteady
heat conduction equation:
aT_ k 32= * a 0
at -	 ax	 ax
where
k T
ax,
	
h(Tg - Tw)
and
AT	
At(D
Ax
is the temperature excursion at the window surface. The heat wave
penetration distance into the window in time At is
Ax =irr.-At
where a is the thermal diffusivity. Then, representing Two as the
temperature average in the window material,
Tw - Two = h(Tg
 - T w ) ,At ^-x
where Tw
 is the instantaneous tempe.ature of the window surface.
Let
C^=h-)7%-f/
-.
3then,
G(T9 + Two)
rW -Two =	 1 -
A boundary layer heat transfer coeffici^.ot of the order of 5 to 50
W/m` °K is a representative value for the conductance likely to be
found in either pulsed or CW devices. A pulse duration of 0.025
seconds is characteristic of a piston engine compression heat addi-
tion time. Table 10 gives the properties of various window ma-
terials, including values corresponding to conditions given above.
Table 10
Mechanical and Thermal Properties of Various
Windmi Materials (taken from Refs. 39, 65)
1A?t010 i'OLfC1:tSillLL^: i':1LYGrYSTAt.LIt:C ('i^fYCRYST'1LLi14E -POLY eRY f'A 'Li;fE'F:OI. tky! ir7LD1uE
	
MgF l
	ZINC SULFIDE
	
CaF2	 7INC SELE'1IDE	 "Ig0
Estimated Maximum
Working Temperature	 1500	 A00	 600	 t100	 600	 800
.K.
Transmittance (ie) r. 	 98	 90	 9 5*	 90	 90t	 90
Wavele'nath N (11)	 1(116	 5	 5	 5	 10.6	 5
Thenval Stress
Parameter
	
0.53	 S	 1.5M x 10'
	
'!.	
.
(d/cm x cm-' /w sec }^
Modulus of Rupture
15.0 1.4R x 10" (d/art=)
Coefficient of
Linear Expansion 1.: 11.0
Modulus of
Elasticity 95.0 11.0
E	 x	 10'' r
	(d.'ct^` 1
Specific heat
c(.3/q "K) 0.51 01`(16
."' ThP nrld 1	 I
^^' L'onductivrty 6.6 n.l'
k	 w/on'	 r.
ptmsitti
Lstt,;ww ,-
	 ap ^ ,tv	 to	 Ta., • r rmjim , aw#rlriattun wily.
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The temperature excursions in thesurface of a typical window
material,like polycrystalline MgF 2 , with an initial temperature of
300 °K and a gas temperature jump of 2700 °K, is
AT = 0.003(3000 + 300) = 9.9 °K
1 - 0.003
The expression for the resulting thermal stress is
x
`n th 	 1 aEv ( ^rpc k / 4'+.:1t
Y. 
_ h1 vti At /z
p
Table 10 also gives the thermal stress parameter, M, for each ma-
terial. For 11gF2 , the stress is
a= 
2.80x7107 (0.006 )(3000 - 300) (0.025)'/2
6.8 x 10 7 d/cm = (1020 psi)
Since this is always compressive stress and window materials are
much stronger in compression than tension, the thermal stress in
this representative case is small. The materials selected for
Table 10 are the result of a more widespread survey of suitable
window materials conducted for this study, in which other materials
have been eliminated because of low temperature limits, low strength,
lower optical transmittance at the desired wavelengths, and/or be-
cause of chemical incompatibilities with working fluid/absorber
combinations.
2.5.3. P+•essure Stresses
The maximum stress for a simply supported circular disk with
a uniformly distributed pressure load is
i.24
where r is the plate radius, t is the thickness, and p is the ap-
plied pressure. R safety of four is consistent with engineering
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design practice for window material. For MgF 2 , Table 10 gives the
modulus of rupture as
R = 1.4 x 10 9	 T (21,000 psi)
cm
For a 20-atm differential across a single window, the diameter to
thickness ratio would be
0= A11.24p =7.5
indicating that for engine operating conditions, reasonable window
thicknesses can be expected with normal window materials.
2.6. Radiation Absorbers and
"	 Working Fluids
2.6.1. Absorption Mechanisms and
_	
Working Fluids
Once the radiation has been collected and focussed, the energy
must be absorbed and converted to thermal energy in the working fluid.
There are two types of conversion processes that can be considered.
The first involves the absorption of laser radiation by a gaseous ab-
sorbing specie distributed throughout the working gas and the subse-
quent thermalization of that energy to provide a volume heat addition
to the working gas. The second involves the thermal absorption of the
laser radiation by a solid and subsequent heat transfer to the working
gas. Because of temperature limitations on solid heat exchangers (e.g.,
p
ax = 1100 °K) this second approach has not been considered further.
In the first conversion process, the laser energy is absorbed
in the volume of the working gas. 	 Two absorption processes fit into
_ this category:	 inverse bremsstrahlung and molecular resonance absorp-
tion.	 The laser energy is converted directly to translational energy
of the working gas through inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. 	 The ab-
sorption process is also spectrally continuous so that there is no
specific laser wavelength required. 	 However, the presence of free elec-
trons is required and the absorption coefficient is therefore very small
in an equilibrium gas at low temperatures.	 The addition of an easily
' ionized seed such as cesium would raise the absorption to the point that
the process might be viable in a high temperature topping cycle. 	 For
operation at lower temperatures, some means of nonequilibrium ionization
must be provided. 	 This could be accomplished by an electric discharge
or by the production of local gas breakdown with a focussed laser beam.
Generally,	 inverse bremsstrahlung appears sufficiently more complicated
compared to resonance absorption that it has been considered only in
the case of advanced engine concepts such as MHD generators where very
high temperatures are required.
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Resonance absorption of laser radiation into the vibrational-,
rotational bands of molecular gases requires an absorber gas with a
resonance coincident with the wavelength of a high power laser. The
potential exists for heating to very high maximum cycle temperatures
using this process since the equivalent blackbody temperature of the
laser is very high. If its absorption cross section is large, the ab-
sorber gas may form only a small portion of the total working gas, thus
allowing the properties of the working fluid to be chosen in a manner
that optimizes the overall cycle efficiency. If the absorption is from
the ground state of a molecule, the process can be efficient in a cold
gas. Several diatomic gases have large absorption cross sections at
wavelengths provided by high power lasers. For example, calculations
by Caledonia have shown that NO has a 0-1 vibrational level absorption
cross section of approximately 5 x 10` 20 cm 2
 at the wavelength of
several CO laser lines near 5.3 microns [421.
There are several limitations to this process however, imposed
by thermal saturation, bleaching, and dissociation. Also, the absorbing
molecules exhibit large cross sections over limited wavelength ranges,
thus •equiring accurately matched lasers. Each of these limitations is
described below and solutions are presented.
Thermal saturation decreases the absorption coefficient with
rising temperature as the upper level of the absorbing molecule, which
is in equilibrium at the translational temperature of the working gas,
becomes highly populated. Thermal saturation occurs at a characteristic
temperature TS = he/kA at which the absorption coefficient has decreased
enough to seriously affect engine performance. However, hot bands,which
involve absorption from lower states above the ground state, exhibit an
absorption maximum at T = TS. This effect, which counters thermal satur-
ation, can be utilized in the case of a CO absorber. Since the ground
state transition is very difficult to obtain in a CO laser, a higher
trans lition can be used to drive the hot band absorption in CO molecules
that possess appreciable population of the appropriate lower level. De-
tailed absorption calculations for CO are presented below in Section
2.6.2.
Bleaching is a nonequilibrium phenomenon similar to thermal satura-
tion. It can occur in a gas with a relatively low translational tempera-
ture and is dependent upon the rate of energy deposition in the absorbing
gas. When the upper and lower level populations in the absorbing gas are
equal (for equal degeneracy values), absorption vanishes. This can occur
if absorption takes place in a time that is short compared to the thermal
relaxation time of the levels. The bleaching phenomenon establishes an
upper limit to the rate that energy can be pumped into the absorber (i.e.,
the absorbed power). The primary concern is in the case of cyclic laser
engines. It has been shown that to avoid bleaching, the laser pulse
lenth should be greater than twice the thermal relaxation time in the 	 )
gash . This thermal relaxation time is considerably shortened
in the presence of a light, monatomic gas such as helium,which is also
a very good working fluid in a cyclic engine.
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Dissociation of the absorber gas at the maximum cycle temperature
will	 remove absorbing molecules and reduce the absorption coefficient.
In addition, the resulting constituents may chemically react with their
surroundings before they are able to recombine.
	 This would result in
1 the contamination of the working gas, the corrosion of the engine mate-
rials, and the degradation of the absorbing medium. 	 The extent of dis-
sociation is related to the heat of formation of the molecule.	 This heat
can be expressed as a characteristic temperature for dissociation TD =
oh/k.	 Since the maximum temperature in the cycle will approximate the
thermal saturation temperature of the absorbing gas, the importance of
dissociation in a cycle can be assessed from the ratio TD/TS.	 This ratio
. is given for several absorbing gases below:
(micron)	 TS(°K)	 TD(°K)	 TD/TSAbsorber	 Wavelength
020
	 10.6	 1380	 33,550	 24
x - SF6	 10.6	 1380	 36,300	 26
NO	 5.2	 2740	 75,500	 28
CO	 4.7	 3100	 129,000	 42
HCl	 3.5	 4100	 51,400	 13
HF	 2.8	 5100	 68,500	 13
. Both NO and CO represent good absorbers for CO laser radiation.
It is very difficult to operate a CO laser on its 1-0 vibrational 	 transi-
tion at 4.7 microns, however. 	 The 5.2-micron wavelength represents a
readily obtainable 8-7 vibrational 	 transition.	 The table above gives
only an indication of the potential	 for problems with dissociation of the
absorber.
The final limitation on resonance absorption process, imposed by
the finite bandwidth of the absorbing molecules, can be eased by pressure
broadening.	 Absorption linewidths of diatomic gases depend upon the pres-
sure.	 Higher pressure raises the collision frequency of the absorbing
molecule which increases the linewidth of a collisionally-broadened spec-
trum.	 When the pressure is high enough, the linewidth exceeds the line
spacing and continuous absorption occurs over the entire rotational band,
representing a given vibrational 	 transition.	 This effect not only allows
more freedom in the matching of the laser and absorber but also minimizes
the effects of thermal	 saturation and bleaching [42]. 	 This discussion
has presented several aspects of the absorption and energy transfer process
that must be examined when the choice of a suitable absorber is being
tf
considered for each thermodynamic cycle.
r,
The best working fluids are gases with high values of the
ratio of specific heats.
	 These gases are structurally uncomplicated
and the largest fraction of absorbed laser energy appears as trans-
lational
	 energy which can be converted to pressure work during the
cycle.	 This effect can be seen in the expression for the efficiency
} of the cold gas standard Otto cycle, n = 1 	 - r ] - k , where for the
same fixed compression ratio,
	
r,	 of 8,	 a diatomic working fluid (k = 1.40)
gives an efficiency of 56 percent and a monatomic workinggas
	 (f =	 1.67)
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gives 75 percent efficiency. For example, the laser heated engine can
utilize a monatomic gas such as helium that is volumetrically heated
through a dilute dispersed absorber, such as NO; the gas mixture has
a high ratio of specific heats. Helium is very efficient in vibrational
deexcitation and is not adversely affected by high temperatures, re-
taining its chemical stability and inertness. This example illustrates
how well suited the laser heating concept is to the case in which an
otherwise efficient engine cycle is limited by materials constraints to
low peak cycle temperature (e.g., Stirling, Ericsson cycles). With
additional material:, development, these cycles may approach the maxi-
mum efficiency possible within their temperature constraints. To
boost cycle efficiencies further, the energy exchanger can be utilized
to deliver available work from a very high temperature gas that has
been heated by laser absorption to conventional cycle hardware at a
lower temperature level. The overall system efficiency will be deter-
mined by the high temperature of the absorbing gas.
2.6.2. Absorption of Radiation
from CO Lasers
CO lasers produce infrared radiation on several lines near
5 microns. Any absorbing molecule therefore has a characteristic vibra-
tional temperature near 2900 °K, thus providing appreciable absorption
up to the high temperature levels that allow efficient heat engine
operation. Furthermore, there is considerable data on the spectral out-
put capability of high powered CO lasers, as described elsewhere in this
report. For these reasons, a search was undertaken for a suitable
absorber molecule of radiation from a CO laser.
There are two basic types of high power CO lasers that could
supply power to the heat engine: the cooled subsonic flowing laser and
the supersonic flowing laser. The emission spectra of these lasers can
differ somewhat. Measurements of fractional output power appearing on
the emission lines of two existing laser devices representing these
types are plotted against output wavelength in Figure 32. The data for
the subsonic flow laser were measured for a low pressure longitudinal
discharge laser cooled with liquid nitrogen at Northrop [43], and will
be assumed to be typical of this class of lasers. The data for the
supersonic flow laser were measured for a Mach 4 pre-excited laser at
Calspan [44]. These spectral distributions span the range of wave-
length typically available in CO lasers. The specifi output spectrum
is very sensitive to temperatures of the gas mixture and to pumping
rate. The data show that although two of the subsonic lines contain
more than 20 percent each of the total power, the supersonic laser lines
are much more numerous and extend to shorter wavelengths. The two in-
tense lines of the subsonic laser are 7-6 P16 and 9-8 P14 and the
shortest wavelength emitted is 5.12 microns. The power is more evenly
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Figure 32. Output Spectra of Typical CO Lasers
distributed over the emission lines from the supersonic laser with a
maximum near 5 microns (4-3 p10), and power emitted at wavelengths as
short as 4.9 microns.
The absorber gas must be chosen with appreciable absorption on as
many laser lines as possible.
	 The process of resonant infrared absorp-
tion involves the elevation of molecules from one vibrational energy
state to a higher vibrational energy state.
	 The energy difference
between these two states is equal
	 to the energy of the infrared photon
absorbed in the process.	 The absorber molecule must possess energy
level	 separations equivalent to the wavelengths of the laser used.
	 In
y	 F;' addition, the lower level from which absorption occurs must be well
populated in the absorber molecule.
	 The use of CO as an absorber gas
fulfills	 the prior requi;-ement well
	 since it possesses the same energy
levels as the lasing gas. 	 At temperatures below 1000 °K, however, the
high vibrational levels that serve as reservoirs for absorption are not
k well	 populated and the absorption coefficient is very small.
	 During
the initial phases of the heat input portion of the engine cycle, the
temperature of the absorbing medium will
	 be less than 1000 °K and the
use of CO as an absorbe r
 would not allow adequate absorption at such
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k; temperatures.	 An absorbing molecule that exhibits resonance with the
laser radiator (near 5-microns wavelength) for transitions from low-
lying vibrational	 levels is needed.	 The above spectral outputs will
be used to show that such matching is possible.
i	 Absorption calculations have shown that NO is well suited to the
absorption of radiation from CO lasers, especially at high pressures
where the absorption lines are pressure broadened to a linewidth com-
parable to the line separation	 Preliminary calculations [45] showed
that a mixture of one percent .., in the monatomic working fluid of the
heat engine would provide enough absorption to allow deposition of the
laser energy in a reasonably sized absorber volume.	 However, the ques-
tion of thermal stability of the NO molecule at the high cycle tempera-
.' tures anticipated has not been adequately considered. 	 In the following
discussion, a system of chemical reactions is described for the decom-
t-. position of NO at high temperatures. 	 The equilibrium concentration of
NO is a 99 percent inert gas bath at 2700 °K 	 and 20 atms total pressure
is calculated.	 Since this concentration is found to be very small, the
rate equations are solved to determine the overall rats of decomposition
,ice of the N0.
	
This rate is compared with a typical cycle rate and conclu-
sions are drawn concerning the use of NO as an absorber in such a high
r	 temperature laser heat engine.
The system of chemical reactions describing the decomposition of
NO have been derived in Reference 46.	 The four most important reactions
are:
NO + NO = N 20 + 0	 (a)
NO + 0	 = 02 + N
	
(b)
NO+N = N2 +0	 (c)
.1 0 + N20 = 02 + N2	(d)
Reaction (a) provides the initial 0 atom concentration that starts the
chain reaction represented by reactions (b) and (c), which deplete the
concentration of NO.
	
Reaction (d) represents the major loss process for
the 0 atoms.	 The reaction rates at 2700 °K were calculated from the
data given in Reference 46.
a K._
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k l = 1.4 x 10- 17 cm'/molecule/sec
k2 = 4.8 x	 10-15 cm'/molecule/sec
k3 = 2.62 x	 10-11 cm'/molecule/sec
k4 = 2.3 x 10-12 cm 3 /molecule sec
The individual reverse reaction rates were calculated from these rates
t	 using the appropriate equilibrium constant from the JANAF tables [473.
The equilibrium concentration of NO in the presence of N	 0N,N,
	
	
and 0 at 2700 °K and 20 atm total pressure (59 percent inert 2dillit)
was calculated as 0.000385 so that a vanishingly small amount of the
original 0.01 concentration of NO will remain if the reactions are able
to proceed to equilibrium. The equilibrium concentrations of the other
species would be:NYC '
[112] = 0.0048
[02 ] = 0.0046
[0] = 0 .00054
[N] = 2 x 10-a
so that if the reactions have time to proceed to equilibrium under
these conditions, virtually all of the original NO will be decomposed
to N and 0. This fact alone is insufficient to disallow the use or"
NO a^ an ab3orber in this application, however, because NO is unstable
even at room temperature, and it is the rate at which the equilibrium
is attained that will determine whether NO will be sufficiently stable
in the cyclic process of the heat engine.
A typical cycle time in a 1-kW heat engine, whether it be
^;'9	 steady flow or cyclic, is of the order of 10 cosec. The time that
the gas remains heated will be some fraction of this but not apprec-
r.
iably less. In order to be useful, the NO must not appreciably de-
compose in times of this order, particularly in a closed cycle sys-
tem with a long planned lifetime, since there will be no regeneration
.>`.
	
	
of the NO in the cooler portions of the cycle because of the chain
reaction nature of the decomposition. In the presence of the closed
> E
	
	
chain reactions (b) and (c), steac'y state concentrations of N and 0 are
rapidly attained so that
r'Y
gA r
r -^
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d N W d[0I = O	 {9}
dt	 dt
The rapidity of attainment of this steady state will be discussed further
below. Under this assumption, the rate of decomposition of NO may be
written
dENO = -2 x 1.4 x 10-17 ([NO]' - 4.02 x 10 4 [N20][01) -
2 x 4.8 x 10 - "( [NO][0] - 1.8 x 10 3 [N][O2 1)	 (10)
Similar rate equations for 0 and N can be rearranged under Equation
(9) to reduce this expression to
dC do] 
_ - 2.25 x 10 -17 [NO]' (1 + 4.8 [^^ )
	 (11}
Since each removal of an 0 atom by reaction ( d) also removes an N20 mol-
ecule, the 0 atom concentration will be equal to the N 20 concentration
in steady state. This, together with the rate equations represented by
Equation ( 9), can be solved to relate the 0 atom concentration to the
NO molecule concentration in steady state, which reduces Equation (11) to
d[N01 = _ 4.32 x 10
-17 [NO] 2 	(12)
dt
Integration of Equation (12) gives
11	 - 4.32 x 10-f7 t	 (13)NO o - NO
r	 In order to examine how rapidly the steady state is established, an
9	 exact integration of the five rate equations for the concentrations of
(
	
	 NO, 0, N20, N, N2, and 02 was carried out for the first two msec. It
was found that the steady state was attained within the first 0.7 msec.
Table 11, displaying the results of this full integration and the results
of the steady state solution given by Equation ( 13), is shown below.
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Table 11
Temporal Decomposition of NO
TIME (msec) _	 ENO ]JENOIQ (Eq. (13)}[NO]/[P!0]o (EXACT INTEG.)
0.4	 0.9907	 0.989
1.0 0.977	 0.975
2.0 0.955	 0.954
3.0 0.934
5.0 0.895
10.0 0.810
These results reveal that the system of reactions (a) through
(d) is capable of appreciably reducing the initial concentration of
NO in periods of time less than the cycle time of a typical heat engine.
Even if the engine speed is increased and the heating phase is shortened,
the amount of NO lost during each cycle is unacceptably high for a closed-
cycle system with a long planned working life. For this reason, NO is
not a useful absorber gas for the present application, even though its
absorption properties appear well suited.
The absorption transitions from the lower vibrational levels of
CO were found to require more energetic photons than those provided by
existing CO lasers. The energy level spacing is decreased when heavier
isotopes are substituted for the carbon and oxygen. An investigation
was made of resonances between the laser lines shown in Figure 32, and the
absorption lines of CO isotopes. The wavelengths of CO isotope tran-
sitions were calculated using measdred Dunham coefficients [48].
Several near coincidences on low vibrational levels of C(13) 0(18) were
found. The absorption lines near several of the stronger laser lines
are given in Table 12. Similar near coincidences occur with all of the
laser lines. It is apparent from the daLA presented in Table 12 that
a supersonic laser is more ideally matched to a low temperature
absorber.
i
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Table 12
12
c 160 Laser and 13c180 Absorber Lines
LASER LINE (cm -1 )	 P/P TOTAL ABSORBER LIME (cm-1)
Subsonic Laser:
7-6 P16
	
1923.15	 0.240 0-1	 P31 1921.93
1-2 P25 1924.30
4-5 P7 1923.60
6-7 R6 1922.58
7-8 R14 1922.07
7-8 R15 1924.86
8-9 R24 1924.05
9-10 R34 1922.15
9-10 R35 1924.20
7-6	 P17	 1918.98	 0.101 0-1	 P32 1917.56
1-2 P26 1920.12
4-5 P8 1920.02
5-6 P1 1920.67
6-7 R5 1919.48
7-8 R13 1919.26
8-9 R22 1919.09
9-10 R33 1920.06
Su personic Laser:
4-3 P1O	 2025.08	 0.053	 0-1 P5 2025.93
1-2 R1 2026.47
2-3 R8 2025.16
3-4 R16 2024.80
4-5 R25 2024.50
4-3 P11	 2021.00
	
0.051	 0-1 P6 2022.29
2-3 R7 2022.00
3-4 R15 2021.93
4-5 R24 2021.96
5-6 R34 2021.01
5-4 P10
	 1999.15	 0.050	 0-1 P12 1999.81
1-2 P6 1998.41
2-3 RO 1999.04
3-4 R8 2000.94
4-5 R16 2000.41
5-6 R24 1997.39
5-6 R25 1999.90
6-7 R35 1998.34
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The C(13) and 0(18) isotope is not radioactive. A calculation
was made of the stability of CO at high temperatures. The bond ener-
gy of CO is very high at 256.9 kcal/male. Equilibrium concentra-
tions of carbon, oxygen, or carbon dioxide formed by the dissocia-
tion of CO at 3000 °K and 20 atm are all less than 10 -5 percent.
Ther-fore, the CO isotope will be stable at the highest cycle tan-
era fires.
The absorption coefficients of each of the lines of the CO
3i )e were calculated as a function of temperature, pressure, and
mixture composition. The absorption coefficient at any wave number,
w, cap be shown to be (49]
0" = 1	 w-^ gu Nt ^1 - (gj/9u ) (Hu/HR)] f (w)	 (14)Q
where the g's are the degeneracies of the upper and lower levels,
f(w) is a line shape factor, and Au2, is the Einstein coefficient
for spontaneous emission. The Einstein coefficient may be related
to the matrix element of the molecular dipole moment, which can be
separated into a vibrational component and a rotational component
[503,
_ 64 W4 
	 z
AuR -	 3h gu 
I M
	
SRu	 (15)
where IM QI' is the square of the pure vibrational matrix element
and Stu Vs the square of the pure rotational matrix element called
the Honl London factor. For the vibrational transition within the
CO molecule [50],
Szu = J
'
t for a P transition
siu = J^+1 for an R transition
where J Q is the rotational quantum number of the lower state.
The ratio of upper to lower level number densities can be
related to the wavenumber of the absorbed radiation, w, and the
lower level number density can be related to the total number densi-
ty divided by the vibrational and rotational partition function
times the exponential of the ratio of the lower level energy divided
by kT.
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For the pressure levels anticipated, the lines will be pri-
marily collision broadened, giving a Lorent zian line shape function
when Equation (14) is integrated over w. With these substitutions
and integration over w, Equation (14) can be written in terms of
the wavenumber of the center of the absorber line, wa , and the wave-
number of the laser line, wv
4 
a	
- $v/T	 -E
X 
AT 1-e
	
Aw
-hcwaAt
z	 X^p 1-ea = 3hc
	 Mud, Sub'	 Wa re 	wZ-wa + Aw/2 )" s (16)
where XCO is the mole fraction of CO and p is the total pressure.
The energy difference between the ground level and the lower ab-
sorber level,EQ , was calculated using the Dunham coefficients for
the CO isotope and the characteristic temperatures for rotation,
or, and vibration, a v , were derived from these calculations to be
2.75 °K and 2946 °K, respectively,
The values for the square of the vibrational matrix element
which depend upon the vibrational quantum number of the lower level
were derived from the measurements of Varanasi [51] and those of
Djeu and Searles [52]. The full-width, half-maximum linewidth
was calculated using optical cross sections given by Penner [53],
L%w = 2.067 x 10-5 P (X CO + 0.4824 XAr + 0.3993 XHe )	 (17)
where Aw is measured in inverse centimeters, the total pressure in
Pascals, and the temperature in degrees Kelvin. The argon appear-
ing in Equation (17) is used to characterize the high molecular
weight component of the inert working gas in the cycle, and the
helium represents the light component.
The rotational constant for CO shows that the individual ab-
sorption lines are spaced 3.82 inverse cm apart. Equation (17)
shows that for a mixture of 98 Ar/l CO/1 He at 300 °K, a pressure
of 7.38 x 106 Pascals (73 atm) is needed to cause line overla p at
300 °K. This pressure is 1.83 times higher at 1000 °K. Since the 	 r
pressures occuring in the cycle lie below these levels, the fully
continuous absorption analysis of Caledonia [42] could not be
used, and each absorber line had to be considered individually.
A computer code was generated that searched for all the ab-
sorption lines of the isotopic CO within ± 2 cm - ' of the laser lines
specified by either the subsonic laser spectrum or the supersonic
l
-A
YF:^^
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laser spectrum shown in Figure 32. The absorption coefficient
for each absorber line was then calculated using Equation(16),
and the total absorption summed for each laser line. The amount of
intensity absorbed in a distance x can be written
Al = 1  (1-e-ax )
	 (18)
The data of Figure 32 was utilized to relate the incident inten-
sity on each line to the total intensity times a power fraction F.
The characteristic length for absorption can be written in terms of
the summed practical absorption coefficients as
L = 1/Ea i F i	(19)
where i refers to the several laser lines included.
Once the laser energy is absorbed into the vibrational modes
of the CO isotopes, it must be transferred to the translational modes
as rapidly as possible in order to be used in the thermodynamic cycle.
This process of relaxation of the vibrational energy must be charac-
terized by the rate equation,
dE/dt = (E* - E )/T
	 (20)
where E* is the equilibrium level of vibrational energy, and T is
a characteristic time for the deactivation process. For a mixture
of gases, the characteristic deactivation time is
kT	 -ev/T
T = 
P {
1 - e 	 (21}
where p is the total pressure, ev the characteristic temperature of
vibration, X the constituent mole fraction, and k the rate constant
for that constituent deactivating CO. Mixtures of argon and helium
with the isotopic CO absorber were considered. The rate constants
for these constituents were taken from the work of Millikan and White
[54] and that of Miller and Millikan [55]. These rate constants are
r ..	 r`	 _._	
_.^__=
kCO = 2.994 x 10-13 exp (-219.3/T '/3 )  m3/sec
kAr = 3.372 x 10-l2 exp (-270.9/T 1/3 ) m 3/sec	 (22)
kHe = 5.012 x 10 -16 exp (-115.1/T /3 ) m3/sec
The helium rapidly deactivates the CO being 870 times faster than argon
and 56 times faster than CO itself at 1000 °K.
The characteristic deactivation time must be short to avoid bleach-
ing of the absorber. Bleaching occurs when laser energy is absorbed
faster than the upper level can be collisionally deactivated causing the
upper level population density to approach the lower level population
density. The absorption coefficient given in Equation (14) then diminishes
substantially and the laser energy passes on through the medium. An
approximate analyses relating the absorbed laser power density to the
vibrational deactivation time in the presence of bleaching will be de-
scribed. The molecule will be assumed to be a harmonic oscillator with
absorption occurring between the v and v+l states. The equilibrium
number density of these states is
Nu = 9 N t
 (1-a
-uv1T
) exp [-(v+l)ev/T]	 (23)
r%'* = g Nt (1-a-ev/T ) exp (-ve v/T)
	 (24)
It will be assumed that under bleaching conditions the laser energy is
added faster than the vibrational levels of the absorber molecule can
equilbrate with each other so that the sum of the upper and lower level
number densities will be constant equal to the sum of Equations (23)
and (24). From Equation (14), the condition for vanishing absorption
is
guNZ = g zNu 	 (25)
so that the upper level nuab er density under bleaching conditions is
N u = 9 Lt 0- e -ov /T )(e -Ov /T + g^/gu ) exp (- v ov /T)	 (26)
The energy per unit volume needed to change this upper level density
from that given in Equation (23) to that in Equation (26) is equal
to the energy absorbed per transition, h v = kO , times the differences
v = 2t {1- e - Iv/T) 	 gve - Ov/T) kov exp (- vov/T)	 (27)
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This energy must be absorbed in a time comparable with vibrational de-
activation time for bleaching to occur. Therefore, the bleaching power
per unit volume is
pB = Xp ov g Q (1 - e 
-13v/T ) (1 _ 9u a -av/T ) exp (-vOv/T) (28)F 2T T	 R
where X is the mole fraction of the absorber, p is the total pressure,
and v is the vibrational quantum number of the lower level.
Calculations of the power density to bleach the isotopic CO
absorber were made for a mixture of 98Ar/lCO/1He under the most critical
conditions occurring in the Otto cycle: p = 1.89 x 10 6
 Pascals (18.7
atm), T = 881 °K. Conditions occurring in the Brayton cycle are less
favorable for bleaching. The characteristic time for vibrational de-
activation is 2.03 x 10 -4
 sec. The power density necessary to bleach the
0-1 transition is 197.2 W/cm 3 . Since the absorbing volume will be
approximately 1000 cm 3 , the laser power necessary to saturate this tran-
sition is 147 kW. The 98Ar/lCO/lHe mixture is therefore limited to
applications of less than 70 kW electrical output when an overall con-
version efficiency of 50 percent is assumed. Larger engines powered
by CO lasers can be built using a larger concentration of helium in the
absorbing/working gas, since the characteristic time for collisional de-
activation decreases rapidly as helium A s substituted for argon in the
mixture. At 881 °K,the characteristic time for collisional deactivation
is inversely proportional to the sum
XAr + 19.32 XCO + 1700 XHe	 (29)
so that doubling the helium fraction to 2 percent at the expense of the
argon will approximately halve the characteristic time for vibrational
relaxation and double the laser power required to bleach the absorber.
The laser power deposited in the absorbing gas must be collisional-
ly transferred to the translational mode before it is re-emitted by the
spontaneous radiative decay of the molecule. This can be assured if
the characteristic time for collisional deactivation is much shorter
than the radiative lifetime of the molecule. The radiative lifetime is
defined as the inverse of the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emis-
sion given in Equation (15).The value for the 1-0 transition has been
measured as 28.99 milliseconds [51], and higher levels of interest
show no less than 1/5 this value [52]. The longest characteristic
collisional deactivation time of the 98Ar/]He/1CO mixture occurring in
either the Otto or Brayton cycle is 0.2 milliseconds, so that apprecia-
ble spontaneous emission should not occur before thermalixation of the
absorbed energy takes place.
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Absorption calculations were made for a 98Ar/1CO/lHe mixture
under four sets of thermodynamic conditions and for both the subsonic
and supersonic laser. The sets of thermodynamic conditions correspond
to the end points of the heating phase of the Otto cycle and the
Brayton cycle analyzed in this study. The conditions are given in
Table 13. The absorbed power was calculated using Equation (15) for 22
subsonic laser lines and 48 supersonic laser lines, the strongest of
which are given in Table 12. The results of the absorption calculations
are presented in Table 14 as the summation term given in Equation (19)
for each of the four cases considered. The CO fraction can be increased
to about 10 percent with little change in thermodynamic quantities, pro-
viding an increase in absorption coefficient by an order of magnitude.
Table 13
Thermodynamic State of 98Ar/lCO/lHe Gas
Otto Cycle:
1. 1.89 x 10 6
 Pascals (18.7 atmospheres), 881 °K
2. 6.438 x 10 6
 Pascals (63.7 atmospheres), 3000 °K
Brayton Cycle:
3. 1.86 x 10 6
 Pascals (18.4 atmospheres), 1098 °K
4. 1.86 x 10 6
 Pascals (18.4 atmospheres), 3000 °K
Table 14
Summed Absorption Coefficient
CYCLE/LASER	 SUBSONIC	 SUPERSONIC
1. Otto Cycle Low T (18.7 atm,881 °K)
	 0.01835/cm	 0.1509/cm
2. Otto Cycle High T (63.7 atm,3000 °K)
	 0.06384/cm	 0.07300/cm
3. Brayton Cycle Low T (18.4 atm,1098 °K)
	 0.02185/cm	 0.08717/cm
4. Brayton Cycle High T (18.4 atm,3000 °K) 0.01719/cm
	 0.02407/cm
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The results themselves will first be discussed and then their
implications on engine design will be considered. The Otto cycle rep-
resents a constant density heating process so that the same number of
absorbing particles are available throughout the heating phase between
Conditions 1 and 2 of Table 13. As the translational temperature of
the absorber rises, the population of the upper levels increases and
more absorption of emission from the high levels characteristics of the
subsonic laser will occur. In addition, the pressure level increases
between Conditionsl and 2 of the Otto cycle broadening the absorption
lines and increasing the absorption of slightly displaced laser lines.
The total absorption is increased by a factor of 3.5 beteen Conditions
1 and 2 as a result of these effects. The emission lines of the super-
sonic laser extend to lower vibrational levels and are more well matched
to the absorber lines at the low temperature represented by Condition
I giving a higher absorption than that of the subsonic laser. As the
absorber temperature rises, however, more of the absorber molecules
move out of these lower level states and into high level states de-
creasing absorption of the low lying supersonic CO laser lines. Even
with the beneficial pressure broadening effect this causes a decrease
of a factor of 2 in the absorption of supersonic CO laser radiation
between Conditions 1 and 2 of the Otto cycle. These results show that
an optimum laser for supplying energy to this Otto cycle would provide
emission in the region between the spectra of the two lasers considered
in this study. These spectrum calculations show that by selective
tuning techniques, the emission of a CO laser and the choice of absorb-
ing medium can probably be tailored to provide the desired absorption
throughout the heating phase of the Otto cycle.
The results presented in Table 14 demonstrate the manner in
which these calculations affect the design of a CO laser heated Otto
cycle. If the subsonic CO laser characterized by the emission spectrum
shown in Figure 32 were used to power the Otto cycle characterized by
the data given in Table 13, the critical absorption condition will occur
at the beginning of the heating phase (Condition 1). Equation (19)
applied to Condition 1 shows the characteristic length for absorption
is 55 cm in this case. An absorption path of at least twice this length
is required to couple the laser energy adequately. This path length
may be obtained by reflecting the laser energy several times from the
walls of the absorber volume; however, minimum absorption conditions
for the Otto cycle given in Table 14 correspond to the minimum volume
portion of the cycle. To ensure total absorption of the energy deli-
vered from a subsonic CO laser without excessive wall reflections and
attendant wall absorption, the concentration of CO isotope must be
raised in the gas. The absorption coefficient given in Equation (16)
varies approximately linearly with CO isotope fraction. To afford ade-
quate absorption at the beginning of heating phase of the Otto cycle
when the distance between the input window and reflecting piston
crown is 2 cm, the CO isotope fraction must be raised to 10 percent
at the expense of the argon in the mixture. The ratio of specific heats
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will then be altered from 1.662 for the 98Ar/1CO/lHe mixture to 1.625
for this 89Ar/1OCO/lHe mixture. This lowers the ideal efficiency of
the Otto cycle
n=1-r (30)1-k
from 0.826 to 0.808 for a compression ratio r of 14. This two percent
loss in ideal cycle efficiency must be balanced against the increased
system cost represented by the additional CO isotope required for an
Otto cycle powered by a subsonic CO laser. The characteristic time
for deactivation of the 89Ar/IOCO/lHe mixture is less than that of the
original 98Ar/lCO/1He mixture according to Equation 6^ so that the
bleaching and spontaneous emission losses would not be important.
If the supersonic CO laser that is characterized by the emission
spectrum given in Figure 32 is applied to the Otto cycle characterized
by the data given in Table 13, the critical absorption phase occurs
at the high temperature Condition 2 where Equation ( 29) gives ! = 13.7 cm
for the 98Ar/ 1He/1CO mixture. The pathlength required to couple the
laser energy is thus about 27 cm. If the device has a distance of 2 cm
between the input window and reflecting piston crown, the CO isotope
fraction would have to be raised to 3 percent to adequately couple the
laser energy into the working gas with only three reflections. The
resulting 96Ar/3CO/lHe mixture will provide essentially the same cycle
efficiency. Through the use of a CO laser which provides lower vibra-
tional lines (Fig. 32), the required CO isotope concentration has been
reduced by a factor of 5 for the Otto cycle. Examination of Table 13
shows that an intermediate laser with emission spectrum tailored to the
Otto cycle heating phase could reduce the required CO concentration
even further by keeping the summed fractional absorption coefficient
relatively constant between Conditions l and 2 but higher than 0 . 07/cm.
In the case of the Brayton cycle, the data given in Table 14
show that the number of particles is not held constant and as the
mixture is heated at constant pressure the density together with the
number of absorbers in a fixed volume decrease by a factor of 2.7 be-
tween Condition 3 and Condition 4. When the supersonic CO laser is used
to supply power to the Brayton cycle the summed fractional absorption
decreases by a factor of 3.6 between Conditions 3 and 4. The additional
decrease beyond the decreased density effect can be traced to the vibra-
tional population shift to higher levels in the absorber as the temper-
ature is raised. This effect was discussed above for the Otto cycle.
It causes the primary absorbing line to move away from the strong laser
emission lines thereby decreasing the fraction of laser energy absorbed.
This effect is reversed when the subsonic laser is used to power the
Brayton cycle. In this case the increase in upper level populations in
the absorber as the temperature is raised strengthen the absorption of
'a`^r.. • _ c ._ ,_..r+^ ^.... ..P a 1x	 ^ .y... z:-i_N .. «w:^ dr. _	 ... ^r... ,>^. ^ xi F.1G^&3C.:- 'Stl. i.^. s	 ix.,,t. 3aKi..	 -s 	 +	 _r	 ..... ...A+	 .. r ... _
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the high level laser lines emitted by the subsonic laser. This effect
also appeared in the Otto cycle described above. This enhancement of
absorption is not sufficient to offset the decrease in density, however,
and the summed fractional absorption of subsonic CO laser power drops
by 20 percent between Conditions 3 and 4 of the Brayton cycle.
When the subsonic laser is applied to the Brayton cycle condi-
tions the characteristic absorption length will be 58 cm at the critical
high temperature Condition 4. In order to couple the laser energy, a
path length of 116 cm is required, which is not unrealistic for a
folded beam within the heat addition region of the Brayton engine. To
provide adequate absorption, however, the CO isotope fraction should be
raised to approximately 4 percent at the expense of the argon, givipg a
95 Ar/4CO/lHe mixture. With one reflection, the length of the heater
required is then approximately 15 cm and the small effect on the ratio
of specific heats will negligibly affect the cycle efficiency.
The supersonic laser applied to the Brayton cycle at the critical
Condition 4 gives L = 41 cm, showing that a 82-cm absorption path is
required. This requirement can be reduced to 14 cm by raising the CO
isotope fraction to 3 percent at the expense of the argon in the working
gas mixture. Again it is seen that the supersonic CO laser is better
suited to the task of providing power to the cycle; however, in the case
of the Brayton cycle the differences are less than in the case of the
Otto cycle. It should be kept in mind that is is possible to tailor the
operation of the CO laser so that the shift of absorption is minimized
as the temperature is increased and the overall absorption level is not
too low.
This portion of the study has shown that a CO laser coupled with
a CO isotope as an absorber can be utilized to power a laser heat engine.
The supersonic CO laser emission spectrum [44] was superior to the sub-
sonic CO laser emission spectrum [43] in this analysis; however, the
results indicate that a CO laser should be tailored to better match a
specified engine cycle. Such a tailored CO laser can be realized
through the adjustment of such operational parameters as gas mixture,
gas temperature, energy loading and through the use of selective mirror
coatings or intra-cavity gratings.
2.6.3 Absorption of Radiation
from CO2 Lasers
The CO2 laser produces infrared radiation on one of several
lines, the strongest being at 10.6 microns. Absorbing molecules have a
characteristic vibrational temperature of about 1380 °K. This temperature
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is not as attractive as the higher temperatures accessible through
the use of CO lasers. Yet CO2 laser technology at high power, both
CW and pulsed,is available now for performing interesting experiments.
With careful attention to loss reduction, laser heat engines can
possibly be constructed in the near-term which operate efficiently
at temperatures of 1380 °K.
In contrast to absorbers of CO laser radiation, the absorbers
Of CO2 laser radiation are more loosely bound polyatomic molecues such
as SF6 and water which have wide absorption bands bracketing the CO2
laser radiation line.
	
Since all of the CO2 laser radiation can be
carried by a single line, it is a relatively simple matter to match
the absorber to the laser output.
Both SF6 and D20 exhibit good absorption of CO2 laser radia-
tion. However, at elevated temperatures, SF6 undergoes an irreversi-
ble chemical deterioration leading to the precipitation of sulfur
and the formation of F 2 and smaller polyatomic sulfur-fluorine com-
pounds. Thus, we have concentrated on D 0 which has v 2 band with cen-
ter at 1178 cm- 1 and width large enough io trap 9.26-micron radiation.
This corresponds to the R(22) CO2 laser line, which can be easily excited.
The band structure of D20 was assumed to be similar to H 2O so
that H2O band absorption data, appropriately shifted in frequency,
can be used. Specifically, the v2 band center for H 2O is 1595 cm 1
[56]. The absorbing D20 transition was found to be at 1079.86
cm7 1 [57]. Thus, the point of the H2O v2 band similar to 1079.86
on the D20 band would be located at
= 1595 --	 -1
vH2O - 1178 vD20 = 1462 cm
the absorption coefficient used for the D 20 9 . 26-micron calculation is
k(9.26 u) = 0.63/cm/atm
taken from H 2O absorption data at 1462 cm-1 [58].
Because the absorption for deuterated molecules has been generally
found to be one-half of the absorption coefficient for the same band when
hydrogen is present (0.9-0O2 vs. C2H2, C 2D4
 vs. CA [591, we take
k  0 (9.26) = 1/2 k(9.26)
2
for the D20 absorption coefficient. The product of gas pressure and ab-
sorption length is given by
95
-kD pPR
e	
2	
= 0.05
where 95 percent absorption has been assumed. Thus,
PR = _11n (I.05) = 2 x 4.76 = 9.52 atm-cm
0.5 k
Thus, 1 atm of D20 requires an absorption length of 9.52 cm for 95
percent absorption.
For the Otto cycle where laser absorption begins at a total
gas pressure of approximately 20 atm, l atm of D 20 comprises a 5
percent mole fraction in the working gas mixture. The same pressure
conditions apply to the Brayton cycles considered, as shown in
Table 13.
The power density required of the laser in the Otto cycle
case is [5]
P - 3 MAT = 4.28 W/cm3
Otto 2 t2	t2
where N is the working gas number density at 20
t2 is the laser pulse length, and A T = 1400 °K
is the temperature rise during laser heating for
ti o of 6. If the absorbing volume is a cylinder
length deep and 3 cm in diameter, the laser must
pulse, which can be readily supplied by existing
atm and 614 °K,
- 614 °K = 786 °K
a compression ra-
t absorption
supply 284 joules/
lasers.
The power needed to bleach the absorber can be calculated
from Equation (28):
PB = 0.501 watts
Therefore, in order to avoid bleaching, the laser pulse length must
be at least 568 times the vibrational relaxation time, which is
about 10-7 sec, or 5.68 x 10 -5 sec. This represents a pulse length
easily within the natural pulse length for existing large CO2 lasers, but
does present some laser problems in the smaller ( w1-10 kW) sizes.
In contrast to 5-p absorbers, the 9.26-u absorbers are also
good radiators at the peak cycle temperatures in question. For the
case of D20, the radiation emitted at 1500 °K, for the conditions
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used in the Otto cycle calculation, can be obtained from H 2O band
data. Data is available in discrete wave number intervals [58],
and the emission is given by
k(v.)Xnc	 hcv.
W = 2wc 2 hAvX:[1 - exp( k(10.6)  )] V  [exp( kti)
where Av is the width of each interval, v• is the wave number at
the center of the ith interval, and c is tL fractional amount of
radiation transmitted. Detailed balance is used to relate the
emission coefficient to the absorption coefficient. Also, since
the absorption coefficients enter this expression only in the ratio
k(v i )/k(9.26 u), the 0.5 factor associated with deuterated species
cancels, and at 1500 °K,
W = 7.77 watts/cm2
The total power radiated from a cylinder 1.5 cm in radius and 9.52-
cm (absorption length) long is
P = W • A = 523 watts
The effect of the radiation loss is not as severe as the
above might suggest. Suppose that the laser power input to an Otto
cycle averages 2 kilowatts (i.e., at 50 percent efficiency, the
output would be i kilowatt). Further, assume that the engine speed
is 1200 rpm. Then, the energy input per cycle is
E = (2 x 10 3 )/( 1 600 rpm) = 100 J
In one-half of the cycle time, when the gas is hot, the energy lost
by radiation is
E = 523 W 0.55To-  sec = 12.5 J
Therefore, the energy lost is 12.5 percent of the input energy.
The available work lost is only about one-quarter of that value,
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or about 3 percent. Thus, if the cycle thermal efficiency wort
60 percent before including radiation losses, then it would be 57
percent after including radiation losses. The losses are probably
even smaller, since the peak temperature was used to evaluate the
emissivity. We conclude that D 0 has very good potential as the
absorber in a near-term experiment utilizing a CO 2 laser energy
source.
2.7. Mechanical-Electrical Conversion
Conversion of mechanical energy, initially from the high
temperature working fluid, to electricity can be accomplished di-
rectly through a MHD or MAD generator or indirectly through later.
mediate mechanical stages, such as turbine and then a rotatinngg
generator. Each of these alternatives has weight, volume, reflabil-
ity, and maintenance characteristics which must be eva110ta0 and la=
tegrated with the particular engine types studied. The principal
concerns are that overall system compatibility boUttan	 It* type
and mechanical-to-electrical converter is observed, and that mittor
of these two elements of the laser heat engine for oulboligh the
other, so that an approximate optimurm in terms of a limited set of
criteria is established before the selection of best engine is
made.
A preliminary basis for rating different engine cots
sists of rough system configurations for a fixed porter ovtpvt,
one kilowatt. Questions which must be answered concern tai tai of
generators to be used, generator cooling, seals, lubricath , vol.
tage and frequency control, the production of DC versus AC pmrq
two- versus three-phase power, and so forth, umkr the optiamm cism-
ditions of efficiency, weight, volume, and reliability.
For example, Martini [7] considered both rotsti" acrd liear
generators in his study and round a range of operatiog a#fide lee,
It is well known that high rotational speeds yield higher #ffici
operation. Above approximately 90,000 rpm. It a
	
ll 
tio-
for efficiencies of 95 percent are possible, wi
	
l i
the order of 10 lbs/kW in %ell sites (I.e., 1 to 10 UO detfl61
to 1 lb/kW for 100 kW sizes and larger. for s pteds. less We 104%
rpm, the generator efficiencies decrease to 90 pe vet or lewrar at
very slow speeds (i.e., less than 1000 rpm), with siailar spift
weights.
Linear generators with high efficiy (90 to 9t psi,)
are under development now. These operate at 0 Yj with at
of 1 to several tens of kilowatts and woight on tho of 0 l l
kilowatt. At lower and higher operating speeds. to #M t my Wit
off rather abruptly EGO).
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The relative advantages of these two types of generators are
the low we^ 1 ht and high speed efficiency of rotating generators,and
the zero t0 l,`q£A mo:ion and 60 Hz efficiency of the linear generator.
Rat.,tiii,y generators are ideally suited to turbine heat engines, but
require the conversion of piston linear motion to rotary motion,
with resultant tilting torques on the piston as it rides up and down
in :ie cylinder. These torques will place special constraints on
g,ls lubricated pistons where there are rather small restoring forces
a, a c.ndition of a low leakage design. In this respect, linear
ge,^e:.-.ito.-s appear superior because of their relatively low lateral
motion	 There are torques even in a linear generator system which
are caused by the electromagnetic interaction between the linear
alternator and the field coils, but these can be kept quite small.
Against these advantages, one must consider the higher specific
weight of linear generators: nearly six times as large as rotating
generators.
In most applications, 60 Hz operation is the most desirable,
and both of the preceding types of generators can supply power in
this form. Alternating current also has the advantage of simple
voltage transformation. For this reason, the direct current power
supplied by an MHD generator would be more cumbersome to use. Power
conditioning would be required for many applications, adding to the
total system weight and decreasing the power output efficiency.
Generator cooling is required in order to maintain the in-
sulation and lubricants in good worsting order. Coil cooling is
particularly necessary to keep the conductor resistance low and to
reduce joule heat losses. Liquid coolants are the most effective,
and in some designs, heat pipes may be the best way to transport
that waste heat to the radiator. This waste heat may be as much as
10 to 20 percent of the total waste heat rejected by the system, so
that some effort must be given to careful design for disposing of
it. It would probably be worthwhile designing a separate small
waste heat radiator optimized for rejecting that heat.
2.8. Heat Rejection
Heat must be rejected to space from the low temperature end
of the therma' cycle, from waste heat lost at other points through-
out the engine, and from engine parts which must be deliberately
cooled. This can be accomplished indefinitely by radiation and,
for short periods of time, by ejecting mass (e.g., spent working
}	 fluid) from the en;;ne. We distinguish between direct heat rejec-
tion by radiation,where the principal wasL^e heat comes from the
low temperature part of the cycle, and indirect heat rejection,
where a coolant must be circulated as an intermediate step to con-
:V;` i	 duct heat away from a higher temperature engine part and then the
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heat is rejected to outer space. Indirect heat rejection therefore
involves a coolant and some type of internal heat exchanger (e.g.,
piston wall cooling jacket). Both types of heat rejection can occur
in a single engine concept.
2.8.1. Specific Radiator Area
One of the major tradeoffs in heat rejection is between the
size of the radiator, which varies inversely with the fourth power
of the temperature at which heat is rejected, and cycle efficiency,
which increases with decreasing heat rejection temperature. For
example, heat rejection from a Brayton cycle occurs at constant
pressure between temperatures T4 (turbine exit) and T 1 (compressor
Inlet). The expression for specific radiator area is
P = [( l - Ohl eat-ii- in mz/kli
av
where c is the emissivity of the radiator, r} is the thermal cycle
efficiency, and
T 4	
3T1 T4
Tav 1 + 1 4 + T.
is an appropriate average temperature for the radiation loss pro-
cess. MacKay [61] shows that the efficiency
rl	 ticrlt(T2/T3) 	 ricnt (T 1 /T3) - (T2
/T3 ) x + (T1/T3)(T2/T3) (32)
.. 
Z_T /T - T2/ ^ T 1 /T3 T2/ 3
where T2 is the compressor exit temperature and T 3 is the turbine
Inlet tdrocrature. reaches a maximum when
11 -.rye n^ ilc + (T 1 /T3 )(1-n}c [1 - 0-TI 	 (33)T2/T3
	_	
.r} t
	Ti
where the lowst tcxiperature In the cycle. T1 . has been held con-
stant. for maximm n. the specific radiator area is a minimum.
(31)
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To compute the specific radiator area for a given ratio T 1 1T3 , we
must also use the relation
T4 = T3[1 - nt (1 - T2	 )^
2 3
An example is shown in Figure 33, adapted from MacKay [61], to
illustrate the sensitivity of specific radiator area on the com-
pressor efficiency, nc, and the turbine efficiency, ra t , for the
given peak temperature, 1100 °K (2000 °R).
(34)
Figure 33. Minimum Radiator Area, Brayton Cycle (assumed
condition: surface emissivities = 1.0)
IS IO4 t
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A similar expression can be derived for an Otto cycle, where
the waste heat must be radiated from a constant volume. Again,
A..1 -n 	 1
P 	 - £c
av
In this case, we assume that the radiator volume is much larger
than the piston volume, so that the addition of a fresh charge of
hot exhaust gas will not perturb the mean radiator'temperature, TR,
i.e., Tav = TR is the maximum cycle temperature. This assumption
also guarantees sufficient residence time in 02 radiator for each
fresh charge of exhaust gas to cool off. Hence, we can minimize
A/P with respect to n for a fixed minimum cycle temperature and
maximum cycle temperature. A moment ' s consideration shows that
n,..,
^ 
 
is achieved for that critical compression ratio where all of
tie gas heating from (T	 )	 to (T	 }	 7 is achieved by com-
pression alone, and themworK per cycle mHenRcto z ro. This rather
unsatisfactory limit can be replaced by the maximum work Otto cycle
given by
mi' in71a
Then,
_	 m,i'^ nlTmax 	 1
(A/P)max . work cycle
	
	 cc^ n
1 -mi,F
2.8.2. Material Limits
The radiator weight is generally proportional to the radiator
area so that the scaling with power can be roughly approximated by
Equations ( 31) to (34) for the Brayton cycle. or Equation (35)
for the Otto cycle. Perhaps the two most important considerations
in determining the weight per unit area of the radiator are meteor-
ite protection requirin thick tubes [621, and heat conduction
requiring thin tubes [6 ). The heat conduction aspect of radia-
tor weight is compounded by the film resistance between the working
fluid (or coolant) and the interior tube walls of the radiator. In
designing Brayton power units, there is a competition between high
molecular weights for efficiency in the turbine and compressor, and
(35)
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log[ molecular weights for good heat conduction in the radiator [20].
Sufficient to say that a detailed system-wide optimization of a space
power plant must take all of these considerations into account. Here
we simply summarize the likely range of radiator weights and materials.
Deidrich and Lieblein have given a comprehensive survey of
materials problems associated with the design of radiators for space
power plants [63]. Table 15 provides essential information on a selec-
tion of useful radiator materials for both Brayton and Rankine cycles,
the latter often requiring corrosion-resistant materials. The relative
radiator weights are shown in Figure 34, taken from Reference [63],
where the weights are normalized to a beryllium radiator and where the
power cycles are potassium and mercury Rankine cycles. Similar relative
weights are to be expected from Brayton and other cycles, with the
exception that the location of the weight minima may shift because the
heat rejection process is no longer isothermal. Also, the absolute
weight for a Brayton cycle radiator will be greater than for a Rankine
cycle because the film resistance for a gaseous working fluid is high
compared to a liquid (condensed) working fluid. Typical weights per
unit area are 3 to 5 kG/m 2
 for tapered tube and fin radiators [64].
Table 15
Material Properties [63]
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Figure 34. Radiator Fin and Tube Relative Weight
for a Turbo-Generator Rankine Cycle
(Absolute Zero Effective Sink Tempera-
ture). (a) 1-MW potassium cycle, peak
cycle temperature, 1370 °K; (b) 30-kW
mercury cycle, peak cycle temperature,
920 °K [63].
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III. EVALUATION OF LASER HEAT ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
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The information presented in the previous section on heat
engine concepts has been integrated with design criteria and mis-
sion constraints to select the best laser heat engine concept for
a near-term experimental demonstration. A discussion of the de-
sign criteria and mission constraints is given below, followed by
a summary of our evaluation of the engine concepts and a descrip-
tion of the best near-term heat engine recommended for experimental
development. This evaluation also considered recommendations for
a longer term development of larger, more efficient laser heat
engine systems.
3.1. Criteria for Optimum Design
The laser heat engine concept to be chosen for experimental
demonstration was specified to be consistent with near-term tech-
nology, defined as capable of being built and tested over the next
two-year period. In particular, the concept had to utilize an
available high power laser facility, be within the range of current
high temperature, high strength materials and fabrication tech-
niques, be compatible with an identified working fluid/absorber,
and rely on experience with similar devices in areas where the de-
sign or operation are critical to the proper functioning of the
experimental demonstration. Thus, the recommendation for an ex-
perimental program is dominated by very severe technology con-
straints.
Engine designs for space vehicles have very different and,
in some cases, additional constraints. These constraints should
be considerations at the laboratory demonstration phase in a gen-
eral way, to be sure that there are no incompatible requirements;
however, these restraints will require much additional study before
a space optimized system can be conceived. In this category, we
consider such requirements as the premium on low engine weight and
volume because of the energy required to place the engine and
space vehicle in orbit. Thus, the power per unit mass developed
by the engine may be a key parameter in measuring the desirability
of different engines. The mission parameters may be specified in
terms of a fixed power output.
Engine size must also be compatible with the function of
the space vehicle. For example, a communication satellite may need
multipolar antenna sites on the vehicle; an extremely bulky engine
could hamper the placement of such antennae. Roth power per unit
volume and power per unit mass are variables which can be maximized.
I
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Engine cost, another important criterion, can be minimized by
decreasing absolute weight and volume, by choice of materials and
fabrication methods, and by reducing engine downtime through pre-
cision machining, careful sealing, and other design efforts. The
cost of making the engine a closed cycle versus an open or "lossy"
cycle, with the resulting space shuttle replacement of losses,
can be assessed.
Continuous operation of the laser heat engine in space over
at least a six-month period will probably be desirable. Engine
concepts which require makeup fluids supplied periodically, for
example, by the space shuttle, must meet the added constraint of
resupply. The reliability of major components, such as basic win-
dow and wall structures, valves, pumps, etc. should be considered.
Maintenance also is a serious consideration for an eventual appli-
cation in space. Reliability criteria can generally be applied
to different engine concepts to determine material and design
choices.
High laser heat engine efficiencies are obviously desirable.
Possible measures of efficiency are the ideal thermal efficiency
of the cycle and the actual efficiency of each of the terms of the
back-work ratio, where work inputs are those supplied to the en-
gine parts to perform their tasks (e.g., to a compressor or to a
piston in overcoming friction). Some devices show an increase in
efficiency with size, especially where the losses are due to the
amount of surface area relative to the working volume of the de-
vice. For example, turbines have power leakage past the blade
tips, which decreases relative to the total power delivery as the
turbine blade radius increases.
While a laboratory demonstration of the laser engine may be
accomplished for a relatively small device, say 1-kW output power,
it will be necessary to know how the technology scales to higher
powers. Some engine concepts a ppear to have their useful operat-
ing characteristics restricted to a rather narrow range of power
outputs, and would be somewhat less desirable because of a lack
of flexibility in meeting the power needs of a diversity of space
vehicles. In particular, turbine engine efficiency scales better
with higher power than piston engine efficiency for fixed compres-
sion ratio and peak cycle temperatures.
Several key attributes of the space environment are zero grav-
ity, hard vacuum, occasional high energy particle fluxes from the
sun, meteoroid bombardment, and solar radiation. A laser heat en-
gine must be constructed to endure this environment, either by its
design or by its mode of operation. For example, the solar heat
load may be tolerated by allowing the engine surface to achieve
an equilibrium reradiation temperature, or the vehicle may spin
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slowly to allow heated portions of the skin to cool off while facing
away from the sun. Hard vacuum requires good seals to .seep in work-
ing fluids. The number and area of exposed seals therefore becomes
an important feature of an engine design. Also, the vapor pressure
of materials at high temperatures must be accounted for in this
environment. Meteoroid bombardment requires additional armor, and
hence weight, on all exposed surfaces where a puncture would involve
a loss of operating capability (e.g., loss of working fluid). Zero
gravity poses special problems for heat transfer and phase separa-
tion in working fluids, since "natural" convective processes are no
longer operative. Engine types which require extra equipment or
special modes of operation to get around these problems (e.g., for
Rankine cycles) may incur a design penalty which must be recognized
in comparing different classes of engines. Generally, high energy
particle fluxes will cause radiation damage in exposed organic ma-
terials, such as lubricants, and in insulating and semi-conducting
materials used in the electrical portions of the engine.
3,2. Mission Constraints
The on-board power requirements of NASA missions in the near
future range from about 1 to 35 KWe. Generally,manned missions re-
quire the most power. The Apollo missions showed that manned missions
could support life cycle processes with about one We per person for
short durations. Communication satellite systems will probably be
the second largest non-military power users. A variety of these
are planned at the moment, the most critical being the TDRSS (Track-
ing and Data Relay Satellite System) which will handle multiple data
source inputs and relay them and their positions to ground or other
satellite receivers. The TDRSS has a potentially much wider audience
to serve than presently is planned for in its design. The problem,
well recognized, stems from a data rate transmission limit set, in
part, by a solar energy power supply per satellite of 25 KWe [66]. A
larger power capability sized for each satellite would considerably
enhance the effectiveness of TDRSS. The laser heat engine could con-
ceivably supply more power for the TDRSS within the same size allot-
ment to the present power system, because of the high thermal effi-
ciency projected for the laser power system and smaller collector/
concentrator sizes.
Military missions could require much larger power levels, possi-
bly to the multi-megawatt levels. These missions encompass communica-
tions, defensive,and offensive systems where increasing power levels
determine the range and effectiveness of satellite capabilities [67].
Hence, we conclude that l to 35 We will support most of the
benign near-earth space missions for the next decade or so, in-
cluding satellite communications, the space-lab, and possibly even
energy for the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), initially
conceived of as a possible user facility. Tests for the solar-
to-RF conversion and transmission for large solar power systems
1 ^`	
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will need 60 to 500 We RF power, and the Orbital Construction Dem-
onstration Article (OCDA) will need approximately 250 We. Mili-
tary and enlarged communication requirements may expand the power
levels further.
An additional feature of many satellite systems and experi-
ments planned for space shuttle orbit insertion is the trend toward
design standardization. The shuttle will carry these packages to
low earth orbit (L£0), and an intermediate-to-upper stage (IUS)
booster will carry them to geosynchronous orbits (GEO) (approxi-
mately 38,000 km). Standard space craft design will be either spin-
stabilized (e.g., always pointing in one direction, such as towards
the laser power source), or two-direction stabilized, so as to re-
ceive and to send to separate targets. In one example, the power
modules for each space craft have been standardized to the same vol-
ume: 48 x 48 x 18 in., excluding collectors and radiators[681. .
Shuttle launch costs for small units less than 200 pounds and
5 cubic feet range from $3,000 to $10,000 (i.e., $15 to $50 per pound)
[691. Larger packages can cost up to $160 per pound to reach low
earth orbit. Thus there is a premium on both weight and pre-orbit
size: a deployable waste heat radiator and receiving optics would
be a definite plus if these elements become a large part of the op-
erative configuration of laser heat engines. Because of these cost
and size constraints a convenient basis for comparing competitive
laser heat engine concepts is on a per pound/cubic foot/hour-in-
orbit basis.
Lastly, Aerospace Corporation reports that the most cost-effective
satellite maintenance system is to service satellites by orbit trans-
fers from GEO to LEO and back again with the space shuttle, rather
than to expend a malfunctioning satellite or to retrieve it for re-
fitting on the ground. Their cost study suggests, as a general rule of
thumb for laser heat engine maintenance procedures and reliability,
that they be serviceable in orbit and have a reliability level
consonant with periodic space shuttle flights [68].
In the context of mission constraints,it is worthwhile re-
emphasizing some of the particular advantages of laser power compared
to other satellite power systems. Probably the main competitors are
solar power systems. Photovoltaic cells have been used extensively
to provide electricity for space stations. The cost of such cells is
decreasing with improved manufacturing techniques and more efficient
ways of using them have evolved. However, their basic limitation
is the relatively large collection area required because of the dif-
fuse energy density of solar radiation at earth orbit,
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Solar energy can also be collected to power a thermal energy
convertor, such as a Brayton cycle turbine, to make electricity on-
board a satellite. In this case, the solar energy must be focussed
to heat working fluids to a high temperature; yet, a collection area
nearly as large as the photovoltaic collectors is required just to
get the required amount of energy. The advantage of a thermal
solar powered system is the relative ease in achieving high voltage
through AC power generation. Systems studies also show a cost ad-
vantage of thermal vs. photovoltaic power above a critical size
measured in terms of output power [11].
With internal heating, a laser powered engine has the poten-
tial for being a much smaller system than a solar Brayton cycle.
For example, solar Brayton efficiencies are on the order of 20 per-
cent, whereas the target efficiencies for the laser heat engine
are 50 percent, giving a 2.5 factor reduction in engine size and a
4-fold reduction in waste heat radiator size.
Furthermore, since the collector size for the laser heat
engine depends only on the laser wavelength and transmission dis-
tance, there is a breakeven point in power required to run the en-
gine, above which the laser heat engine collector will always be
smaller than the solar collector. That is, the solar collector size
must always increase with power required, whereas the laser collector
is independent of the power required. The collector diameter for
the laser heat engine, taken from Section 2..4, evaluated for 10.6 -11
laser radiation, is
ac = 0.135 YILTR—mT in meters
where L is the laser lower transmission distance. The breakeven
power based on this equation and a 20 percent efficient solar-
powered system is
P* - 0.0076 L(km) in kilowatts
At near-earth orbit (L = 160 km), the breakeven power is 1.2 kwatt,
and at geostationary orbit (L = 36,000 km), the breakeven power is
275 kwatt.	 Thus, there should be a definite advantage for
laser heat engines in the ten kilowatt power range for near-earth
orbit application so far as collector size is concerned. Higher
powered laser heat engines are required to maintain that advantage
in geostationary orbits.
........
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3.3. Selection Priorities
In the light of the previous discussion, a choice of just
three criteria was made to select the best laser heat engine for
near-term demonstration. By limiting the number of criteria, a
clear ordering in the priority in which they were applied could be
obtained. The principle criteria for optimal design are, in the
order in which they will be applied: technological availability,
high efficiency operation, and a high specific power. These three
criteria are not the only ones which can be applied to laser heat
engines, but they do serve to give critical distinctions between the
various contenders for the best laser heat engine. All of the en-
gines we have examined, for example, appear to be capable of contin-
uous operation for long times, and could be built for high relia-
bility. Their relative thermal efficiencies and their capacity to
exceed 50 percent overall efficiency, however, are in question.
Similarly, some engine designs require sufficiently novel or un-
proven technology so as to cast doubt on their being built in the
next two years. In view of the proposed schedule for a laboratory
demonstration, utilization of current technology has been emphasized
to select the most realistic laser heat engine. Most of the engines
require common auxiliary equipment, such as space heat radiators,
laser radiation collectors and focussing elements, generators, and
energy storage units, so that the total system weights will be quite
similar regardless of the heat engine itself. Hence, up to certain
limits, the relative weights of different systems will be similar.
-''
	
	 The application of these criteria for the choice of the best
laser heat engine for longer term development is somewhat different.
First, the promise of higher operating efficiencies with technologi-
cal development and with larger power outputs must be evaluated.
Then, the criteria of technological availability must be relaxed
to allow for developments, ongoing and planned, which promise to
;--.. bear fruit in the next five to ten years. Further, space operation-
al requirements must be considered more seriously. As it tarns out,
the best engines selected for near and longer term application may
be different and will probably serve different needs.
Each of the three laser heat engine concepts developed in
Section II was subjected to the selection criteria discussed in
the previous paragraphs. First, an assessment of technological
availability was made. Then, the overall system constraints on
the engine component efficiency were evaluated. Finally, informa-
tion on scaling and on specific power characteristics was applied
to determine the performance of these concepts with increasing
power output. The results of that evaluation follow in the next
section.
^i
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3.4. Near-Term Technology
The Stirling cycle is limited in the near future to material
temperature of 1100 °K, or an ideal efficiency of 73 percent for an
externally heated Stirling engine. Martini has studied Stirling
cycle laser heat engines extensively from the viewpoint of attainable
real cycle efficiencies, and concludes that an indicated efficiency of
55 percent should be possible. However, the Department of Energy
(DOE) program suggests that the highest attainable Stirling cycle ef-
ficiency for a small (e.g., 1 kW), externally heated engine will be
closer to 35 percent, and then only in the 1985 time frame. Neither
of these efficiencies meets the desired efficiency criteria (see
Section 3.5).
A Beale-type, internally heated Stirling engine might permit
higher internal operating temperatures without the development of
new materials for the engine cylinder. We studied an Otto-Stirling
cycle in connection with a Beale-type engine to determine the ideal
efficiency, technical feasibility, and materials/design problems.
The isothermal heat addition portion of the ideal Stirling cycle
was replaced by a constant volume heat addition by direct laser
absorption in the working medium. This technique allows the gas
temperature to rise above the hot wall temperatures, and thereby
to increase the ideal thermal efficiency above that allowed by the
wall temperature limits of an ideal Stirling cycle. However, to
achieve sufficiently high thercaal efficiencies even for this hy-
brid cycle, the hot wall temperatures must be on the order of
1000 'K. Since the window must be cooled, a great deal of the
energy at the hot end of the piston casing will be drawn off by
the window coolant, vastly reducing the real cycle efficiency.
This design constraint was evidently encountered in recent exper-
iments at NASA-Ames [70].
	
As indicated in Section 2.2.2, the
Beale-type Stirling engine will probably not achieve sufficiently
high efficiencies even at these temperatures, and has been ex-
cluded from immediate consideration.
All of the components of the energy exchanger/turbine laser
heat engine are available now, except fcr an energy exchanger of
proven high component efficiency. As will be shown in Section 3.6,
the component efficiency must be high for high overall operating
efficiencies. In large devices (e.g., larger than 250 kW), com-
bined cycle designs can be employed which reduce the sensitivity
of the overall efficiency on the energy exchanger efficiency.
The only laser heat engine which appears completely feasi-
ble in terms of near-term technology is the Otto/Diesel cycle
piston engine. The ordinary two-cycle combustion piston engine
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reproduces nearly all of the working conditions required of the
laser heat engine. The walls are kept cool in the combustion case,
primarily to keep the lubricants working properly. In the laser
heat engine, the walls will also be kept cool to prevent reradia-
tion losses through the receiving window. However, the piston should
operate with dry bearings instead of a liquid lubricant, so that the
window and the closed cycle heat exchanger are not fouled by the
lubricant. Gas bearings can be designed for linear piston operation;
crankshaft operation may be possible using solid lubricants having
a low vapor pressure (see Section IV).
The working fluid temperatures and pressures for combustion
driven Otto and Diesel cycles reach values appropriate for efficient
laser heat engine operation, so that no unusual design features are
required, other than the window. We anticipate being able to use a
CO 2 laser, a diamond window, and a 10.6-p absorber diluted in argon
as the working gas. Both SF 6 and water vapor have been studied as
absorbers. While SF 6 distintegrates irreversibly above about 1500
°K, it may be quite suitable for the first series of experiments if
an intermediate goal efficiency is accepted. Water vapor appears to
offer the greatest potential for long-term radiation absorption
without chemical disintegration, but is also a good radiator, and
consequently, the peak temperature is limited by reradiation losses.
Hence, early experiments with CO 2 laser radiation may be inherently
limited to modest system efficiencies on the order of 40 percent
overall; however, fine tuning of the absorber and the engine mechan-
ical design (rpm and lubrication) should be capable of increasing
that efficiency to 50 percent.
3.5. Efficiency
A schematic of the laser heat engine system showing energy
transfers between the individual major components is described in
Figure 35. The component efficiencies are as noted in Figure 35.
The combined system efficiency,
n
=nCnEnS nG
is desired to be greater than 50 percent.
From our previous discussions, we can assign approximate
upper values to each of these efficiencies, not including the
heat engine component itself. At high rotational speeds,
reater than 50,000 rpm, no speed transfer device is required
i.e., rI S = 100 percent), and generator efficiencies can be
quite high (i.e., n G = 95 percent). For linear generators, if
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Figure 35.	 Laser Heat Engine System with Major Components and
Efficiencies
the engine is operated at 3600 rpm, n G = 90 percent and nS = 100
pef^cent; rotary generators with speeds less than 50,000 rpm may
also be limited to nG = 90 percent and nS = 100 percent; at speeds
less than 3600 rpm, nS = 35 percent may apply. Thus, there are
three distinct cases:
	a) nS = 100 percent	 Rotary generators driven by en-
nG	95 percent	
gene speeds greater than 50,000
b) nS = 100 percent
nG = 90 percent
c) ns = 85 percent
nG = 90 percent
Linear generators driven by en-
gines at 3600 rpm; rotary genera-
tors driven by engines with
speeds between 3000 and 50,000
rpm
Rotary generators driven by en-
gines with speeds less than
3600 rpm
The collector/concentrator efficiencies can be as high as nr = P8 percent.
Thus, cases a through c place the following requirements on eneline effi-
ciency in order to achieve the desired 50 percent overall efficiency goal.
a) 5 > 50,000 rpm
0.5
nE ' 0.98 1.00 0.95 - 54 percent
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b) 50,000 > 6 > 3,600 rpm
0.5
n E > 0.98(1.00)0.90 - 57 percent
c) 3,600 rpm > 6 > 0
>	 G.5
	
= 67
n E	 0.98 0.85 0.90
	
percent
Clearly, there is a large penalty paid by operating the engine
below 3600 rpm, assuming that 60 cycle AC current is required. Most
of the piston engines considered can operate in the range of 3600 to
6000 rpm, so that they can be classed with class b above; however,
frictional losses and increasing wear will shorten the lifetime of
such devices. For a six-month lifetime, the wear caused by greater
rpm can probably be made a negligible effect. Frictional losses may
be large enough to become an important cons.deration in deciding whether
to operate an engine above 3600 rpm or below. The only engine concept
capable of operating in case a is the energy exchanger/turbine combi-
nation. Whatever gains are obtained by more efficient turbine-generator
operation at high rpm must be balanced against the addition of another
component in the energy transfer process, the energy exchanger, which
has its own finite component efficiency.
Operating efficiencies for both the Otto/Diesel cycle piston
engine and for the energy exchanger/turbine engine were computed using
component efficiencies. In effect, the work ratio information devel-
oped in Section II is integrated with actual operating experience of
these engines to yield an efficiency which can be compared to the
lower bounds required for the engine efficiency goal derived in this
section.
The Otto cycle efficiency results have been given in Section
2.2. Figure 17 showed a maximum efficiency of 60 percent is to ba
possible for a peak cycle temperature of 1500 °K and a compression
ratio of 6 at low rpm; 1500 °K represents a characteristic working
fluid temperature that can be achieved for a near-term experiment
using a CO2
 laser. The 60 percent efficiency can be improved upon
by driving the engine at higher rpm. At about 3600 rpm, the effi-
ciency could marginally exceed the 57 percent value required for
class b machines. Friction and pumping power losses will bring the
efficiency down, making it difficult to reach an engine efficiency
of 50 percent utilizing near-term technology. From this point of
view, the Otto/Diesel piston engine could make an exceedingly inter-
esting near-term experiment with a CO laser power source. With a CO
laser (i.e., 3000 °K peak temperature3, the target overall efficiency
of 50 percent may be reached more easily.
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As discussed earlier, the Diesel cycle is distinguished from
the Otto cycle by a longer heat addition time, approximating a constant
pressure process as the piston extracts work, and consequently, a high-
er ideal efficiency from the same type of engine. The comparison of
ideal cycle efficiencies in Figure 6 shows that the maximum work
Diesel cycle may be 10 percent more efficient than the Otto cycle at
1500 °K peak temperature. This advantage is maintained in the actual
operation of combustion engines where losses due to heat transfer, ra-
diation, and friction are included. We would expect the same loss
characteristics to carry over to the monatomic gas piston engine, im-
plying that the Diesel cycle could be the best operating mode of the
Otto/Diesel laser heated piston engine. Results that are quoted for
the Otto cycle therefore represent conservative estimates, and hence
a lower bound to the performance of this type of engine. The precise
values for a Diesel cycle require a time-dependent combined heat addi-
tion and loss calculation beyond the scope of this study. Generally,
we assume that 10 percent better performance is possible with the
Diesel cycle.
Similar calculations were carried out for the energy exchanger/
turbine laser heat engine in Section 2.2.1. The results, as shown in
Figure 14,revealed that utilizing the CO 2 laser (i.e., low temperature
case, -r
	
5) will not meet the minimum criteria on laser heat engine ef-
ficiency. However, at higher temperatures, which CO lasers can produce
(-r = 10),the turbine/energy exchanger engine has an overall efficiency of
56 percent,even for the small 1-kW size where the system is not very ef-
ficient, exceeding the 54 percent goal required of class a laser heat
engines. As shown below, the efficiency can be as-high as 65 percent for
turbine/energy exchanger engines of 100 kilowatts and larger.
3.6. Scaling to Larger Powers
3.6.1. Efficiency-Power Dependence
The principal advantages of gas turbines compared to piston en-
gines become apparent when larger power outputs are considered. It is
well known that it is difficult to obtain high component efficiencies in
small turbines and compressors. As the size of the device increases
with increasing power, the turbine and compressor losses decrease as
the inverse square root of the power. In contrast, piston engine effi-
ciency can be maintained down to quite low powers, on the order of 10
kW, before size scaling effects begin to reduce the engine performance
appreciably. These scaling trends are shown in Figure 36, which is a
composite of both theoretical and empirical data. Our approach in con-
structing Figure 36 has been to use the empirical data as the base
case, and to build on that data using theoretical estimates of efficiency.
The combustion data (Diesel piston engine and vehicular gas tur-
bine with regeneration) were taken from reviews of engine performance
carried out by Schnell [70] and Jaumotte [71]. Points for the oper-
ation of rare gas (y = 5/3) turbines designed for electric power gen-
eration in space vehicles illustrate the increase in efficiency due to
f
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Figure 35. Scaling of Prime Mover Efficiency with Power
the change in y from the combustion case, y - 1.24. The observed ratio
of efficiencies for these two cases corresponds very nearly to the ratio
of ideal Brayton cycle efficiencies for y = 5/3 and y = 1.24, with a
turbine pressure ratio of 2.
The improvement in piston engine performance available
through the use of a monatomic gas has been estimated from the
combustion Diesel case, by assuming that the efficiency can be
multiplied by the ratio of ideal efficiencies for y = 5/3 and
Y = 1.24. A compression ratio of 17 was assumed to apply at
all power levels. The results are represented in Figure 36 by
the hatched line,ranging from an efficiency of approxiwateiy 52
percent at low powers to 57 percent at 100 kW. These values
correspond well to the theoretical values derived in Section 2.2.2.
With the addition of an energy exchanger, the peak cycle
temperature can be raised to 3000 'K, approximatinn the tempera-
ture achievable with a CO laser. Line din Figure '36 corres-
ponds to the increase in turbine cycle efficiency obtained by
raising the peak temperature from 1080 °K (top of band c) to 3000
°K. Line d and the top of c are related just by the ratio of
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Carnot efficiencies for 3000 and 1080 °K. If an intercooled, three-
stage compression cycle is also used, as discussed in Section 2.2.1,
then the turbine /energy exchanger engine can boost its efficiency
from approximately 42 to 55 percent. Thus, the top of band a cor-
responds to the intercooled system, where the 42 percent efficiency
performance at 40 kW on line d was scaled to 55 percent on line e.
These calculations have assumed an energy exchanger efficiency of
85 percent. Lower component efficiencies account for the spread
in band e.
It appears from the preliminary scaling results that the
turbine/energy exchanger laser heat engine will be significantly
more efficient than the piston laser heat engine for powers greater
than approximately 100 kW. With improvement in ener gy exchanger
component efficiencies, this cross -over power may drop to as low
as 25 kW.
3.6.2. Size-Power Dependence
A basic difference in size exists between turbine and piston
engines delivering the same power output and working between
the same cycle temperatures, if an energy exchanger is used with
the turbine. Two ma jor factors enter the difference in size:
duty cycle and pressure ratio. Turbines have a 100 percent duty
cycle because they deliver power continuously, whereas, at best,
a piston engine delivers power only every other stroke, or, 50
percent of the time. This difference tends to make turbines
smaller than piston engines. On the other hand, piston engines
are efficient with a single cylinder sustaining large peak-to-
ambient pressure ratios, whereas several turbine stages may be
required to cascade the peak pressure down to ambient pressure
conditions. This tends to make piston engines smaller than
turbine engines.
By considering the two types of engines to use materials
having approximately the same mass density, the ratio of turbine
engine mass to piston engine mass can be written as
WT - n rT LT - ( LTPT	 rp
p	 p p	 rT	 p
where the subscripts T and p refer to turbine and piston, respec-
tively, r and L are radius and length, P and ^ir are the power out-
put and pressure ratio, and Co is a constant. rThis expression re-
flects the fact that the power output for a turbine is proportional
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to the turbine blade area and to the pressure ratio. The power out-
put from a piston engine is proportional to the 3/2 power of the
piston displacement volume (as discussed in Section 2.2.2) and to
the pressure ratio.
The above expression can be evaluated for P = Pp = P, and
for the particular sizes of turbines and piston engines capable of
yielding a given power output of one 	 kwatt. A piston engine oper-
ating with a pressure ratio of 40 at 500 rpm, with a bore of 2r
7.6 cm and cylinder Iength L T = 20 cm, can produce 1 kwatt. Algo,
a four-stage turbine with one energy exchanger and three inter-
cooled compressors, each component 1.4 cm in radius and 	 1.4-cm
long (i.e., LT = 8 x 1.4), operating with a turbine stage pressure
ratio of 2.05, can also produce 1 W. Thus, the above expression
yields
T W 0.23
p
and
Co = 1.63 x 10-4 (kcml/z
Hence, we may conclude that a definite power-to-weight ratio advan-
tage exists for the turbine/energy exchanger combination for small
power outputs.	 This advantage becomes eve	 more pronounced as the
power increases, since WT/Wp varies as P-7.
Both the generator and radiator masses can be assumed to
vary roughly with P to the first power. 	 However, the high speed
x^".. turbine generators can also be more compact and lightweight com-
,,.:,{ pared to slower speed generators used with piston engines, because
the high speed generators are more efficient in themselves, irres-
` en	 The increase in radiator weightective of the gine efficient Yp	 9 
with increasing power will be offset somewhat by the rise in en-
^` gine efficiency associated with increasing power. 	 Hence, the tur-
bine will again show some advantage over the piston engine, since
its efficiency can be greater for powers above 50 to 100 W.* T,.
In conclusion, the turbine/energy exchanger should have a
definite specific power (i.e., power-to-weight ratio) advantage over
the piston engine, even at very small
	 sizes.	 For all of the system
components whose weight depends on power, this advantage increases
scaling to high power
(> 50 kW) poor	 poor
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with increasing power. Without a complete weight optimization,
it is not possible to determine what the total weight advantage
y.:..'	 of the turbine/energy exchanger power systems is, but it appears
,N . that the engine itself can be up to four times lighter than a
piston engine of the type described for the same power output.
3.7. Summary of Evaluation
The evaluations of cycle efficiency, near-term technology,
power-to-weight ratio, scaling to high power, and the outlook for
each of the engines is summarized in Table 16. On this basis,
the Otto/Diesel cycle piston engine has been chosen as the best
laser heat engine for near-term demonstration.
Table 16
Summary of Evaluation
PISTON ENGINES
	
	
TURBINE/ENERGY
EXCHANGER ENGINE
OTTO/DIESEL	 STIRLING	 BRAYTON
real cycle efficiency
(n ^ ncnEnsnG)
near-term technology
(1 kW) (n ? 500,0)
	adequate	 inadequate
(53%)	 (31%)
	
available	 not available
good
(52-61%)
not available
power-to-weight ratio	 good only	 good only
	
good at
when small
	
when small
	
all sizes
good
outlook	 best for	 not good:	 good for
near-term
	
fundamental	 development of
demonstration materials and	 high efficiency
(1 kW)	 design problems	 engines > 50 kW
YAoE 1L5pg1G^ R Q^^Of Y^
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The calculations for the overall system efficiency shown in
Table 16 assume that the Otto/Diesel engine is a class (b) laser
heat engine (ns = 1.0, n W 0.90) with nE = 0.60, that the Stirling
engine is also a class () engine with nE = 0.35, and that the
turbine/energy exchanger engine is a class (a) laser heat engine
(i.e., ns = 1.0 1 nG = 0.95) with n ranging from 0.56 to 0.65.
For each case in Table 16, n c = 0.58.
With current technology, the Stirling cycle piston engine
does not achieve the desired 50 percent or greater overall effi-
ciency. Further, the prognosis for future development to achieve
that level of efficiency is not favorable, since the refractory
materials needed for high temperature operation will also lose
heat rapidly by conduction. The turbine/energy exchanger laser
heat engine appears to have good efficiencies at higher powers but
requires component development, particularly at the l-kW power
level to achieve 50 percent or greater efficiencies. Further, it
can only ach i eve its potential using a CO laser source which, al-
though within the state-of-the-art, is not available. The outlook
for future development for this concept is good since the technol-
ogy for energy exchangers is under a,.tive pursuit within the DOE,
and consequently, would allow efficient laser heat engines of this
type to be built.
^. TT
IV. THE DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT
Based on the evaluation presented in the previous section, a
baseline laser heat engine system has been conceived which has a good
chance of meeting all of the objectives set out for this study. This
baseline concept has subsequently been simplified into a demonstra-
tion experiment which is designed to illuminate the unique and unproven
technology comprising this system, i.e., the laser engine itself. This
section first describes the baseline system and then describes the
demonstration program proposed for the engine.
Although this baseline laser heat engine is not the ultimate in
efficiency and power scaling potential, it is a system which could well
fulfill near-term missions while longer range technology is developed.
4.1. Description of the Baseline
Laser Heat Engine System
A two-stroke Otto/Diesel piston engine is recommended as the
baseline system and demonstration laser heat engine. The ideal and
actual advantages of coupling the resonant absorption process with an
Otto/Diesel cycle were established in Section III. A laboratory dem-
onstration experiment is the next step toward establishing its suit-
ability for space applications. The design philosophy followed in
developing the criteria for selection of the Otto/Diesel concept has
been to use only existing technologies for the basic engine compo-
nents. These components have been combined in a self-consistent
way to establish the "baseline" engine system sketched in Figure
37, which shows each of the major engine components in a stand-alone
arrangement. Clearly, these components could be arranged different',y
for different satellite applications, to allow for the objectives of
the satellite mission. However, certain aspects are fixed, such as
the relative orientation between the collector/concentrator and the
waste heat radiator, which has been chosen so as to minimize thermal
distortions in the collector bowl. Also, the generator should be
sealed onto the engine casing so that a separate generator coolant
circuit and sealing of a drive chain is not required.
From this baseline concept, a ine-kilowatt engine and its
possible construction material and ope, ­ating parameters are sum-
marized below in Table 17.
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A: Collector/Concentrator
B: Window Radiator
C: Engine Jacket Radiator
D: Jacket Coolant Pump
E: Laser Heat Engine
F: Window Coolant Pump
G: Generator
H: Exhaust Gas Radiator
Figure 37. Baseline Laser Heat Engine System
Table 17
Laser Heat Engine Baseline Design
Basic Engine Parameters
Engine Type:
Power Output:
Operation:
Bore:
Stroke:
Compression Ratio:
Laser Wavelength:
Peak Cycle Pressure:
Working Fljid:
Absorption Coefficient:
Minimum Cycle Pressure:
Peak Cycle Temp.:
Minimum Cycle Temp.:
Window:
Unattended Operation:
Other Features
1. Crankcase & Cylinder Jacket Cooling:	 helium
2. Window Construction:	 double windows, simply supported.
Otto/Diesel	 piston engine each I-mm thick and face-cooled with high pressure
1 kW helium
2 strokes with crankcase 3. Seals, Bearings, and Lubrication:
compression 500 rpm a. Piston Sealing:	 carbon impregnated rings on
3.8 cm cast iron or hard chrome
4 cm b. Piston Rod & Pin:	 sealed needle bearin gs packed
6.1 with fluorcarbon grease
10.6 4(CO2 ) c. Main Bearing:	 sealed with roller bearings packed
38 atm with fiuorcarbon grease
helium/5': 020 absorber 4. Sizes:
3 cm at LO atm, 800 'K a. Collector/Concentrator:	 2-m diameter.
i atm 2 kg (met.	 kapton)
1500 °?4 b. Piston Engine:	 45 cm 3 . 2 kg
300 `K c. Generator:	 5 kq
1-cm diameter, Type iia Diamond d. Radiator:	 1.3 m-,	 3.5 kg
5 x 10'	 hours e. Total	 Fiass:	 12.5 kg
5. Figures of Merit:	 Thermal Efficiency
	 54".
Overall	 Efficiency
	 43"
Specific Power	 79 wika
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In the paragraphs that follow, the details of each of
the important design features will be discussed. The base-
line engine design is presented to illustrate the existing po-
tential for progress toward a simple and efficient space energy
conversion scheme. It represents a point design and is by no
means intended as an optimum. However, the design serves two im-
portant purposes: first of all, a laboratory demonstration de-
vice can be derived from it for which the emphasis on mechanical
simplicity will help investigators distinguish between losses as-
sociated with the resonant absorption process from those of other
sources, and secondly, it will serve as a framework for discussion
and a point of departure for further innovation.
4.1.1. Cycle Characteristics
The proposed engine will be operated at slow speeds (500
rpm). Two-stroke engines have the advantage of twice as many power
strokes as four-stroke engines. Thus, they have smoother operation
and require a smaller flywheel than a four-stroke engine. The'work
needed to overcome the friction of the exhaust and suction stroke
is saved compared to a four-stroke engine. The exhaust gases are
scavenged by a fresh charge of cold gas, injected at a slightly
higher pressure through the side ports in the opposite side of the
cylinder at bottom dead center. Some compression of the injected
gas is required. This can be accomplished either in the crankcase
beneath the piston on the downstroke, or by a separate compressor
outside of the cylinder. Crankcase compression has been chosen for
closed loop operation of the baseline design.
Cooling of the engine head cylinder and crankcase can be
accomplished by circulating high pressure helium in the baseline
design engine jacket. In the demonstration experiment, external
compression of scavenging gases may be used and a liquid cool-
ant, such as water, may be employed to cool the engine jacket.
The laser window must be able to transmit CO 2 radiation. It
must also be able to withstand the cyclic stress associated with the
gas pressure excursion. The double-layer design shown in Figure 37
was identified as the preferred configuration. The two windows with
simply supported edge conditions will each withstand equal differ-
ential pressure increments with face cooling provided in the space
between. Estimates of the heat transfer rates and coolant pumping
power show that the windows can be maintained at a temperature be-
low 700 °C. Thermal stresses due to the temperature excursions in
the gas were investigated and found to be well within the constraints
imposed by the window materials.
/i
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The list of candidate window materials is limited by the
above design constraints. Fortunately, Type IIa diamonds have the
requisite properties. A list of properties for diamonds is given
in Table 18.
	
The high tensile strength of diamonds permits indi-
vidual 1-cm diameter windows as thin as 1-mm each to withstand a
20-atm pressure differential.
Table 18
Properties of Natural Diamonds
(taken from Ref. 39)..
Density
Volumetric Heat Capacity
Elastic Modulus
Linear Thermal Expansion
Thermal Conductivity for IIa
Refractive Index
Temperature Dependence
Brewster Angle
Absorption
Tensile Strength
Thermal Diffusivity
p = 3.52 g/cc
PC = 1.8 j /cc K
Cll = 9.5 x 10 12 d/cm2
a = 1.2 x 10-6 K-1 at 27 °C
k = 20 W/cm K at 30 °C
n = 2.39
do/dT = 1.9 x 10
-5 
K-'
6 = 67 degrees
= 0.01 to 0.3 cm-1 for IIa
F = 1.8 x 10 14 d/cmz
k/pC = 11 cm2/sec
Type IIa diamonds are found naturally in only one mine in Africa
but can also be created synthetically. A naturally occurring diamond,
1-cm diameter across the face, might cost between $8,000 and $25,000
depending on its colors and faults. Synthetic IIa diamonds can be made
only as large as 0.5 cm in diameter. Some attempts have been made to
,loin several diamonds together with a bonding compound and high pres-
sures, but these have not been successful to date. Data on absorption
and other material properties is well known, and recently, CO? laser
tests conducted at AVCO suggest that a steady flux of 1 M14/cm can be
sustained by a diamond window.
For purposes of the experiment, it may be more appropriate
to use a cheaper substitute which would absorb more of the laser ra-
diation, so lone as the window absorption is discounted when compu-
ting actual engi a performance. Two 4-mm thick coated zinc sulfide
discs could withstand the same pressure differential, and
would transmit 70 percent of the incident laser radiation. Zinc
sulfide is sold commercially as Irtran, and is available at a frac-
tion of the cost of diamond wi.-dow. The disadvantage of this ap-
proach is the need for greater laser power and more extensive win-
dow cooling to perform the experiment.
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4.1. 2 Lubrication
Lubrication is a critical problem in any laser heated piston
engine design. The necessity of maintaining optimum absorption
characteristics of the engine, working fluid, and absorber precludes
the use of conventional lubricating methods. Three design options
were considered in addressing this problem. They are shown in
Table 79.
Table 19
Design Options for Engine Lubrication
OPT I Of?
1. Linear Engine
Working Fluid
Gas Bearings
2. Bellows Isolated
Splash Lubricated
Crankcase
3. Grease Lubricated
Needle and Roller
Bearings in
Crankcase
77 01206
CONFIGURATION
	 I	 COMMENT
Leakage rates were
estimated for this
configuration and
found to be excessive.
WINDOW	 PISTON LEVITATED
BY GAS BEARINGS
Severely restricted+ Q
SELL05
by bellow design
6	
consideration.
14INDOW 	
ISOT
/	 rsDLATEB
CRANKCASE
DRY SEALING RINGS
Relys on low rpm (500
rO	 o	 max), low vapor ;pressure,I	 grease for lonq life
operation.
WINDOW
	
GREASE PACKED BEARINGS
DRY SEALING RINGS
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The first, and apparently the cleanest, is a linear configura-
tion which would power a linear alternator. This device relys on
gasdynamic bearings to lubricate the cylinder piston interface, con-
necting rod, and linear alternator plunger. A serious drawback to
this approach is the leakage loss encountered at normal airbearing
radial clearances with required piston pressure differentials (e.g.,
30 to 40 atm).
The leakage loss for such a device lies between the
limits of adiabatic flow with friction,and isothermal flow with
friction. Calculation of these limiting cases, together with a
comparison of the flow time to the thermal conduction time for the
fluid in the clearance space gives large leakage losses for a 30watm
pressure dif=ferential and realistic radial clearances of 0.00125
cm (0.5 mil) to 0.0025 cm 0 mil).
The second option uses a mechanical bellows to isolate a
splash lubricated crankcase. Bellows would be required to isolate
the cylinder from the crankcase in this scheme. However, bellows
with the required stroke and L/D suffer from "squirm" at speeds in
excess of 300 rpm. It would also introduce an unknown loss contri-
bution from friction due to rubbing on guides surrounding the bellows.
This approach was judged marginal based on the above considerations.
The third design, chosen for the baseline version, uses roller
bearings for the rod-piston, rod-crank, and main bearings. These com-
ponents will be backed with fluorcarbon grease and should provide the
necessary lubrication for the 5,000-hour service life set forth in the
objectives without the necessity for elaborate crankcase isolators.
4.1.3. Piston Sealing
The problems of lubrication and sealing are intimately tied
to one another, as can be seen from the previous discussion. The
problem of piston sealing for the laser Otto/Diesel cycle engine is
identical in many respects to that encountered in the Otto/Diesel
combustion engine. Piston rings in both are exposed to high tem-
perature gases. This precludes the use of organic fluorocarbon
materials, such as are used in air compressors and Stirling cy-
cle work pistons.	 Carbon seals impregnated with various
additives have been used in "dry" applications. Pure carbon seals
have excellent wear and self-lubrication ^operties, but generally
require the presence of small quantities of water, which are nor-
mally available from the ambient atmosphere. It is interesting to
note that by utilizing deuterated water as an absorber in combina-
tion with pure carbon seals, it may be possible to capital-
ize on this symbiotic relationship. Carbon and graphite seals im-
pregnated with various elements and compounds have been developed
to perform in the completely dry environments of high altitude and
outer space with greatly improved friction and wear characteristics
over pure carbon. Data are available on wear rates for carbon run-
ning at various speeds and loads for various mating surface ma-
terials [73].	 The wear ratio, w, is the increment of material
removed per unit of length rubbed during testing. Table 20 shows
some typical and "best case" results.
Table 20
Some Carbon Wear Rate Data
TEMPERATURE	 MATING	 RUBBING SPEED CONTACT PRESSURE WEAR RATIO
	
O F	 MATERIAL	 (ft/min)
	 (psi)	 (in./in.)
r
	70	 hard chrome	 440	 20	 5.0 x 10-10
	
800	 Si3N4	 279	 15	 1.3 x 10-10
	250	 chrome
	
442	 20	 1.2 x TO`lz
Increasing the contact pressure, p, increases the wear ratio with
W M p 1/z
For a piston ring, the contact pressure is of the order of the pressure
drop across the ring. If the "best case" data shown above are used
in conjunction with baseline engine parameters, the total material
removal, W, in a 5 x 10 3 hour operating interval can be estimated by
W = 1.2 x 10 -i2 i ' x 10 in ' x 10 cycle x 3600 sec x 5 x 10 3 hrin.	 cycle	 sec	 hr
or
`..^	 W = 0.002 in.
For 5 rings with equal pressure increments across each, and a 20 atm
average pressure, the effect of pressure would increase the above value
to
1	 20 atm	 psi	 1	 1/2W, = L1(P',/ p ) /z = 0.002 in. x ( 5^  x 35 atm x 20 psi)
ring
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Thus,
W" = 0.0035 in.
Although there are other factors, such asinertial loading, which may
contribute to additional wear, this result provides a basis for op-
timism in applying carbon seal technology to this difficult problem
area.
Perhaps the most extensive investigation of sealing materials
under conditions comparable to those found in the laser heated Otto/
Diesel engine was conducted by Curtiss Wright to improve the apex
seals for the Wankel engine [741.	 Exhaustive testing of the fric-
tion and wear properties of a broad range of materials produced seals
with greatly improved characteristics. Of particular interest were
several combinations which were not optimum from a cost point of view
for the Wankel application, but exhibited exceptionally good wear and
friction properties. It appears that a further design effort should
be pursued within this on-going area of seal technology to establish
which seal materials wear best in the laser heat engine environ-
ment.
4.1.4. Window and Block Cooling
To avoid problems with frozen coolant when the engine is not
operating, we recoinliend that helium be used for cooling the windows.
A small amount of electrical energy must be stored to run the helium
compressor during laser engine start -up (start-up operation is dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 4.2). By blowing the helium across
the window face under high pressure (i.e., 10 to 15 atm), rather good
heat transfer film coefficients can be obtained to limit the film
temperature drop to approximately 50 °K. The 50 °K drop in tempera-
ture insures that the outer surface of the inner window can be kept
cool, and the inner window surface will then be at
T = 540 °K
for diamond windows at peak working fluid temperatures of 1500 °K,
assuming that the working fluid is helium with
h = 45 watts!
m k
This temperature is well within the melting and stress limits of
diamonds.	 Tho melting point of diamonds is above 3500 °C. As dis-
cussed, helium can be used to cool the engine block. Approximately
30 percent of the incoming power must be disposed of through engine
jacket coaling.
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In the demonstration experiment, water cooling can be used
with a conventional radiator if once-through cooling is not feasi-
ble. However, pumping power and the heat carried away by the water
must be monitored carefully to determine the cold engine performance.
In this regard, an attempt to simulate the coolant pressure drop cor-
responding to the space radiator should be made.
4.1.5. Piston Heat Transfer
In small engines, the absorption mean free path may be some-
what longer than the top dead center piston distance from the window.
To insure complete absorption of the laser radiation in the working
fluid, both the top of the piston and the inside upper surface of
the cylinder should be reflective. An evaporated gold coating can
be made 99.4 percent reflective; as long as these surfaces do not
overheat, they should retain that reflectivity. Heat transferred to
the cylinders is carried away by the engine jacket coolant. Heat
transferred to the piston must be conducted through the piston to
the crankcase gases. For this purpose, the piston should be made
thin and corrugated on the surfaces exposed to the crankcase, so
that good cooling is achieved.
While the gold coating may reflect most of the CO2 laser ra-
diation, the hot gases will transfer heat quickly to the piston.
With a 1500 °K helium working fluid, the forced convection heat
flux is 5.4 watts/cm'. If the piston is 0.5-cm thick aluminum al-
loy, and with an effective heat transfer coefficient of h = 40
watts/m2 °K on the underside of the piston, the piston temperature
will be approximately 490 °K. To achieve these low temperatures, one
must also account for cooling by the scavenging gas at bottom dead cen-
ter. The piston temperature is sufficiently far from the melting tem-
perature of gold (1340 °K) and aluminum (932 °K) to make this feasible.
4.2. Engine Operation
Start-up, steady cycling, and shut-down comprise the three
phases of laser engine operation. In outer space, the temperature
of the engine will become very low when it is not operating, and
to conserve stored energy, all of the components will be idle,too.
When it is time to receive laser energy and begin operation, the
bearing lubricants must be effective at the low station-keeping
temperature, even before they are warmed up by friction and heat
transfer. Window and engine jacket cooling can be effective im-
mediately with gaseous coolants, as designed. Piston motion will
be induced by the first pulse of absorbed laser radiation, but it
may not be sufficient to produce a complete cycle,since normally
stored energy exists in the rotation of the flywheel to overcome
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all of the piston losses and still return the piston in time for the
next laser pulse. Thus, it may be necessary to use the generator
as a motor.initially, to start the engine. The energy required for
start-up will be just the power needed to overcome motoring losses
(about 0.2 kwatts) for the first few seconds of operation until
synchronism is established.
The simplest way to establish synchronism is to vary the fre-
quency of the starting motor so that it matches the tinting of the
incoming laser signal. A photo cell with a tinting logic circuit to
regulate the starting motor frequency may be required.
The engine cycle thermodynamic variables have already been
summarized in Table 17.	 These values include the effects of heat
transfer losses. Using the estimates of Section 2.2.2., the antici-
pated thermal efficiency of this engine is 54 percent under optimized
operation. With a generator efficiency of 95 percent. speed changer
efficiency of 85 percent, and an optical component efficiency of 98
percent, the overall system efficiency is projected to be 43 percent.
With improved piston seal lifetiwes, higher rpm operation would allow
the speed changer to be eliminated, improving the 'system efficiency
to 51 p^nrcent.
At present, the cycle has only been analyzed so as to attain
relatively high efficiency for operation with a CO 2 laser and at
low speeds of revolution. For higher temperature operation, for
example with a CO laser, higher compression ratios are called for
according to the results shown in Figure 17. Further, if a
linear generator were to be used, then a faster rpm enk rtine would
be desirable in order to take full advantage of linear generator
design efficiencies.
4.3. Experimen ta l Program
Previous laser heat engine experiments have explored the
scientific feasibility of making a laser heat engine run, but have
not provided a systematic data base for optimizing the design of
such engines in terms of their potential for high efficiency oper-
ation. The object of the proposed experimental program is to demon-
strate the potential for overall operating efficiencies in excess
of 50 percent. To do this, the major components of the laser heat
engine System IlluSt be present in the experiiner.t. That is, the
laser, window, heat en(line, working fluid/absorber, and {generator
must be connected and operating in unison.
ed at NASA-Ames Research
of the components of a
together, those experiments
a laK
While previous experiments conduct
Centel,
 and elsewhere [6, 9] have had many
total laser heat engine system operating
did not provide convincing evidence that
could be operated at high efficiency.
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It may still be impossib4^e to demonstrate the theoretically
predicted peak efficiencies for a relatively small machine because
of the way energy losses scale with size. For example, heat trans-
fer to the walls in a small demonstration machine may dominate the
entire thermal behavior of the device. Thus, the emphasis of the
experiment should be a careful study of energy losses to document
the scaling laws for these phenomena.
At the opposite extreme, a full-scale prototype device must
be able to demonstrate the desired peak efficiencies. In that case,
emphasis would be on a direct measurement of efficiency rather than
on detailed diagnostics of the thermal cycle losses. Of course, a
whole range of intermediate cases exist in which some of the device
attributes may be inferred directly from experimental demonstration,
and other attributes demonstrated indirectly by referring to scaling
laws established by the experimental measurements.
The one-kilowatt Otto/Diesel cycle laser heat engine chosen
for experimental demonstration is the largest heat engine that can
be driven by available CO2 lasers.*	 A smaller size engine would
be completely overcome by the scaling problems alluded to above.
Neat losses for the 1-kW piston engine are predicted to be on the
order of 30 percent of the input energy. Hence, these losses should
certainly be a measurable effect, and yet the overall cycle efficiency
predicted for this engine is still projected to be close to the origi-
nal objective, approximately 43 percent.
We recommend that experimental emphasis be on a careful diag-
nosis of the energy losses and the correlation of these measurements
to obtain an accurate understanding of the device efficiency. The
achievement of high efficiency is also recommended as a major objec-
tive for this demonstration program.
Other specific experimental goals for the demonstration pro-
gram are:
• Achievement of peak temperatures in a laser energy
absorption cell using optimal mixtures of helium,
argon, and D20.
• Measurement of piston engine heat transfer losses
and verification of a reliable heat transfer compu-
tational model.
If the restriction of using an existing laser facility were relaxed, the
laser heat en g ine recommended for demonstration might be very dif-
ferent. Further, a 10 to 20 kW laser tailored to the proposed use
can probably be built for $200,000 to $300,000.
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• Measurement of window reradiation losses and verification
of a reliable radiation computational model.
f Measurement of frictions; and pumping power loses and
correlation of data tj appropriate scaling models.
• Identification of a viable piston sealing scheme
which is extendable to space engine lifetimes.
• Identification of lubricants for the crankcase
bearings and study cf lubricant interactions with
working fluid/absorber operation.
Clearly, these goals are ambitious, and a onulti-year pro gram will
be needed to achieve them. It is important to establish priorities
among these goals, so that at each stage definite milestones can be
observed which will provide decision-makin g data on whether and how
to proceed.
Further consideration of previous experiments reveals that
the uncertainty surrounding the engineering feasibility of high ef-
ficiency laser heat engines is due to a lack of fundamental empiri-
cal knowledge. For example, it is not well known how hot a diamond
window may be run over long periods of time. The AVCO experiment
[391 suggests that steady thermal conditions were achieved at
much higher CW intensities than the laser heat engine experiment
would require, but no periodic stresses were applied and the total
time of heating was on the order of ten seconds or less. Similar
uncertainties exist with respect to the peak temperatures achievable
in the D 0 absorber and the extent of serious reradiation losses.
Heat transfer calculations for piston engines are also an imperfect
art, so that there are unresolved theoretical questions regarding
these losses, too. In short, detailed diagnostics are essential
to success in this experiment, and careful attention to possible
adjustments in the design and operation of the engine throughout
the experiment will help to circumvent barriers to the achievement
of high efficiency.
We propose the following tasks to address the goals of the
demonstration program:
Task 1: Detailed Engineering Anal ysis and Preliminary_ Design
This task covers the development and adaptation of analytical
techniques for the entire proposed program, including the design
and evaluation of engineering tests, a detailed engineering
analysis of the engine concepts developed in this report and a
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preliminary design of the experimental engine. Several important
design choices must be made including the use of a linear or
rotary generator, the type of piston sealing and the window
cooling technique. A second part of this task is to convert the
conceptual design developed for the laser heat engine in this
report into a more definitive concept.
Task II: Engineerin gnee , Testsessts
A number of engineering tests should be performed during the
early stage of this program to help in the final design and to
verify several of the conceptual design features before the com-
plete engine system is built.
1. Measure CO2 laser radiation absorption and consequent heat-
ing in absorber/working fluid mixtures. Several absorbers
such as D20 and SF6 as well as working fluids (helium and
argon) should be investigated in a cell which can be heated
by a moderate power CO2 laser.
2. Verify the dependence of bleaching on laser pulse length:
Since bleaching is a lower pulse length limit and pulsed
CO2 lasers naturally operate near this limit region, an
experimental definition of this limit in a realistic geo-
metry is important.
3. Determine the maximum temperature achievable with a realistic
laser pulse, approximately 250 J in about 6 msec. Since
the actual CW laser experiments will involve utilization of
a complex and relatively expensive experiment, the use of a
single pulse laboratory laser to precisely simulate the
heating process is a very important feature of the program.
Consequently, the laser absorption process can be fully
understood when the actual laser/engine test program starts.
4. Measure transient thermal and pressure stresses in window
structure due to laser heating of the gas sample. Coupled
to Subtasks 1 and 3 above, the window can be instrumented
to allow measurement of the transient thermal stress and
pressure pulses.
5. Measure steady heat transfer capabilities of the window
with active cooling. By proper simulation a low power laser
can be used to simulate the heat transfer on the window
structure to test the relatively complex window cooling
scheme.
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Task III: Final Engine Design
Based on the results of Tasks I and II, both completed and on-
going, the final detailed design of the laser heat engine can be
performed. This design phase must include all aspects of
coupling the engine to the laser facility chosen as well as to
the preliminary test equipment and diagnostics.
Task IV: Construction and Engine Assembly
All non-existing components of the proposed experiments, includ-
ing the engine components, instruments, transfer optics, and
other ancillary hardware must be fabricated as designed in
Task III. This task will culminate in the assembly of all the
engine components and check-out prior to motoring tests.
Task V: Diagnostics and Controls Development
In view of the emphasis of the proposed program on understanding
the loss mechanisms and sealing, a careful diagnostic effort will
be required. Consequently,we propose a separate task to develop,
test,and fabricate the diagnostics concurrently with the engine
experimental hardware design and fabrication. This effort should
include diagnostics and controls for:
I.	 Pressure, mass flow, and temperature of the working fluid
and coolants.
2. Cylinder wall temperatures.
3. Engine speed.
4. Power input (motoring) and output (generated or torque).
5. Gas sampling.
6. Chopper for CW laser and chopper speed monitor.
7. Start-up and shut-down controls.
Task_ VI: Motoring Tests
Prior to demonstrating the performance of the laser heat engine
with the laser facility,a number of tests can be performed
which will greatly enhance the analysis and interpretation of
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the data as well as simplify the test program involving hot
laser-on tests. In these tests the laser heat engine is driven
by an electric motor. Such tests should:
1. Measure frictional losses (valves and manifolds held open).
2. Measure pumping power and heat transfer losses (valves
and manifolds operating normally -- preheated gas stream).
3. Measure static and dynamic piston ring sealing losses.
4. Test gas line tuning.
5. Verify mechanical integrity with full pressure and tempera-
ture loading.
6. Conduct single pulse laser tests to attain and verify full
pressure and temperature load history.
Task VII: Laser Engine Demonstration Tests
The laser engine demonstration tests should be conducted, in
conjunction with a laser facility discussed in the next section,
in a three-step program.
1. Initial development tests to gain understanding of the
operation of the laser engine and to check and verify the
operation of all the diagnostic equipment.
2. Measurement of operating efficiency of the laser heat
engine operated at or near the optimum design point.
3. Determination of the engine performance over a maximum
range of conditions including variation of:
a. Load
b. Input gas pressure
c. Working fluid/absorber composition
d. Engine cycle/laser phase
e. Laser power and pulse duration.
 77 r,7T-Y-ZW=ki
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Task VIII: Reports
A program of this nature should be reported on a quarterly basis
with a detailed technical report due at the end of the program.
Special topical reports may be desirable on separate events or
phases of the program.
The objectives of the demonstration program should be to verify
the design efficiencies predicted for the piston engine. The first
tests may be open-cycle and short duration, although longer duration
tests (e.g., on the order of minutes) may be desirable for a convincing
demonstration of overall engine efficiency. While it may not be pos-
sible to completely achieve the desired 50 percent peak efficiency, the
program should be formulated in terms of reaching a definite level of
performance. We believe that a reasonable goal would be the achieve-
ment of 40 percent overall efficiency (laser energy in to electricity
out) or at least with simulation of the ancillary losses from standard
commercial equipment. Some redesign may be necessary after the first
experiments in order to reach peak efficiency. A preliminary project
schedule is shown in Figure 38.
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4.4
	
Site and Facility Requirements
Site selection required careful consideration of the availability
of hardware and facilities, the cost of utilizing existing hardware and
its modification, the new hardware to be produced, the limitations on
the demonstration created by the facility (be it existing or to be con-
structued), and the integration of the program with NASA technical- and
mission-oriented staff. Consequently, this process was an evaluation
during which many sources were consulted.
The existence of a suitable laser for the demonstration experi-
ments is by far the dominant site-specific requirement. An average
laser power absorbed of two to four kilowatts is needed for the one-
kilowatt output engine. This power must be delivered in less than
five percent of the engine cycle period, once every cycle. At 500 rpm,
5 percent of the cycle period is 6 milliseconds. Therefore, the actual
laser power required must be at least 40 kilowatts CW or, alternately,
240 joules per pulse, with a maximum pulse length of 6 milliseconds at
8.3 pulses per second. Such a repetitively pulsed laser does not exist,
but could be built. However, a large CW CO2 laser in the 50-kW size
range exists at NASA-Ames. The Ames laser is a blow-down facility with
a 15-second run time. At NASA-Lewis a 15-kW CO2 laser facility exists.
The Lewis facility is a continuously operating, closed cycle, electric
discharge laser with run times exceeding several hours. Although it
has the potential of higher power, it has so far produced only 15 kW
of power.
The second class of items whose availability affects the choice
of demonstration site are major heat engine components and test facili-
ties. These include pumps, turbines, heat exchangers, dump tanks, and
effluent treatment facilities (in the case of an open-cycle demonstra-
tion). Not so critical, but still important, are test facilities such
as dynamic balancing equipment (for rotating machinery), precision
machining facilities, engine operation test equipment (e.g., dyna-
mometers), and so forth. Most of these items are available at any
major national laboratory, so that their availability and location is
not important to choosing the site of the experimental program.
Another important consideration in choosing the site is the
ease with which the relevant technology can be integrated with NASA's
mission. Proximity to NASA personnel involved with the demonstration
project and the channels of communication between the NASA staff and
the contractor personnel are of primary importance. Both on- and off-
site demonstration project alternatives were considered from the point
of view of the effects that these alternatives have on technology
transfer. Other considerations being equal, the greatest ease of
communication is achieved by having the prime contractor and the
demonstration project operate at a NASA facility.
^	 k.
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On the basis of laser availability at the CW power level
required, it appears that the demonstration experiments can best be
carried out at the NASA-Ames research facility. NASA-Ames has the
necessary auxiliary facilities as well as staff, and is in a good posi-
tion to cooperate with contractor personnel. The only drawback of the
NASA-Ames facility is the limited run time. However, thermal balance
can surely be achieved either directly or by preheat of critical areas.
NASA-Ames personnel are already experienced in the technology of laser
heat engines and consequently are in a good position to support such a
program.
A program could also be performed at NASA-Lewis, however the
performance may need to be modified. It appears that using a longer
laser pt-Ise, possibly as long as 15 msec and lasting 15 percent of the
cycle time, would allow the experiment to be performed at a 15-kW power
level. A lower power experiment, i.e., less than 1-kilowatt output
power) could also be planned. However, in view of the lower power,
the Lewis facility would not present as much experimental flexibility.
Of course, the advantage of long run times clearly speaks for the
Lewis laser.
Alternatively, the experiments could be performed at any S-te,
national laboratory or contractor facility, if the specification of an
existing laser is relaxed. Several commercial high power closed cycle
lasers exist in the 1- to 15-kW class costing approximately $40/watt as
complete systems. The flow loop and optical cavity of one of these
lasers could be modified for pulsed or quasi-steady operation with
several hundred joule/pulse capability. We estimate that such modifi-
cations (including the basic flow loop, power supplies and optical
cavity) can be acquired for about $250,000.
The balance of the program, other than the laser engine demon-
stration experiment, does not require any special facilities other
than the assortment of laboratory equipment and, in particular, lasers
to perform the engineering and development testing.
4.5.	 Longer Range Laser Heat Engine Program
During the course of this study it became clear that the choice
of heat engine type might be quite different if the groundrules were
different, specifically, if the choice were not restricted by current
laser availability for a laboratory demonstration and if the desired
power level were considerably larger. Further, it was also clear that
some of the space mission requirements may have a strong affect on the
eventual choice of a preferred technology. In view of the serious
implications of this potential, we also considered a longer range
laser heat engine development program which is designed to answer
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questions not currently addressed,
proposed near term demonstration.
eral categories: technological qu
Brayton/Energy Exchanger/CO Cycle,
cations. The following paragraphs
these areas.
and not within the scope of the
These questions fall into two gen-
estions about the potential of the
and questions about systems impli-
suggest programs to illuminate
4.5.1. Brayton/Energy Exchanger/CO Cycle
In view of the superior efficiency potential of this cycle,a
series of steps designed to further evaluate the potential of this
technology appears warranted. One aspect of this question, the develop-
ment of an efficient high temperature energy exchanger as a cycle ele-
ment for various heat engine cycles, will most probably proceed during
FY 78 and 79 under Department of Energy (DOE) sponsorship. DOE is
currently negotiating such aprogram with MSNW. To keep pace with
this technology we recommend a program to:
1) Define the optimal CO laser characteristics for a Brayton/
Energy Exchanger/CO Cycle system and perform a preliminary
design analysis of such a laser.
2) Perform absorption experiments in an absorption cell with
a CO laser tunable to various individual lines.
3) Design a Brayton/Energy Exchanger/CO laser heat engine
experiment.
4.5.2. Systems Implication of Laser
Heat Engines
Since the future direction of any laser heat engine technology
program depends strongly on the space applications most likely to
become realities, a program to assess the impact of the space systems
applications on the technology is highly desirable. Such a program or
study is important so that the demonstration proposed in the previous
paragraphs can be followed by properly directed programs of technology
development which will yield the type of system which the applications
demand. Such a study should consider the following:
1)	 Mission analysis--What are the most useful power levels
for future space missions and how is that level likely to
change with time? What are the advantages of laser heat
engines as power systems and under what circumstances are
they likely to be used in preference to other space power
sources? How long will a laser heat engine have to operate
without attention? What lubrication and sealing systems
are consistent with the above?
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2) Technology questions--Are all the components required for
various systems readily available? When are various improve-
ments in technology likely to be available to laser heat
engines? Are there other technologies which could make
significant improvements in the current laser Feat engine
concepts?
3) program recommendations--Based on the above studies and
the demonstration program,a long-range program, both for
technology development as well as for prototype develop-
ment, should be recommended to realistically assess when
this technology could actually be utilized in space.
V. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1.	 Near-Term Demonstration Program
At very small power levels, piston engines have both near-
term technology and efficiency advantages compared to turbine engine
systems. Of the piston engines, the Otto/Diesel cycle, two-stroke
engine appears superior because of extensive experience in the con-
struction and operation of such engines, and because of an estimated
efficiency advantage compared to Stirling engines once the multiplica-
tive effects of monatomic gas operation are accounted for. Thus, the
principal recommendation of this study is to use the Otto/Diesel cycle
piston engine for a near-term experimental demonstration program.
Detailed recommendations have been made throughout the text. The high-
lights of these are:
1)	 To carry out the demonstration program at the NASA-Ames
Research Center because of the availability of the re-
quired high power CO2 laser facility.
i
2)	 To pursue the demonstration program with a central con-
tractor who has all the necessary experience and equip-
ment to do the design, construction,and preliminary test-
ing at their facility.
3)	 The basic goals of the demonstration program should be to
establish open-cycle operation of the 1-kW engine at high
thermal efficiency. The program should also develop an
explicit understanding of engine operation necessary for
improving engine performance through redesign, better
materials, etc. to the predicted overall efficiency of
over 40 percent.
4)	 The demonstration program must also document the major
scaling laws for losses in efficiency.
5.2. Development Program for Large-Scale
Laser Heat Engines
j
	
	 A second major result of this study has been that the turbine/
energy exchanger, laser heat engine appears to be the most promising
device for larger, efficient laser heat engines. Development of the
energy exchanger component efficiency will be desirable in order to
achieve the full advantage of this type of engine. However, if
I
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sufficient laser power existed today, it would be entirely feasible to
build and operate a high efficiency, turbine/energy exchanger laser
heat engine with present technology, above the 100-kilowatt power
level. This type of engine requires a specially tuned CO laser for
its most efficient operation. CO lasers at this power level exist
now, but their run times are too short for reasonable experimentation.
The results of this study indicate that the redesign of CO lasers to
match the energy absorption requirements of the turbine/energy exchanger
type of laser heat engine is an attractive high potential payoff
approach.
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